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Abstract	
  	
  
Natural killer (NK) cells are innate lymphocytes capable of identifying infected and
tumourigenic cells and eliciting a cytokine and/or cytotoxic response. NK cells contain
multiple activating and inhibitory receptors that bind to ligands expressed on other cells,
and responses to abnormal cells are triggered by an imbalance of NK receptor signalling
in favour of activation. The NK population is phenotypically and functionally heterogeneous,
allowing recognition and responses to stimuli in a broad array of diseases. Diversity within
the NK cell repertoire is achieved through the processes of education and maturation,
which determine the specific combination of receptors expressed on the cell surface of
each NK cell and ensure self-tolerance. Inhibitory receptors play a well-established role in
NK cell education, but the role of activating receptors in this process remains unclear.
NKG2D and NKp46 are considered to be major NK cell activating receptors that are
required for efficient clearance of neoplastic and virally infected cells. However, it is not
established whether these receptors also have roles in NK cell education. The aim of the
present investigation was to address this question by using a novel mouse model lacking
expression of both receptors, which was generated in our laboratory by crossing mice
heterozygous for the individual mutations on a C57BL/6 background. The single-knockout
littermates were also used.
The results indicate that NKG2D and NKp46 are not essential to NK cell development,
which proceeds normally in the double-knockout (DKO) mice. With regard to NK cell
education, NKG2D, but not NKp46, has a mild cell intrinsic effect on the composition of the
NK cell repertoire. NKG2D also has a modest impact on NK cell maturation at the steady
state. We found maturation was impaired in inflammatory contexts, suggesting that the
tissue environment influences this phenotype.
In parallel, the relevance of NKG2D in tumour development was investigated in a
physiologically relevant carcinogen-induced model of hepatocellular carcinoma driven by
inflammation. A significantly increased tumour burden was found in the presence of
NKG2D. This correlated with increased infiltration of CD8+ T cells. The mechanism by
which NKG2D acts to promote tumour development is not yet known, and the significance
of the increase in CD8+ T cells remains to be elucidated. However, this finding strongly
implies a pro-tumourigenic function for NKG2D, in addition to its known function as tumour
suppressor.
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GVHD – Graft Versus Host Disease
HBsAg – hepatitis B virus surface antigen
HBV – hepatitis B virus
HCC – hepatocellular carcinoma
HCV – hepatitis C virus
H&E – hematoxylin and eosin
HGF – hepatocyte growth factor
HSC – hepatic stellate cells
HSCT – Haematopoietic Stem Cell Transplant
HStC – haematopoietic stem cells
IFNγ – interferon gamma
IHC – immunohistochemistry
IL-2 – interleukin 2
IL-10 – interleukin 10
IL-12 – interleukin 12
IL-15 – interleukin 15
IL-18 – interleukin 18
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InvEE – involucrin promoter driven expression of constitutively active MEK1
IRF2 – IFN regulatory factor 2
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ITAM - immunoreceptor tyrosine-based activation motif
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KIR – killer-cell immunoglobulin-like receptor(s)
klrk1 – killer cell lectin-like receptor subfamily K, member 1
KO – knockout
LCMV – mouse lymphocytic choriomeningitis virus
LN – lymph node
LSECs – liver sinusoidal endothelial cells
MCMV – mouse cytomegalovirus
MHV-3 – murine hepatitis virus strain 3
MICA/B – major histocompatibility complex class I-related chains A and B
MMPs – matrix metalloproteinases
mRNA – messenger ribonucleic acid
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NAFL – non-alcoholic fatty liver
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ncr1 – natural cytotoxicity triggering receptor 1
NK – natural killer cell
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NKG2D – natural killer group 2 member D
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NKT – natural killer T cell
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  (BLUE)	
  AND	
  (C)	
  ARE	
  LINKED	
  BY	
  A	
  MEMBRANE	
  
SPANNING	
  DOMAIN	
  (BRONZE).	
  FIGURE	
  FROM	
  RAULET	
  ET	
  AL.	
  2013	
  [62]	
  ....................................................................	
  42	
  
FIGURE	
  8:	
  EXPRESSION	
  OF	
  NKG2D	
  LIGANDS	
  IS	
  REGULATED	
  AT	
  MULTIPLE	
  STAGES	
  BY	
  DIVERSE	
  PATHWAYS.	
  (FIGURE	
  FROM	
  
RAULET	
  ET	
  AL.	
  2013	
  [62])	
  *E2F	
  HAS	
  ONLY	
  BEEN	
  PROVEN	
  TO	
  BE	
  THE	
  SPECIFIC	
  TRANSCRIPTION	
  FACTOR	
  
RESPONSIBLE	
  FOR	
  LIGAND	
  UP-‐REGULATION	
  IN	
  THE	
  CASE	
  OF	
  RAE-‐1.	
  **RNA	
  STABILISATION	
  AS	
  THE	
  MECHANISM	
  OF	
  
LIGAND	
  UP-‐REGULATION	
  POST	
  DNA	
  DAMAGE	
  ONLY	
  CURRENTLY	
  DEMONSTRATED	
  FOR	
  RAE-‐1.	
  ................................	
  44	
  
FIGURE	
  9:	
  THE	
  EXTRACELLULAR	
  LIGAND-‐BINDING	
  DOMAIN	
  OF	
  HUMAN	
  NKP46	
  CONSISTS	
  OF	
  TWO	
  C2-‐SET	
  
IMMUNOGLOBULIN	
  DOMAINS.	
  THIS	
  IS	
  SIMILAR	
  TO	
  THE	
  D1D2	
  DOMAINS	
  OF	
  INHIBITORY	
  KILLER	
  CELL	
  IG-‐LIKE	
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RECEPTOR	
  (KIR)	
  AND	
  IG-‐LIKE	
  TRANSCRIPT	
  (ILT)	
  RECEPTOR	
  AND	
  IGA	
  FC	
  RECEPTOR	
  (FCΑRI).	
  PUTATIVE	
  NKP46	
  
LIGAND	
  BINDING	
  RESIDUES	
  ARE	
  DISPLAYED	
  BASED	
  ON	
  THE	
  SEQUENCE	
  AND	
  STRUCTURAL	
  HOMOLOGY	
  WITH	
  OTHER	
  
RECEPTORS;	
  RESIDUES	
  IN	
  RED	
  CORRESPOND	
  TO	
  THE	
  KIR	
  BINDING	
  SITE;	
  THOSE	
  IN	
  AQUA	
  THE	
  FCΑRI	
  SITE	
  AND	
  
THOSE	
  IN	
  GREEN	
  THE	
  ILT2	
  BINDING	
  SITE.	
  THE	
  LOCATION	
  OF	
  THE	
  POTENTIALLY	
  GLYCOSYLATED	
  RESIDUE	
  THR104	
  IS	
  
ALSO	
  MARKED.	
  THE	
  CRYSTAL	
  STRUCTURE	
  WAS	
  SOLVED	
  AT	
  2.2-‐Å	
  RESOLUTION.	
  FIGURE	
  ADAPTED	
  FROM	
  FOSTER	
  ET	
  
AL.	
  [90]	
  ......................................................................................................................................................................................	
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FIGURE	
  10:	
  MODEL	
  OF	
  INTRACELLULAR	
  PATHWAYS	
  DOWNSTREAM	
  OF	
  NCR	
  AND	
  NKG2D	
  THAT	
  TRIGGER	
  NK	
  CELL	
  
CYTOTOXICITY	
  AND	
  IFNΓ	
  PRODUCTION.	
  THIS	
  DIAGRAM	
  REPRESENTS	
  A	
  SIMPLIFIED	
  SUMMARY	
  OF	
  OUR	
  CURRENT	
  
UNDERSTANDING	
  OF	
  PATHWAYS	
  THAT	
  CAN	
  LEAD	
  TO	
  CYTOTOXICITY	
  AND	
  CYTOKINE	
  SECRETION	
  FROM	
  THE	
  
TRIGGERING	
  OF	
  NKG2D	
  AND	
  THE	
  NATURAL	
  CYTOTOXICITY	
  RECEPTORS	
  (NCRS:	
  NKP30,	
  NKP44	
  AND	
  NKP46).	
  
THESE	
  RECEPTORS	
  ARE	
  COUPLED	
  TO	
  ITAM-‐BEARING	
  POLYPEPTIDES	
  (FCRΓ	
  +	
  CD3Ζ	
  =	
  NKP30	
  +	
  NKP46	
  AND	
  
DAP12	
  =	
  NKP44).	
  INDUCTION	
  OF	
  CYTOTOXICITY	
  IS	
  DEPENDENT	
  ON	
  ACTIVATION	
  OF	
  BOTH	
  THE	
  TYROSINE	
  KINASE	
  
LCK	
  AND	
  THE	
  MAPKS	
  ERK1	
  AND	
  ERK2	
  (ERK1/2).	
  MEK1-‐MEK2	
  (MEK1/2)	
  AND	
  ERK1-‐ERK2	
  CAN	
  BE	
  
TRIGGERED	
  EITHER	
  VIA	
  PI(3)K-‐RAC1-‐PAK	
  DOWNSTREAM	
  OF	
  THE	
  TRANSMEMBRANE	
  ADAPTOR	
  DAP10	
  OR	
  THE	
  
GTPASE	
  RAS	
  AND	
  ITS	
  EFFECTOR	
  MOLECULE	
  RAF	
  DOWNSTREAM	
  OF	
  THE	
  ENGAGEMENT	
  OF	
  ITAM-‐COUPLED	
  
RECEPTORS.	
  ITAM-‐COUPLED	
  RECEPTORS	
  TRIGGER	
  IFN-‐Γ	
  SECRETION	
  VIA	
  ACTIVATION	
  OF	
  PLC-‐Γ,	
  WHICH	
  INDUCES	
  
THE	
  RELEASE	
  OF	
  DIACYLGLYCEROL	
  THAT	
  ACTIVATES	
  THE	
  KINASE	
  PKC-‐Θ.	
  PKC-‐Θ	
  ACTIVATES	
  THE	
  CBM	
  MODULE	
  
VIA	
  CARMA1.	
  NKG2D	
  CAN	
  SELECTIVELY	
  INDUCE	
  IFNG	
  TRANSCRIPTION	
  LEADING	
  TO	
  IFN-‐Γ	
  PRODUCTION	
  VIA	
  THE	
  
ADAP-‐CBM	
  SIGNALING	
  MODULE.	
  SYK	
  AND	
  ZAP70	
  ARE	
  KINASES.	
  NF-‐ΚB,	
  C-‐JUN	
  AND	
  C-‐FOS	
  ARE	
  TRANSCRIPTION	
  
FACTORS.	
  ADAPTED	
  FROM	
  VIVIER	
  ET	
  AL.	
  [100]	
  .................................................................................................................	
  48	
  
FIGURE	
  11:	
  OVERVIEW	
  OF	
  NATURAL	
  KILLER	
  CELL	
  FUNCTIONS.	
  NK	
  CELLS	
  CAN	
  RECOGNIZE	
  A	
  VARIETY	
  OF	
  STRESSED	
  CELLS	
  
BY	
  DIRECTLY	
  SAMPLING	
  THE	
  ACTIVATING	
  AND	
  INHIBITORY	
  LIGANDS	
  EXPRESSED	
  BY	
  THE	
  CELLS	
  AND	
  VIA	
  BOUND	
  
ANTIBODIES	
  (BLUE	
  ARROWS).	
  NK	
  CELL	
  ACTIVATION	
  TRIGGERED	
  BY	
  RECOGNITION	
  OF	
  AN	
  ABERRANT	
  CELL	
  CAN	
  
LEAD	
  TO	
  TARGET	
  CELL	
  LYSIS	
  AND	
  THE	
  SECRETION	
  OF	
  VARIOUS	
  CYTOKINES	
  AND	
  CHEMOKINES,	
  DEPENDING	
  ON	
  THE	
  
INTEGRATED	
  STIMULATORY	
  SIGNALS.	
  NK	
  CELLS	
  ARE	
  TYPICALLY	
  BIASED	
  TO	
  PRODUCE	
  PRO-‐INFLAMMATORY	
  IFN-‐Γ,	
  
HOWEVER	
  IN	
  ENVIRONMENTS	
  OF	
  CHRONIC	
  OR	
  SYSTEMIC	
  INFLAMMATION	
  THEY	
  MAY	
  RELEASE	
  ANTI-‐INFLAMMATORY	
  
IL-‐10.	
  NK	
  CAN	
  CROSS-‐TALK	
  WITH	
  DENDRITIC	
  CELLS	
  (DCS),	
  KILLING	
  IMMATURE	
  DC	
  OR	
  PROMOTING	
  DC	
  
MATURATION	
  BY	
  SECRETION	
  OF	
  IFN-‐Γ	
  AND	
  TNF-‐Α,	
  THUS	
  ENHANCING	
  THEIR	
  ANTIGEN	
  PRESENTATION	
  TO	
  T	
  CELLS.	
  
THROUGH	
  THESE	
  INTERACTIONS	
  NK	
  CELLS	
  INFLUENCE	
  THE	
  SUBSEQUENT	
  IMMUNE	
  RESPONSE;	
  IN	
  THIS	
  SIMPLIFIED	
  
EXAMPLE,	
  NK	
  CELLS	
  BOOST	
  OR	
  DAMPEN	
  MACROPHAGE	
  AND	
  T	
  CELL	
  RESPONSES	
  THROUGH	
  IFN-‐Γ	
  (GREEN	
  ARROWS)	
  
OR	
  IL-‐10	
  SECRETION	
  (PINK	
  ARROWS),	
  RESPECTIVELY.	
  .....................................................................................................	
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FIGURE	
  12:	
  OVERVIEW	
  OF	
  KNOWN	
  NK	
  CELL	
  FUNCTIONS.	
  ADAPTED	
  FROM	
  VIVIER	
  ET	
  AL.	
  [7]	
  ..............................................	
  51	
  
FIGURE	
  13:	
  EMISSION	
  SPECTRA	
  OF	
  THE	
  7	
  FLUOROPHORES	
  USED	
  IN	
  THE	
  EXPERIMENTS	
  PRESENTED	
  HERE.	
  EMISSION	
  
SPECTRA	
  ARE	
  SHOWN	
  POST	
  EXCITATION	
  BY	
  EACH	
  OF	
  THE	
  FOUR	
  LASERS	
  PRESENT	
  IN	
  THE	
  FLOW	
  CYTOMETER	
  USED.	
  
LASER	
  WAVELENGTHS	
  ARE	
  VIOLET	
  405	
  NM,	
  BLUE	
  488	
  NM,	
  YELLOW-‐GREEN	
  561	
  NM	
  AND	
  RED	
  688	
  NM	
  AS	
  
INDICATED	
  ON	
  THE	
  DIAGRAMS.	
  FLUOROPHORE	
  EMISSION	
  SPECTRA	
  ARE	
  LABELED	
  IN	
  THE	
  DIAGRAMS	
  OF	
  THEIR	
  
OPTIMALLY	
  EXCITING	
  LASER.	
  BAND-‐PASS	
  FILTER	
  WIDTHS	
  ARE	
  INDICATED	
  ON	
  ALL	
  DIAGRAMS,	
  LONG	
  PASS	
  FILTERS	
  
ARE	
  NOT	
  SHOWN.	
  (FIGURE	
  CREATED	
  USING	
  BD	
  SPECTRUM	
  VIEWER)	
  .............................................................................	
  68	
  

FIGURE	
  14:	
  TITRATION	
  OF	
  ANTI	
  CD3	
  ANTIBODY	
  CONJUGATED	
  TO	
  APC-‐CY7	
  DEMONSTRATES	
  2	
  µG/ML	
  TO	
  BE	
  THE	
  
OPTIMAL	
  CONCENTRATION.	
  PSEUDO-‐COLOUR	
  DOT	
  PLOTS	
  OF	
  FLOW	
  CYTOMETRY	
  DATA	
  FROM	
  THE	
  STAINING	
  OF	
  5	
  
MILLION	
  MOUSE	
  SPLENOCYTES	
  PER	
  DILUTION	
  OF	
  CD3	
  APC-‐CY7	
  (Y-‐AXIS).	
  CELLS	
  WERE	
  INCUBATED	
  FOR	
  30	
  
MINUTES	
  IN	
  25	
  µL	
  OF	
  THE	
  STATED	
  CONCENTRATIONS	
  OF	
  ANTIBODY;	
  SEE	
  METHODS	
  SECTION	
  FOR	
  MORE	
  DETAILS.	
  
SPLENOCYTES	
  ARE	
  FROM	
  MICE	
  HETEROZYGOUS	
  FOR	
  GFP	
  UNDER	
  CONTROL	
  OF	
  NCR1	
  PROMOTER,	
  WHICH	
  MEANS	
  
THAT	
  GFP	
  IS	
  EXPRESSED	
  IN	
  PLACE	
  OF	
  NKP46,	
  THE	
  NK	
  CELL	
  SPECIFIC	
  RECEPTOR.	
  THIS	
  ALLOWS	
  NK	
  CELLS	
  TO	
  BE	
  
DISTINGUISHED	
  AS	
  GFP	
  POSITIVE	
  AND	
  USED	
  AS	
  A	
  CONTROL	
  FOR	
  NONSPECIFIC	
  BINDING,	
  AS	
  THEY	
  DO	
  NOT	
  EXPRESS	
  
CD3.	
  ...........................................................................................................................................................................................	
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FIGURE	
  15:	
  IGG	
  ANTIBODIES	
  CONSIST	
  OF	
  TWO	
  HEAVY	
  AND	
  TWO	
  LIGHT	
  CHAIN	
  SUBUNITS	
  CONNECTED	
  BY	
  DISULPHIDE	
  
BONDS.	
  THERE	
  ARE	
  TWO	
  LIGHT	
  (Λ	
  AND	
  Κ)	
  AND	
  FOUR	
  HEAVY	
  CHAIN	
  (Γ1,	
  Γ2,	
  Γ3	
  AND	
  Γ4)	
  VARIANTS.	
  THE	
  NUMBER	
  
OF	
  DISULPHIDE	
  BONDS	
  CONNECTING	
  THE	
  CHAINS	
  AND	
  THE	
  PRECISE	
  LOCATION	
  OF	
  THE	
  GLYCOSYLATED	
  ASPARAGINE	
  
(ASN)	
  WITHIN	
  CONSTANT	
  DOMAIN	
  2	
  (CH2)	
  ARE	
  CHAIN	
  VARIANT	
  SPECIFIC,	
  AS	
  IS	
  THE	
  LENGTH	
  OF	
  THE	
  HINGE	
  
REGION	
  CONNECTING	
  CONSTANT	
  DOMAIN	
  1	
  AND	
  2	
  OF	
  THE	
  HEAVY	
  CHAIN.	
  THE	
  FOUR	
  VARIABLE	
  DOMAINS,	
  ONE	
  AT	
  
THE	
  N	
  TERMINAL	
  END	
  OF	
  EACH	
  CHAIN,	
  VARY	
  FOR	
  EVERY	
  ANTIBODY	
  CLONE	
  AND	
  DETERMINE	
  BINDING	
  SPECIFICITY.	
  
ISOTYPE	
  CONTROLS	
  WILL	
  HAVE	
  DIFFERENT	
  VARIABLE	
  DOMAINS	
  TO	
  THOSE	
  OF	
  THE	
  CLONE	
  THEY	
  ARE	
  CONTROLLING	
  
FOR,	
  HOWEVER	
  ALL	
  OTHER	
  FEATURES	
  SHOULD	
  BE	
  MATCHED.	
  	
  ADAPTED	
  FROM	
  WANG	
  ET	
  AL.	
  2007	
  [142]	
  ...........	
  72	
  
FIGURE	
  16:	
  REPRESENTATIVE	
  STAINING	
  OF	
  NK	
  CELLS	
  WITH	
  AN	
  ALEXA	
  FLUOR	
  647	
  (AF647)	
  CONJUGATED	
  ANTI-‐EOMES	
  
RAT	
  IGG2A	
  MONOCLONAL	
  ANTIBODY	
  (RED),	
  KAPPA	
  LIGHT	
  CHAIN	
  APPROPRIATE	
  ISOTYPE	
  CONTROL	
  (BLACK)	
  AND	
  
FLUORESCENCE	
  MINUS	
  ONE	
  (FMO)	
  (GREY	
  FILLED	
  HISTOGRAM).	
  ....................................................................................	
  74	
  
FIGURE	
  17:	
  GATING	
  STRATEGY	
  FOR	
  THE	
  ANALYSIS	
  OF	
  NK	
  CELL	
  RECEPTOR	
  EXPRESSION	
  BY	
  FLOW	
  CYTOMETRY.	
  
REPRESENTATIVE	
  CONTOUR	
  PLOTS	
  OF	
  FLOW	
  CYTOMETRY	
  ANALYSIS	
  OF	
  ANTIBODY	
  STAINED	
  SPLENOCYTES	
  FROM	
  A	
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WT	
  MOUSE	
  USING	
  THE	
  MIX	
  SHOWN	
  IN	
  TABLE	
  4.	
  LYMPHOCYTES	
  ARE	
  GATED	
  BY	
  SIZE	
  (FSC-‐A)	
  AND	
  GRANULARITY	
  
(SSC-‐A)	
  (CHECKED	
  BY	
  CD3	
  AND	
  GFP	
  BACK	
  GATING).	
  EVENTS	
  THAT	
  ARE	
  NOT	
  SPHERICAL,	
  AS	
  DETERMINED	
  BY	
  
THEIR	
  SIDE	
  (SSC)	
  AND	
  FORWARD	
  SCATTER	
  (FSC)	
  AREA	
  (-‐A)	
  TO	
  WIDTH	
  (-‐W)	
  RATIOS,	
  ARE	
  EXCLUDED	
  TO	
  REMOVE	
  
CELL	
  AGGREGATES	
  FROM	
  THE	
  ANALYSIS.	
  NK	
  CELLS	
  ARE	
  THEN	
  IDENTIFIED	
  BY	
  GFP	
  EXPRESSION	
  UNDER	
  THE	
  NCR1	
  
(NKP46)	
  PROMOTER,	
  BEFORE	
  FINALLY	
  GATING	
  ON	
  NK	
  CELL	
  RECEPTOR	
  (NKG2ACE	
  /	
  LY49	
  A/G2	
  /	
  CD11B	
  /	
  
CD27)	
  EXPRESSION.	
  ................................................................................................................................................................	
  77	
  
FIGURE	
  18:	
  BREEDING	
  STRATEGY	
  TO	
  CROSS	
  NKG2D	
  KNOCK-‐OUT	
  MOUSE	
  WITH	
  NKP46	
  KNOCK-‐OUT	
  MOUSE	
  TO	
  CREATE	
  
NOVEL	
  DOUBLE-‐KNOCKOUT	
  (DKO)	
  MUTANT	
  LITTERMATES.	
  	
  MICE	
  HETEROZYGOUS	
  FOR	
  THE	
  INDIVIDUAL	
  
MUTATIONS	
  WERE	
  FIRST	
  CROSSED	
  TO	
  PRODUCE	
  OFFSPRING	
  HETEROZYGOUS	
  FOR	
  BOTH	
  MUTATIONS	
  (OTHER	
  
OFFSPRING	
  NOT	
  SHOWN).	
  MICE	
  HETEROZYGOUS	
  FOR	
  BOTH	
  MUTATIONS	
  WERE	
  THEN	
  USED	
  TO	
  GENERATE	
  WT,	
  
NKG2D	
  KO,	
  NKP46	
  KO	
  AND	
  DKO	
  LITTERMATES,	
  ALONG	
  WITH	
  NKG2D	
  HETEROZYGOUS	
  AND	
  WT	
  +/+	
  MICE.	
  .	
  81	
  
FIGURE	
  19:	
  NK	
  CELL	
  INTRINSIC	
  GFP	
  EXPRESSION	
  IS	
  A	
  CONVENIENT	
  METHOD	
  OF	
  NK	
  CELL	
  IDENTIFICATION.	
  NK	
  CELLS	
  
COULD	
  BE	
  DISTINGUISHED	
  USING	
  EITHER	
  AN	
  ANTI	
  NKP46	
  ANTIBODY	
  TO	
  STAIN	
  CELL	
  SURFACE	
  NKP46	
  (LOWER	
  
PLOTS)	
  OR	
  GFP	
  EXPRESSION	
  UNDER	
  THE	
  CONTROL	
  OF	
  THE	
  NKP46	
  PROMOTER	
  (UPPER	
  PLOTS).	
  REPRESENTATIVE	
  
FLOW	
  CYTOMETRY	
  PLOTS	
  OF	
  MOUSE	
  SPLENOCYTES	
  STAINED	
  WITH	
  ANTI-‐CD3	
  (Y-‐AXIS)	
  AND	
  INTRINSIC	
  GFP	
  
EXPRESSION	
  UNDER	
  THE	
  CONTROL	
  OF	
  THE	
  PROMOTER	
  FOR	
  NCR1,	
  THE	
  GENE	
  THAT	
  CODES	
  FOR	
  NKP46,	
  OR	
  ANTI-‐
NKP46	
  APC	
  CONJUGATED	
  ANTIBODY	
  (X-‐AXIS).	
  LEFT:	
  SPLENOCYTES	
  FROM	
  WT	
  MOUSE	
  NEGATIVE	
  FOR	
  GFP	
  
EXPRESSION;	
  MIDDLE,	
  MOUSE	
  HETEROZYGOUS	
  FOR	
  GFP	
  INSERTION	
  INTO	
  NCR1	
  GENE;	
  RIGHT,	
  NKP46	
  KO	
  MOUSE	
  
HOMOZYGOUS	
  FOR	
  GFP	
  NCR1	
  INSERTION.	
  ...........................................................................................................................	
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FIGURE	
  20:	
  NK	
  CELLS	
  IN	
  NKG2D	
  AND	
  NKP46	
  KNOCKOUT	
  MICE	
  ARE	
  PRESENT	
  AT	
  NUMBERS	
  AND	
  FREQUENCIES	
  SIMILAR	
  
TO	
  THOSE	
  IN	
  WILD-‐TYPE	
  MICE.	
  NK	
  PERCENTAGES	
  ARE	
  EXPRESSED	
  AS	
  PERCENT	
  OF	
  TOTAL	
  LIVE	
  LYMPHOCYTES	
  AS	
  
DETERMINED	
  BY	
  FLOW	
  CYTOMETRY.	
  CELL	
  COUNTS	
  WERE	
  PERFORMED	
  WITH	
  TRYPAN	
  BLUE	
  AND	
  A	
  
HAEMOCYTOMETER.	
  EACH	
  POINT	
  REPRESENTS	
  DATA	
  POOLED	
  FROM	
  3	
  OR	
  MORE	
  INDEPENDENT	
  EXPERIMENTS	
  ON	
  
ONE	
  MOUSE.	
  ...............................................................................................................................................................................	
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FIGURE	
  21:	
  THE	
  PERCENTAGE	
  OF	
  NK	
  CELLS	
  BEARING	
  LY49A	
  AND	
  G2	
  INHIBITORY	
  RECEPTORS	
  IS	
  REDUCED	
  IN	
  NKG2D	
  
AND	
  DKO	
  BUT	
  NOT	
  IN	
  NKP46-‐DEFICIENT	
  MICE	
  WHEN	
  COMPARED	
  TO	
  WT	
  MICE.	
  FLOW	
  CYTOMETRY	
  HISTOGRAMS	
  
IN	
  THE	
  UPPER	
  PANEL	
  ARE	
  REPRESENTATIVE	
  OF	
  LIVER	
  NK	
  CELL	
  RECEPTOR	
  EXPRESSION.	
  THEY	
  CORRESPOND	
  TO	
  
STAINING	
  FOR	
  LY49CI,	
  LY49G2,	
  LY49A	
  AND	
  NKG2ACE	
  ON	
  NK	
  CELLS	
  (CD3-‐NKP46+).	
  SCATTER	
  PLOTS	
  OF	
  
POOLED	
  FLOW	
  CYTOMETRY	
  DATA	
  OF	
  LIVER	
  AND	
  SPLENIC	
  NK	
  CELLS	
  ARE	
  SHOWN	
  FOR	
  EACH	
  GENOTYPE.	
  N	
  ≥5.	
  DATA	
  
ARE	
  REPRESENTATIVE	
  OF	
  3	
  OR	
  MORE	
  INDEPENDENT	
  EXPERIMENTS.	
  P	
  ≤0.05	
  (*),	
  P	
  ≤0.01	
  (**),	
  P	
  ≤0.001	
  (***)	
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FIGURE	
  22:	
  ADHESION	
  MOLECULE	
  AND	
  ACTIVATING	
  RECEPTOR	
  DNAM-‐1	
  IS	
  EXPRESSED	
  ON	
  A	
  GREATER	
  PERCENTAGE	
  OF	
  
THE	
  NK	
  POPULATION	
  IN	
  MICE	
  DEFICIENT	
  FOR	
  NKG2D.	
  REPRESENTATIVE	
  HISTOGRAMS	
  OF	
  DNAM-‐1	
  EXPRESSION	
  
ASSESSED	
  BY	
  MULTICOLOUR	
  FLOW	
  CYTOMETRY	
  ON	
  LIVER	
  NK	
  (CD3-‐	
  NKP46+),	
  NKT	
  (CD3LOW	
  NK1.1	
  +)	
  AND	
  
CD8+	
  T	
  CELLS	
  (CD3+	
  CD8+)	
  ARE	
  SHOWN	
  IN	
  UPPER	
  PANELS.	
  SCATTER	
  PLOTS	
  OF	
  SPLENIC	
  AND	
  LIVER	
  NK	
  CELLS	
  
(N	
  =	
  5)	
  ARE	
  SHOWN	
  IN	
  LOWER	
  PANELS.	
  ALL	
  GRAPHS	
  ARE	
  REPRESENTATIVE	
  OF	
  3	
  OR	
  MORE	
  INDEPENDENT	
  
EXPERIMENTS.	
  P	
  ≤0.001	
  (***),	
  P	
  ≤0.0001	
  (****)	
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FIGURE	
  23:	
  THE	
  NK	
  CELL	
  POPULATIONS	
  OF	
  MICE	
  LACKING	
  NKG2D	
  ARE	
  MORE	
  DEVELOPMENTALLY	
  MATURE	
  AS	
  ASSESSED	
  
BY	
  CD11B	
  AND	
  CD27	
  EXPRESSION.	
  NK	
  CELLS	
  FROM	
  WT,	
  NKG2D,	
  NKP46	
  AND	
  DOUBLE	
  MUTANT	
  WERE	
  STAINED	
  
FOR	
  THE	
  MATURATION	
  MARKERS	
  CD11B	
  AND	
  CD27	
  AND	
  ASSESSED	
  BY	
  FLOW	
  CYTOMETRY.	
  R1	
  NK	
  CELLS	
  ARE	
  
IMMATURE	
  CD27+	
  CD11B-‐,	
  R2	
  ARE	
  MORE	
  MATURE	
  CD27+	
  CD11B+,	
  R3	
  ARE	
  THE	
  MOST	
  MATURE	
  CD27-‐	
  
CD11B+.	
  N	
  =	
  5.	
  ALL	
  GRAPHS	
  ARE	
  REPRESENTATIVE	
  OF	
  3	
  OR	
  MORE	
  INDEPENDENT	
  EXPERIMENTS.	
  P	
  ≤0.05	
  (*),	
  P	
  
≤0.01	
  (**).	
  ...............................................................................................................................................................................	
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FIGURE	
  24:	
  OVERVIEW	
  OF	
  	
  THE	
  CURRENT	
  MODEL	
  OF	
  NK	
  CELL	
  DEVELOPMENT.	
  ADAPTED	
  FROM	
  MARNI-‐MANCINELLI	
  AND	
  
VIVIER	
  [157]	
  ............................................................................................................................................................................	
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FIGURE	
  25:	
  THE	
  TRANSCRIPTIONAL	
  REGULATORS	
  OF	
  NK	
  MATURATION	
  T-‐BET	
  AND	
  EOMES	
  ARE	
  UNAFFECTED	
  BY	
  NKG2D	
  
AND	
  NKP46	
  KO.	
  SPLEEN,	
  BONE	
  MARROW	
  (BM)	
  AND	
  LIVER	
  NK	
  CELLS	
  WERE	
  PERMEABILISED	
  AND	
  STAINED	
  
INTRACELLULARLY	
  FOR	
  T-‐BET	
  AND	
  EOMES	
  TRANSCRIPTION	
  FACTOR	
  BEFORE	
  ANALYSIS	
  BY	
  FLOW	
  CYTOMETRY.	
  
EOMES	
  HISTOGRAMS	
  SHOW	
  REPRESENTATIVE	
  PERCENTAGES	
  OF	
  EXPRESSION	
  WHILST	
  T-‐BET	
  HISTOGRAMS	
  ARE	
  
LABELLED	
  WITH	
  MEDIAN	
  FLUORESCENCE	
  INTENSITIES	
  (MFI).	
  HISTOGRAMS	
  ARE	
  REPRESENTATIVE	
  OF	
  3	
  OR	
  MORE	
  
INDEPENDENT	
  EXPERIMENTS	
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FIGURE	
  26:	
  MATURATION	
  MARKER	
  DX5	
  IS	
  SIMILARLY	
  EXPRESSED	
  IN	
  MUTANT	
  AND	
  WT	
  MICE.	
  HISTOGRAM	
  DEPICTS	
  THE	
  
%	
  OF	
  NK	
  CELLS	
  EXPRESSING	
  THE	
  DX5	
  MARKER	
  IN	
  THE	
  LIVER	
  AND	
  SPLEEN	
  OF	
  MUTANT	
  AND	
  WT	
  MICE.	
  NK	
  CELLS	
  
WERE	
  GATED	
  POSITIVE	
  FOR	
  INTRINSIC	
  NCR1	
  CONTROLLED	
  GFP	
  EXPRESSION	
  AND	
  NEGATIVE	
  FOR	
  ANTI-‐CD3	
  
STAINING.	
  NK	
  CELLS	
  WERE	
  STAINED	
  WITH	
  ANTI-‐DX5	
  ANTIBODY	
  AND	
  ANALYSED	
  BY	
  FLOW	
  CYTOMETRY.	
  N	
  ≥5	
  DATA	
  
ARE	
  REPRESENTATIVE	
  OF	
  3	
  OR	
  MORE	
  INDEPENDENT	
  EXPERIMENTS	
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FIGURE	
  27:	
  REDUCTION	
  IN	
  NK	
  CELLS	
  EXPRESSING	
  EARLY	
  MATURATION	
  STAGE	
  MARKER	
  C-‐KIT	
  IN	
  THE	
  ABSENCE	
  OF	
  
NKG2D.	
  LIVER	
  AND	
  SPLEEN	
  NK	
  CELLS	
  WERE	
  STAINED	
  WITH	
  ANTI-‐C-‐KIT	
  ANTIBODY	
  AND	
  ANALYSED	
  BY	
  FLOW	
  
CYTOMETRY.	
  N	
  ≥5.	
  DATA	
  ARE	
  REPRESENTATIVE	
  OF	
  3	
  OR	
  MORE	
  INDEPENDENT	
  EXPERIMENTS.	
  P	
  ≤0.05	
  (*),	
  P	
  
≤0.01	
  (**),	
  P	
  ≤0.001	
  (***)	
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FIGURE	
  28:	
  A	
  GREATER	
  PROPORTION	
  OF	
  NK	
  CELLS	
  EXPRESS	
  THE	
  LATE	
  MATURATION	
  STAGE	
  MARKER	
  KLRG1	
  IN	
  NKG2D	
  
KO	
  MICE.	
  LIVER	
  AND	
  SPLEEN	
  NK	
  CELLS	
  WERE	
  STAINED	
  WITH	
  ANTI-‐KLRG1	
  ANTIBODY	
  AND	
  ANALYSED	
  BY	
  FLOW	
  
CYTOMETRY.	
  N	
  ≥5.	
  DATA	
  ARE	
  REPRESENTATIVE	
  OF	
  3	
  OR	
  MORE	
  INDEPENDENT	
  EXPERIMENTS.	
  P	
  ≤0.05	
  (*),	
  P	
  
≤0.01	
  (**),	
  ...............................................................................................................................................................................	
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FIGURE	
  29:	
  RECEPTOR	
  EXPRESSION	
  OF	
  CD11B	
  AND	
  CD27	
  DEFINED	
  R1-‐3	
  MATURATIONAL	
  SUBSETS.	
  LIVER	
  AND	
  SPLEEN	
  
NK	
  CELLS	
  WERE	
  STAINED	
  WITH	
  CD11B,	
  CD27,	
  DNAM-‐1,	
  LY49	
  G2	
  AND	
  LY49	
  A	
  ANTIBODIES	
  AND	
  ANALYSED	
  BY	
  
FLOW	
  CYTOMETRY.	
  R1	
  ARE	
  THE	
  MOST	
  IMMATURE	
  (CD27+	
  CD11B-‐),	
  R2	
  ARE	
  MORE	
  MATURE	
  (CD27+	
  CD11B+),	
  
R3	
  ARE	
  THE	
  MOST	
  MATURE	
  (CD27-‐	
  CD11B+)	
  NK	
  CELLS.	
  N	
  ≥5.	
  DATA	
  ARE	
  REPRESENTATIVE	
  OF	
  3	
  OR	
  MORE	
  
INDEPENDENT	
  EXPERIMENTS.	
  P	
  ≤0.05	
  (*),	
  P	
  ≤0.01	
  (**)	
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FIGURE	
  30:	
  LOSSES	
  OF	
  LY49	
  A	
  AND	
  G2	
  ARE	
  NOT	
  CONCOMITANT.	
  LIVER	
  AND	
  SPLEEN	
  NK	
  CELLS	
  WERE	
  STAINED	
  WITH	
  
LY49	
  A	
  AND	
  G2	
  ANTIBODIES,	
  ALLOWING	
  ANALYSIS	
  OF	
  THEIR	
  RELATIVE	
  EXPRESSION	
  PATTERNS.	
  N	
  ≥5.	
  DATA	
  ARE	
  
REPRESENTATIVE	
  OF	
  3	
  OR	
  MORE	
  INDEPENDENT	
  EXPERIMENTS.	
  P	
  ≤0.05	
  (*),	
  P	
  ≤0.01	
  (**),	
  P	
  ≤0.001	
  (***)	
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FIGURE	
  31:	
  OVERVIEW	
  OF	
  THE	
  TWO	
  METHODS	
  USED	
  BY	
  ZAFIROVA	
  ET	
  AL.	
  AND	
  GUERRA	
  ET	
  AL.	
  TO	
  CREATE	
  THEIR	
  NKG2D	
  
KO	
  MICE	
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FIGURE	
  32:	
  SCHEMES	
  OF	
  THE	
  GENETIC	
  TARGETING	
  STRATEGIES	
  USED	
  TO	
  CREATE	
  THE	
  TWO	
  PUBLISHED	
  NKG2D	
  KO	
  MICE.	
  
A)	
  GUERRA	
  ET	
  AL.	
  SUBSTITUTED	
  KLRK1	
  EXONS	
  1B-‐6	
  WITH	
  A	
  NEO	
  CASSETTE	
  FLANKED	
  BY	
  LOXP	
  SITES.	
  THE	
  NEO	
  
CASSETTE	
  WAS	
  SUBSEQUENTLY	
  REMOVED	
  BY	
  CROSSING	
  WITH	
  B6	
  BACKGROUND	
  MICE	
  EXPRESSING	
  CRE	
  
RECOMBINASE	
  (LAST	
  STEP	
  NOT	
  SHOWN).	
  B)	
  ZAFIROVA	
  ET	
  AL.	
  MUTATED	
  THE	
  LEADING	
  ATG	
  SEQUENCES	
  FOR	
  BOTH	
  
THE	
  SHORT	
  AND	
  LONG	
  ISOFORMS	
  OF	
  NKG2D.	
  AN	
  ECOR	
  I	
  SITE	
  WAS	
  INTRODUCED	
  INTO	
  THE	
  ATG	
  IN	
  THE	
  SECOND	
  
EXON.	
  THE	
  ATG	
  IN	
  THE	
  THIRD	
  EXON	
  WAS	
  REPLACED	
  WITH	
  AN	
  EGFP	
  CODING	
  SEQUENCE,	
  FOLLOWED	
  BY	
  AN	
  
SV40PA	
  TRANSCRIPTIONAL	
  STOP	
  SIGNAL	
  AND	
  A	
  LOXP-‐FLANKED	
  NEOMYCIN	
  RESISTANCE	
  CASSETTE	
  (NEO).	
  THE	
  
NEO	
  CASSETTE	
  WAS	
  THEN	
  REMOVED	
  BY	
  CRE-‐MEDIATED	
  DELETION.	
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FIGURE	
  33:	
  SCHEME	
  OF	
  GENERATION	
  OF	
  CHIMERIC	
  MICE	
  IN	
  WHICH	
  MUTANT	
  NK	
  CELLS	
  DEVELOP	
  IN	
  THE	
  WT	
  NICHE.	
  WT	
  
MICE	
  WITH	
  NO	
  GFP	
  EXPRESSION	
  WERE	
  USED	
  AS	
  BONE	
  MARROW	
  (BM)	
  RECIPIENTS	
  POST	
  IRRADIATION.	
  THEY	
  WERE	
  
RECONSTITUTED	
  WITH	
  A	
  CELL	
  SUSPENSION	
  CORRESPONDING	
  TO	
  A	
  50:50	
  MIX	
  OF	
  NKG2D	
  KO	
  AND	
  NKG2D	
  WT	
  
BONE	
  MARROW	
  BOTH	
  EXPRESSING	
  THE	
  GFP	
  FLUORESCENT	
  PROTEIN.	
  AT	
  8	
  TO	
  10	
  WEEKS	
  POST-‐RECONSTITUTION,	
  
MICE	
  WERE	
  SACRIFICED	
  AND	
  THE	
  NK	
  CELL	
  POPULATION	
  WAS	
  ANALYSED	
  BY	
  MULTICOLOUR	
  FLOW	
  CYTOMETRY.	
  
RECONSTITUTED	
  WT	
  AND	
  NKG2D	
  KO	
  NK	
  CELLS	
  WERE	
  IDENTIFIED	
  AS	
  CD3-‐	
  GFP	
  +	
  CELLS	
  (GATE	
  SHOWN	
  IN	
  
COLOUR	
  DOT	
  PLOT)	
  AND	
  SEPARATED	
  BASED	
  ON	
  THEIR	
  EXPRESSION	
  OF	
  NKG2D	
  (GATES	
  SHOWN	
  IN	
  CONTOUR	
  PLOT).
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FIGURE	
  34:	
  DEVELOPMENT	
  AS	
  ASSESSED	
  BY	
  CD11B	
  AND	
  CD27	
  EXPRESSION	
  SHOWS	
  REDUCED	
  DIFFERENCES	
  BETWEEN	
  
GENOTYPES	
  IN	
  CHIMERIC	
  MICE.	
  R1	
  ARE	
  IMMATURE	
  CD27+	
  CD11B-‐,	
  R2	
  ARE	
  MORE	
  MATURE	
  CD27+	
  CD11B+,	
  R3	
  
ARE	
  THE	
  MOST	
  MATURE	
  CD27-‐	
  CD11B+	
  NK	
  CELLS.	
  N	
  =	
  5.	
  ALL	
  GRAPHS	
  ARE	
  REPRESENTATIVE	
  OF	
  3	
  OR	
  MORE	
  
INDEPENDENT	
  EXPERIMENTS.	
  P	
  ≤0.05	
  (*)	
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FIGURE	
  35:	
  NKG2D	
  EDUCATION	
  PHENOTYPE	
  IS	
  NK	
  CELL	
  INTRINSIC.	
  LIVER	
  AND	
  SPLEEN	
  NK	
  CELLS	
  WERE	
  STAINED	
  WITH	
  
DNAM-‐1,	
  LY49G2	
  AND	
  LY49A	
  ANTIBODIES	
  AND	
  ANALYSED	
  BY	
  FLOW	
  CYTOMETRY.	
  N	
  ≥5.	
  DATA	
  ARE	
  
REPRESENTATIVE	
  OF	
  3	
  OR	
  MORE	
  INDEPENDENT	
  EXPERIMENTS.	
  P	
  ≤0.05	
  (*),	
  P	
  ≤0.01	
  (**),	
  P	
  ≤0.001	
  (***),	
  P	
  
≤0.0001	
  (****)	
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FIGURE	
  36:	
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  DEGRANULATION	
  AND	
  LAK	
  LYSIS	
  OF	
  TARGET	
  CELLS	
  LACKING	
  MHC	
  EXPRESSION	
  IS	
  SIMILAR	
  TO	
  WT.	
  
UPPER	
  PANEL:	
  KILLING	
  ACTIVITY	
  OF	
  D5	
  1000	
  U/ML	
  IL-‐2	
  ACTIVATED	
  SORTED	
  NK	
  CELLS	
  WAS	
  ASSESSED	
  IN	
  A	
  5	
  H	
  
35S	
  RELEASE	
  ASSAY	
  AGAINST	
  RMA	
  AND	
  RMA-‐S	
  TARGETS	
  (E/T	
  RATIO	
  =	
  10/1).	
  LOWER	
  PANEL	
  DEPICTS	
  CD107	
  
EXPRESSION	
  IN	
  FRESH	
  SPLENOCYTES	
  UPON	
  INCUBATION	
  FOR	
  5	
  H	
  WITH	
  TARGET	
  CELLS	
  AT	
  AN	
  E/T	
  RATIO	
  =	
  1/2).	
  N	
  
≥5.	
  DATA	
  ARE	
  REPRESENTATIVE	
  OF	
  3	
  OR	
  MORE	
  INDEPENDENT	
  EXPERIMENTS	
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FIGURE	
  37:	
  EFFICIENT	
  NK	
  CELL	
  CYTOTOXICITY	
  TOWARDS	
  B16-‐F10	
  TUMOUR	
  CELLS	
  LACKING	
  VARIOUS	
  LIGANDS.	
  UPPER	
  
PANEL:	
  KILLING	
  ACTIVITY	
  OF	
  D5	
  1000	
  U/ML	
  IL-‐2	
  ACTIVATED	
  LAKS	
  WAS	
  ASSESSED	
  IN	
  A	
  5	
  H	
  35S	
  RELEASE	
  ASSAY	
  
AGAINST	
  YAC-‐1	
  AND	
  RMA-‐RAE-‐1Ε.	
  LOWER	
  PANEL	
  WAS	
  PERFORMED	
  AS	
  ABOVE,	
  EXCEPT	
  NK	
  CELLS	
  WERE	
  SORTED	
  
FROM	
  LAK	
  CULTURE	
  AND	
  B16-‐F10	
  TARGETS	
  WERE	
  TESTED	
  ONLY	
  AT	
  A	
  10/1	
  E:T	
  RATIO.	
  N	
  ≥5.	
  DATA	
  ARE	
  
REPRESENTATIVE	
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  3	
  OR	
  MORE	
  INDEPENDENT	
  EXPERIMENTS	
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FIGURE	
  38:	
  INCREASED	
  PROPORTION	
  OF	
  IFNΓ-‐PRODUCING	
  NK	
  CELLS	
  FROM	
  NKG2D-‐DEFICIENT	
  MICE	
  UPON	
  
STIMULATION	
  OF	
  OTHER	
  NK	
  ACTIVATING	
  RECEPTORS	
  BY	
  ANTIBODY	
  CROSS-‐LINKING.	
  PERCENTAGES	
  OF	
  IFN-‐Γ–
PRODUCING	
  NK	
  CELLS	
  UPON	
  STIMULATION	
  WITH	
  ANTI-‐NK1.1	
  (25	
  ΜG/ML),	
  ANTI-‐LY49D	
  (5	
  ΜG/ML),	
  ANTI-‐
NKP46	
  (5	
  ΜG/ML),	
  AND	
  ANTI-‐NKG2D	
  (25	
  ΜG/ML)	
  ANTIBODIES	
  FOR	
  5	
  H.	
  N	
  ≥3.	
  DATA	
  ARE	
  REPRESENTATIVE	
  OF	
  
3	
  OR	
  MORE	
  INDEPENDENT	
  EXPERIMENTS.	
  P	
  ≤0.05	
  (*)	
  ..................................................................................................	
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  39:	
  PERCENTAGES	
  OF	
  IFN-‐Γ–PRODUCING	
  NK	
  CELLS	
  AMONG	
  CD27HICD11BLO	
  (R1),	
  DP	
  (R2),	
  AND	
  
CD27LOCD11BHI	
  (R3)	
  SUBSETS	
  UPON	
  ANTI-‐LY49D	
  (5	
  ΜG/ML)	
  STIMULATION.	
  N	
  ≥5.	
  DATA	
  ARE	
  REPRESENTATIVE	
  
OF	
  5	
  INDEPENDENT	
  EXPERIMENTS.	
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  IL-‐2	
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  IL-‐12	
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  WITH	
  IL-‐18	
  STIMULATES	
  AN	
  INCREASED	
  PROPORTION	
  OF	
  NK	
  CELLS	
  TO	
  
PRODUCE	
  IFNΓ	
  IN	
  THE	
  ABSENCE	
  OF	
  NKG2D.	
  PERCENTAGES	
  OF	
  IFN-‐Γ–PRODUCING	
  NK	
  CELLS	
  UPON	
  STIMULATION	
  
WITH	
  IL-‐2	
  (1000	
  U/ML),	
  PMA/IONOMYCIN	
  (UPPER	
  PANEL),	
  AND	
  IL-‐18	
  (5	
  NG/ML)	
  +	
  IL-‐12	
  (125	
  PG/ML	
  AND	
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250	
  PG/ML)(LOWER	
  PANEL)	
  ARE	
  SHOWN	
  FOR	
  5	
  TO	
  6	
  MICE/GENOTYPE;	
  DATA	
  ARE	
  REPRESENTATIVE	
  OF	
  3	
  
INDIVIDUAL	
  EXPERIMENTS.	
  P	
  ≤0.05	
  (*)	
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  41:	
  NK	
  CELL	
  POPULATION	
  SIZE	
  UNAFFECTED	
  BY	
  LACK	
  OF	
  NKG2D	
  POST-‐ACUTE	
  STIMULATION	
  WITH	
  POLY	
  IC.	
  NK	
  
CELL	
  PERCENTAGES	
  IN	
  LIVER	
  AND	
  SPLEEN	
  AND	
  LEUKOCYTE	
  COUNT	
  IN	
  SPLEEN	
  OF	
  MICE	
  TREATED	
  WITH	
  PBS	
  OR	
  
POLY	
  I:C	
  100	
  µG/MOUSE	
  I.P	
  INJECTED.	
  4	
  TO	
  6	
  MICE/GENOTYPE;	
  DATA	
  ARE	
  REPRESENTATIVE	
  OF	
  3	
  INDIVIDUAL	
  
EXPERIMENTS.	
  P	
  ≤0.05	
  (*),	
  P	
  ≤0.01	
  (**),	
  P	
  ≤0.0001	
  (****)	
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FIGURE	
  42:	
  EXPRESSION	
  OF	
  EARLY	
  NK	
  CELL	
  ACTIVATION	
  MARKER	
  CD69	
  IS	
  NORMAL	
  IN	
  NKG2D-‐KO	
  MICE	
  24	
  H	
  POST	
  
POLY	
  I:C.	
  POLY	
  I:C	
  100	
  µG/MOUSE	
  WAS	
  INJECTED	
  I.P.,	
  AND	
  AFTER	
  24	
  H,	
  SPLENIC	
  NK	
  CELLS	
  WERE	
  ASSESSED	
  FOR	
  
CD69	
  EXPRESSION	
  BY	
  FLOW	
  CYTOMETRY.	
  DATA	
  ARE	
  REPRESENTATIVE	
  OF	
  3	
  OR	
  MORE	
  INDIVIDUAL	
  EXPERIMENTS.
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FIGURE	
  43:	
  DECREASE	
  IN	
  PERCENTAGE	
  OF	
  NK	
  CELLS	
  LACKING	
  CD27	
  EXPRESSION,	
  POST	
  POLY	
  IC	
  STIMULATION	
  IS	
  
UNAFFECTED	
  BY	
  NKG2D	
  KO.	
  POLY	
  I:C	
  WAS	
  INJECTED	
  I.P.	
  (100	
  µG/MOUSE),	
  AND	
  AFTER	
  24	
  HR	
  SPLENIC	
  AND	
  
LIVER	
  NK	
  CELLS	
  WERE	
  ASSESSED	
  FOR	
  CD11B	
  AND	
  CD27	
  EXPRESSION	
  BY	
  FLOW	
  CYTOMETRY.	
  CD27HICD11BLO	
  
(R1),	
  DP	
  (R2),	
  AND	
  CD27LOCD11BHI	
  (R3.	
  DATA	
  ARE	
  REPRESENTATIVE	
  OF	
  3	
  OR	
  MORE	
  INDIVIDUAL	
  EXPERIMENTS.	
  
N	
  ≥5.	
  ........................................................................................................................................................................................	
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FIGURE	
  44:	
  EDUCATIONAL	
  DIFFERENCES	
  BETWEEN	
  NKG2D	
  KO	
  NK	
  CELL	
  POPULATION	
  AND	
  WT	
  ARE	
  MAINTAINED	
  POST	
  
POLY	
  IC	
  STIMULATION.	
  POLY	
  I:C	
  WAS	
  INJECTED	
  I.P.	
  	
  (100	
  µG/MOUSE),	
  AND	
  AFTER	
  24	
  HR	
  SPLENIC	
  AND	
  LIVER	
  NK	
  
CELLS	
  WERE	
  ASSESSED	
  FOR	
  DNAM-‐1,	
  LY49G2	
  AND	
  LY49A	
  EXPRESSION	
  BY	
  FLOW	
  CYTOMETRY.	
  DATA	
  ARE	
  
REPRESENTATIVE	
  OF	
  3	
  OR	
  MORE	
  INDIVIDUAL	
  EXPERIMENTS.	
  N	
  ≥5.	
  P	
  ≤0.01	
  (**),P	
  ≤0.001	
  (***),	
  P	
  ≤0.0001	
  
(****)	
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  STAINED	
  FOR	
  CD11B,	
  FIXED,	
  
PERMEABILISED	
  AND	
  INTRACELLULARLY	
  STAINED	
  FOR	
  HELIOS	
  BEFORE	
  ASSESSMENT	
  BY	
  FLOW	
  CYTOMETRY	
  (MFI	
  IN	
  
UPPER	
  RIGHT	
  OF	
  EACH	
  PLOT).	
  UPPER	
  PANEL	
  SHOWS	
  REPRESENTATIVE	
  HISTOGRAMS	
  OF	
  HELIOS	
  STAINING	
  (BLACK	
  
LINE)	
  AND	
  ISOTYPE	
  CONTROL	
  (GREY	
  FILLED).	
  LOWER	
  PANEL,	
  HELIOS	
  EXPRESSION	
  IN	
  CD11B+	
  AND	
  CD11B-‐	
  NK	
  
CELLS.	
  N	
  ≥5.	
  DATA	
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  OF	
  3	
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  MORE	
  INDIVIDUAL	
  EXPERIMENTS.	
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  MAJORITY	
  OF	
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  RESIDE	
  IN	
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  SINUSOID,	
  REMOVING	
  ANTIGENS	
  AND	
  PATHOGENS	
  FROM	
  THE	
  BLOOD	
  STREAM.	
  FEW	
  IMMUNE	
  
CELLS	
  CROSS	
  THE	
  LIVER	
  SINUSOIDAL	
  ENDOTHELIAL	
  CELL	
  (LSEC)	
  BARRIER	
  INTO	
  THE	
  SPACE	
  OF	
  DISSÉ,	
  BUT	
  THEY	
  
CAN	
  INTERACT	
  WITH	
  HEPATOCYTES	
  AND	
  HEPATIC	
  STELLATE	
  CELLS	
  (HSC)	
  THROUGH	
  THE	
  SMALL	
  GAPS	
  BETWEEN	
  
LSECS.	
  IMAGE	
  FROM	
  RACANELLI	
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  REHERMANN	
  2006	
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  MODEL	
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  DEVELOPMENT.	
  CARCINOGEN	
  EXPOSURE	
  OR	
  VIRAL	
  
INFECTION	
  CAUSES	
  DNA	
  DAMAGE	
  AND	
  IN	
  SOME	
  CASES	
  CELL	
  DEATH.	
  HEPATOCYTE	
  DEATH	
  TRIGGERS	
  IMMUNE	
  CELLS	
  
SUCH	
  AS	
  MACROPHAGES	
  TO	
  DRIVE	
  AN	
  INFLAMMATION	
  AND	
  REGENERATIVE	
  PROLIFERATION	
  POSITIVE	
  FEEDBACK	
  
LOOP.	
  THESE	
  CONDITIONS	
  DRIVE	
  DEVELOPMENT	
  OF	
  MUTATED	
  HEPATOCYTES	
  INTO	
  HEPATOCELLULAR	
  CARCINOMAS.	
  
ADAPTED	
  FROM	
  MANTOVANI	
  ET	
  AL.	
  [212]	
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  CARCINOMA	
  FROM	
  VIRAL	
  HEPATITIS.	
  
VIRAL	
  PARTICLES	
  REPRESENTED	
  IN	
  GREY,	
  NKG2D	
  AND	
  ITS	
  LIGAND	
  IN	
  PURPLE,	
  TCR	
  AND	
  VIRALLY	
  INDUCED	
  MHC	
  
PRESENTING	
  ANTIGENIC	
  PEPTIDE	
  IN	
  BLUE,	
  NK/NKT	
  IN	
  PURPLE,	
  CD8+	
  T	
  CELLS	
  IN	
  BLUE,	
  HEPATOCYTES	
  IN	
  PINK	
  
WITH	
  BROWN	
  NUCLEI	
  AND	
  HCC	
  IN	
  PINK	
  WITH	
  PINK	
  NUCLEI.	
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  MECHANISM	
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  ADDUCT	
  FORMATION.	
  (A)	
  CHEMICAL	
  STRUCTURE	
  OF	
  DEN	
  
ALSO	
  KNOWN	
  AS	
  N-‐NITROSODIETHYLAMINE.	
  (B)	
  DEN	
  BIOTRANSFORMATION	
  AND	
  DNA	
  ADDUCT	
  FORMATION	
  
MECHANISM	
  ADAPTED	
  FROM	
  VERNA	
  ET	
  AL.	
  1996.	
  (C)	
  DNA	
  BASES	
  WITH	
  ARROWS	
  MARKING	
  THE	
  NUCLEOPHILIC	
  
ATOMS	
  CAPABLE	
  OF	
  ACCEPTING	
  AN	
  ELECTROPHILIC	
  ETHYLDIAZONIUM	
  ION.	
  *	
  INDICATES	
  ATOMS	
  INVOLVED	
  IN	
  BASE	
  
PAIR-‐FORMING	
  HYDROGEN	
  BONDING.	
  TABLE	
  INDICATES	
  %	
  ETHYLATION	
  IN	
  DNA	
  FROM	
  RAT	
  LIVER	
  7	
  H	
  POST	
  I.P.	
  
ADMINISTRATION	
  OF	
  DEN,	
  ADAPTED	
  FROM	
  SINGER	
  1985.	
  [236,	
  237]	
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FIGURE	
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  CARCINOMA	
  MODEL.	
  WT	
  AND	
  NKG2D-‐KO	
  MICE	
  ARE	
  
INJECTED	
  WITH	
  DEN	
  OR	
  PBS	
  AT	
  14-‐21	
  DAYS	
  OF	
  AGE.	
  HCC	
  DEVELOPS	
  OVER	
  15	
  MONTHS,	
  WHEN	
  THE	
  TUMOUR	
  
BURDEN	
  VARIES	
  FROM	
  MULTIPLE	
  SMALLER	
  TUMOURS	
  TO	
  LARGE	
  HEAVILY	
  VASCULARISED	
  TUMOUR	
  MASSES.	
  PBS-‐
TREATED	
  LIVER	
  IS	
  SHOWN	
  FOR	
  COMPARISON.	
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  SECTION	
  OF	
  TUMOUR	
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  SURROUNDING	
  LIVER	
  TISSUE	
  FROM	
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  REPRESENTATIVE	
  MOUSE.	
  1	
  =	
  
SURROUNDING	
  TISSUE,	
  2	
  =	
  TUMOUR	
  EDGE	
  (DASHED	
  LINE),	
  3=	
  HCC	
  TUMOUR,	
  4=	
  BLOOD	
  VESSEL.	
  ARROWS	
  
INDICATE	
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  IS	
  GREATER	
  IN	
  THE	
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  OF	
  
NKG2D.	
  	
  POST	
  SACRIFICE	
  BODY	
  WEIGHT	
  AND	
  LIVER	
  WEIGHT	
  WERE	
  MEASURED	
  AND	
  THE	
  LIVER	
  TO	
  BODY	
  WEIGHT	
  
RATIO	
  WAS	
  CALCULATED.	
  MICE	
  WERE	
  POOLED	
  FROM	
  5	
  OR	
  MORE	
  SEPARATE	
  BATCHES	
  OF	
  DEN-‐INJECTED	
  MICE.	
  P	
  
≤0.05	
  (*),	
  P	
  ≤0.0001	
  (****)	
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  LARGER	
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  IN	
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  THAN	
  NKG2D-‐KO	
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  EACH	
  POINT	
  
REPRESENTS	
  THE	
  DIAMETER	
  IN	
  MM	
  OF	
  THE	
  LARGEST	
  LESION	
  PRESENT	
  IN	
  EACH	
  MOUSE	
  THAT	
  DEVELOPED	
  HCC.	
  
MICE	
  WERE	
  POOLED	
  FROM	
  5	
  OR	
  MORE	
  SEPARATE	
  BATCHES	
  OF	
  DEN-‐INJECTED	
  MICE.	
  P	
  ≤0.05	
  (*)	
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FIGURE	
  54:	
  CORRELATION	
  OF	
  THE	
  RATIO	
  OF	
  LIVER	
  WEIGHT	
  TO	
  TOTAL	
  BODY	
  WEIGHT	
  OF	
  DEN-‐TREATED	
  WT	
  MICE	
  WITH	
  
THE	
  DIAMETER	
  OF	
  THE	
  LARGEST	
  TUMOUR.	
  DATA	
  WERE	
  POOLED	
  FROM	
  5	
  OR	
  MORE	
  SEPARATE	
  BATCHES	
  OF	
  DEN-‐
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  TRANSAMINASE	
  (ALT)	
  SERUM	
  CONCENTRATIONS	
  ARE	
  SIGNIFICANTLY	
  HIGHER	
  IN	
  WT	
  THAN	
  IN	
  
NKG2D	
  KNOCKOUT	
  MICE.	
  SERUM	
  WAS	
  COLLECTED	
  FOR	
  ALT	
  ANALYSIS	
  IMMEDIATELY	
  BEFORE	
  SACRIFICE	
  AND	
  
POOLED	
  FROM	
  5	
  OR	
  MORE	
  SEPARATE	
  BATCHES	
  OF	
  DEN-‐INJECTED	
  MICE.	
  P	
  ≤0.05	
  (*),	
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  (****)	
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  DEN-‐TREATED	
  WT	
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  HAVE	
  A	
  HIGHER	
  MORTALITY	
  RATE	
  
THAN	
  NKG2D	
  MUTANTS.	
  MICE	
  WERE	
  ROUTINELY	
  SACRIFICED	
  AT	
  15	
  MONTHS	
  UNLESS	
  SIGNS	
  OF	
  DISEASE	
  
APPEARED	
  EARLIER.	
  LOG-‐RANK	
  (MANTEL-‐COX)	
  TEST.	
  P	
  ≤0.05	
  (*).	
  DATA	
  WERE	
  POOLED	
  FROM	
  5	
  OR	
  MORE	
  
SEPARATE	
  BATCHES	
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  OF	
  THE	
  DISTINCTION	
  BETWEEN	
  TUMOUR	
  AND	
  SURROUNDING	
  TISSUE	
  USED	
  FOR	
  FLOW	
  CYTOMETRY	
  
AND	
  THE	
  GATING	
  STRATEGY	
  FOR	
  DEFINING	
  SINGLE	
  VIABLE	
  LEUKOCYTES.	
  LEUKOCYTES	
  ARE	
  GATED	
  BY	
  SIZE	
  (FSC-‐A)	
  
AND	
  GRANULARITY	
  (SSC-‐A)	
  (CHECKED	
  BY	
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  AND	
  GFP	
  BACK	
  GATING).	
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  THAT	
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  NOT	
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  AS	
  
DETERMINED	
  BY	
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  SIDE	
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  AND	
  FORWARD	
  SCATTER	
  (FSC)	
  AREA	
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  RATIOS,	
  ARE	
  
EXCLUDED	
  TO	
  REMOVE	
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  AGGREGATES	
  FROM	
  THE	
  ANALYSIS.	
  LIVE	
  CELLS	
  ARE	
  GATED	
  BASED	
  ON	
  LACK	
  OF	
  DYE	
  
INTEGRATION	
  DUE	
  TO	
  MEMBRANE	
  INTEGRITY.	
  CELLS	
  ARE	
  THEN	
  GATED	
  BASED	
  ON	
  THEIR	
  EXPRESSION	
  OF	
  THE	
  
COMMON	
  LEUKOCYTE	
  MARKER	
  CD45.	
  DATA	
  WERE	
  POOLED	
  FROM	
  5	
  OR	
  MORE	
  SEPARATE	
  BATCHES	
  OF	
  DEN-‐
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  DEN-‐INDUCED	
  
HEPATOCELLULAR	
  CARCINOMA	
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  SURROUNDING	
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  N	
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  DATA	
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  REDUCED	
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  EXPRESSION.	
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  EXPRESSION	
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WERE	
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  OF	
  CD45+	
  CELLS	
  FOR	
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  POSITIVITY	
  AND	
  NK1.1	
  NEGATIVITY.	
  CD3+	
  T	
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  WERE	
  THEN	
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  NOT	
  NKG2D-‐KO	
  DEN-‐TREATED	
  HEPATOCELLULAR	
  
CARCINOMA-‐BEARING	
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  N	
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  THE	
  LIVERS	
  OF	
  WT	
  AND	
  MUTANT	
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WITH	
  HEPATOCELLULAR	
  CARCINOMA.	
  UPPER	
  PANEL:	
  REPRESENTATIVE	
  HISTOGRAMS	
  OF	
  NKG2D	
  EXPRESSION	
  ON	
  
NK	
  CELLS	
  FROM	
  TUMOUR	
  INFILTRATE,	
  SURROUNDING	
  TUMOUR-‐FREE	
  LIVER	
  TISSUE	
  AND	
  THE	
  LIVERS	
  OF	
  AGE-‐
MATCHED	
  (AM)	
  CONTROLS	
  (RED)	
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  ISOTYPE	
  CONTROLS	
  (GREY).	
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  PANEL:	
  AVERAGE	
  MEDIAN	
  
FLUORESCENCE	
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  WERE	
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The aim of this work is to investigate whether two natural killer (NK) cell activating
receptors, natural killer group 2 member D (NKG2D) and natural killer cell p46-related
protein (NKp46), which trigger NK cell-mediated cytotoxicity to clear the body of aberrant
target cells, also play a role in NK cell education and in the development of hepatocellular
carcinoma linked to chronic inflammation. To do this, we used a novel mouse model, in
which NKG2D and NKp46 are not expressed, as well as its single mutant littermates. Brief
chapter synopses are given below:
Chapter	
  2	
  
An introduction to natural killer cells, reviewing our current knowledge, discussing known
functions of the two activating receptors NKG2D and NKp46, and highlighting the areas in
which we aim to investigate novel functions.
Chapter	
  3	
  
Methods used
Chapter	
  4	
  
Multicolour flow cytometry is a key tool in many of the experiments discussed in this
thesis; this chapter summarizes its advantages, limitations and the approach taken to
antibody panel design.
Chapter	
  5	
  
Evidence that NKG2D but not NKp46 influences NK cell maturation and education.
Confirmation that development of NK cells remains normal in the absence of NKG2D and
NKp46.
Chapter	
  6	
  
The results of bone marrow chimera transplant experiments demonstrate that NKG2D
affects NK cell education in an NK cell intrinsic manner.
Chapter	
  7	
  
The impact of NKG2D and NKp46 expression on NK cell functional reactivity: we found
normal functional responses to target cell lines with no signs of hypo- or hyperresponsiveness in the absence of either or both receptors.
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Chapter	
  8	
  
Hepatocellular carcinoma: a model to investigate the role of NK cells and their activating
receptors in inflammation-driven cancer. We show that NKG2D increases the burden of
disease and liver damage. This correlates with an increased fraction of CD8+ T cells in the
diseased liver of mice expressing NKG2D.
Chapter	
  9	
  
Concluding remarks
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Natural	
  killer	
  cells	
  
Natural killer (NK) cells are innate lymphocytes that originate from haematopoietic stem
cells (HStC) in the bone marrow. To develop into NK cells, HStCs differentiate into
common lymphoid progenitor cells, then commit to a non-functional NK lineage specific
developmental stage [1]. Upon expression of the activating receptor NKp46, NK cells are
defined as functional, capable of identifying aberrant cells and mounting a response [2].
This thesis aims to add to our knowledge of NK cell biology by investigating whether the
two NK cell-activating receptors, NKG2D and NKp46, also function in NK cell education
and in the development of hepatocellular carcinoma linked to chronic inflammation. First, I
will summarise our current understanding of target recognition by NK cells and subsequent
immune functions, focusing on NKG2D and NKp46.
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Natural	
  Killer	
  Cell	
  Activation	
  
NK cells are a crucial part of the innate immune system due to their ability to identify cell
abnormalities caused by a wide range of factors, both infectious and mutagenic. Aberrant
cells are identified due to changes in the profile of proteins expressed on their surface [3].
NK cells are capable of directly killing abnormal cells via the secretion of cytotoxic agents,
such as perforin. NK cells can also create an inflammatory immune environment, alerting
other lymphocytes via the secretion of chemokines and cytokines such as interferon gamma.
Beyond this classic role as part of the innate immune response, NK cells aid the adaptive
immune response, killing antibody-coated cells in a process referred to as ADCC (antibody
dependent cell-mediated cytotoxicity) [4].
NK cells have to mount an appropriate immune response against a wide range of aberrant
cells, whilst not killing healthy cells. This is achieved through heterogeneous expression of
a large repertoire of receptors for ligands found on both healthy and aberrant cells. These
receptors can broadly be split into activating and inhibitory receptors; a non exhaustive list
is compiled in Table 1 [5]. Inhibitory receptors bind to molecules expressed on the majority
of normal cells, but which are often down-regulated on diseased cells, and trigger inhibition
of cytotoxic and secretory pathways. The majority of activating receptors bind to ligands
up-regulated in stress conditions or non-self ligands such as those expressed by virally
infected cells. Ligation of activating receptors triggers cytotoxic and or secretory pathways
in the NK cell [3]
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Receptor

Ligand

NKG2D

MULT, Rae-1, H60, ULBP, MICA/B

CD16

Antibody Fc domain

NKp30

Pp65 / BAT-3

NKp46/44

Hemagglutinins/unidentified stress proteins

NKp80

AICL

KIR-S

HLA class I

Ly49 D/P

H-2 class I

Ly49 H

MCMV m157

CD94+NKG2C/E

HLA-E, Qa-1b

CS1 (CRACC / CD319)

CS1 (CRACC / CD319)

NTB-A

NTB-A

DNAM-1

Nectin-2 (CD112) / CD155

CD161

Clr-g (NKR-P1F)

CD28

CD80 / CD86

2B4

CD48

KIR-L

HLA class I

CD94+NKG2A

HLA-E, Qa-1b

Ly49 A-C/E-G/I-O

H-2 class I

NKR-P1B/D A

Clr-b (OCIL) LLT-1

KLRG-1

Cadherins

PILR-α

CD99

LAIR-1

Collagen

CD161

Clr-b (NKR-P1D)

2B4

CD48

SIGLEC

Sialic acid

LILRB1 (ILT-2 / CD85)

HLA class I

Table 1: NK cell activating and inhibitory receptors and their corresponding ligands,
Blue, murine only; Red, human only; black, both [4, 6, 7].
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Ultimately, it is the integration of positive and negative intracellular signals, initiated by the
triggering of stimulatory and inhibitory NK receptors, that determines the NK cell response
to an aberrant cell, as summarised in Figure 1. In the absence of any signal or the presence
of only an inhibitory signal, no response is triggered. Thus, healthy cells fail to induce a
functional attack from NK cells (Figure 1A+B). For activation to be triggered, the
activation signal must dominate the inhibitory signal. Loss of an inhibitory signal is often
referred to as “missing self” [8, 9]. This loss of “self”-induced inhibitory signalling lowers
the threshold of NK cell activation when stimulatory receptors are triggered (Figure 1C).
“Self” MHC class I molecules are often down-regulated by pathogens in an attempt to
avoid antigen presentation and triggering an adaptive immune response. Thus, NK cells are
able to identify these cells as aberrant and mount a cytotoxic response. Ultimately it is the
balance of signals that determines whether a response is triggered, and how efficient it will
be (Figure 1D). Adhesion molecules are also important in binding an NK cell to its target,
thus helping form the immune synapse in which signalling and secretion can occur [10].
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Figure 1: NK cell cytotoxic and immunoregulatory responses are triggered upon
contact with a cell expressing ligands, which triggers a shift in the balance of
signalling from inhibitory to activating. (A) No response in the absence of any stimuli.
(B) If only inhibitory receptors are triggered no response is generated. (C) Binding of
stimulatory receptors by their ligands in the absence of inhibitory receptor ligation
results in a cytotoxic response against the target cell. (D) If a target cell expresses both
ligands for inhibitory and stimulatory receptors, the balance of signals determines the
outcome and extent of the NK cell response. Figure reproduced from Lanier 2005 [3]
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Education	
  
The number of germline-coded receptors expressed by NK cells is small when compared to
the genetic diversity of pathogens (Table 1). To maximise the spectrum of functional NK
responsiveness, the NK cell population is constituted of various subsets expressing
different combinations of heterogeneous cell surface receptors. A study in healthy humans,
using a combined analysis of the expression of 28 NK cell receptors, estimated there to be
6000 to 30,000 phenotypic variations in receptor expression in an individual’s NK cell
population [11]. This high level of variation provides a diverse array of cells with different
combinations of adhesion molecules, and inhibitory, activating and cytokine receptors.
Thus, the NK cell population contains cells with different activating thresholds, which can
adapt to different environments defined by the levels of ligands for NK cell receptors.
NK cells must correctly identify aberrant cells without targeting healthy cells. Expression
of inhibitory receptors is important to this process, as upon ligand binding they provide
inhibitory signals to prevent the killing of healthy cells. Furthermore in some instances, as
discussed earlier, the absence of ‘self” ligands for inhibitory receptors, can cause a
sufficient loss of inhibitory receptor signalling to tip the NK cell towards a cytotoxic
response (Figure 1C). As inhibitory receptor expression is heterogeneous, regardless of
developmental stage [12, 13], control mechanisms must exist to insure that NK cells
lacking the expression of an inhibitory receptor for the expressed MHC I haplotype are not
aberrant killers.
The main group of inhibitory receptors, Ly49 in mice and the KIR (killer-cell
immunoglobulin-like receptors) in humans, are triggered by MHC I molecules that are
found on the vast majority of nucleated cells [3]. Whilst all KIR and Ly49 receptors can be
found expressed on a part of the NK population of most individuals, only the MHC I
molecules corresponding to an individual’s haplotype are expressed. As outlined in Figure
2, both NK cells that express inhibitory receptors against self-ligand or ligands (Figure 2A)
and those that don’t (Figure 2B) must both be tolerized so as to avoid the killing of healthy
cells and the development of auto-immunity. Additionally, NK cells that express inhibitory
receptors against the cognate self-ligand need to be able to generate a potent missing selfresponse (Figure 2C) [14].
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Figure 2: NK cell education must ensure NK cell tolerance to healthy cells, whilst
creating NK cells capable of producing an immune response against aberrant cells
that have lost expression of inhibitory ligands. A) NK cells express one or more
inhibitory receptors for which the cognate ligands are present on stromal cells.
Inhibitory receptors prevent NK cell activation. B) The individual haplotype means
that the cognate ligand for the expressed inhibitory receptor is not present, yet the NK
cell is successfully tolerized and does not mount a response C) Loss of inhibitory
ligand expression by an aberrant cell results in a cytotoxic response from an NK cell
expressing an inhibitory receptor against self ligand for which no ligand is now
present on the aberrant cell.
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Therefore, a mechanism must exist by which a lack of strong inhibitory signalling is only
able to activate a subset of NK cells expressing inhibitory receptors capable of binding
specifically to MHC class I molecules of the expressed haplotype. This is achieved in two
ways, firstly by tuning the responsiveness of individual NK cells, and secondly by skewing
the population towards an increased proportion of NK cells expressing inhibitory receptors
for which inhibitory ligand is present. Four models have been proposed for the tuning of
NK cells responsiveness:
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Figure 3: Proposed models of NK cell tolerance. a) Arming model: ligation of an
inhibitory receptor leads to natural killer (NK) cell functional competence; in the
absence of cognate ligand, the NK cell remains hyporesponsive. b) Disarming model:
NK cells default to an armed state; in the absence of an inhibitory receptor for selfMHC class I molecules, the NK cell becomes anergic or hyporesponsive. c) cisinteraction model is based on the ability of inhibitory receptors to bind to MHC class
I molecules in cis, i.e. on the NK cell itself. This binding has been suggested to prevent
a ligand-independent inhibitory signal. This cis interaction is excluded from the
immune synapse allowing the inhibitory receptors in the synapse to sample the MHC
expression of the target cell. d) Rheostat model proposes a dynamic education
achieved by tuning the potential responsiveness of the NK cell based on the inhibitory
ligand in the NK cells environment. Figure from Höglund et al. [15]
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-Arming/Licencing:

This model hypothesizes that differentiated NK cells initially have
very little cytotoxic and cytokine producing potential. They require
induction of inhibitory receptor signalling in order to licence them to
respond strongly to stimulation or lack of inhibition [16]. Proponents
of the arming/licencing model note that it may be possible to
circumvent it. This is due to the capability of NK cells in beta 2microglobulin-deficient mice to mount an effective response against
mouse cytomegalovirus (MCMV), demonstrating the presence of
functional NK cells in these mice, which have defective class I MHC
expression and thus an absence of inhibitory receptor ligation [17].

-Disarming:

This model is the antithesis of arming/licencing. It proposes that
upon maturation NK cells inherently have strong cytotoxic and
secretory potential. NK cell responsiveness is however lost if
inhibitory signals are not induced (Figure 3B) [18]. This theory is
supported by the observation that when wild-type (WT) mice are
reconstituted with a mix of foetal liver cells from beta 2microglobulin-deficient mice and WT MHC I positive mice,
rejection of the MHC I-negative cells by the WT NK cells is
significantly impaired. Thus, if present in sufficient numbers, MHC
I-negative cells must be capable of disarming NK cells [19].

-Cis-interaction:

NK cells express MHC I and it has been shown that Ly49A is
capable of binding MHC I in cis, on the NK cell membrane, as well
as in trans, on the membrane of another cell [20]. Furthermore, cis
but not trans interaction appears to be responsible for the education
of the NK cell. This was shown in a mouse expressing a mutant form
of Ly49A only able to bind MHC I in trans; the NK cells were
incapable of “missing self” killing of MHC-negative target cells [21].
This suggests that Ly49 receptors such as Ly49A and Ly49C, that
are able to bind in cis, act as a method of autocrine tuning of NK cell
activity (Figure 3C). However, the demonstrated ability of beta 2microglobulin-deficient NK cells to re-tune their activity when
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exposed to MHC I expressing cells [14] suggests this model alone
cannot explain the education of all NK cells.
Rheostat model:

This model integrates the other three models to create a model that
accounts for the increasingly apparent complexity of NK cell
education, which cannot be described by arming, disarming or cis
interaction alone. As shown in Figure 3D it adds a further nuance by
considering that inhibitory receptors can potentially bind more than
one ligand [22, 23] and that the activation state of NK cells is not
responsive or hyporesponsive, but there is a spectrum of activity.
Cells that have weak capacity for inhibition have a higher activation
threshold, reducing the potential for an unwanted cytotoxic response
against healthy cells [24, 25]. Thus, the rheostat model suggests that
NK cells are tuned individually to maximise disease surveillance
whist avoiding auto-reactivity. This tuning is regulated by the
specific receptors expressed by an environment in which the NK cell
resides [14].

Interestingly a Ly49 deficient mouse has been created inadvertently by the insertion of a
sequence into the promoter region of the Klra15 gene that codes for Ly49O [26]. This
insertion resulted in 70-80% reduction in the expression of Ly49O as intended, but also
reduced Ly49V/R/G/T/I and NKG2ACE inhibitory receptors, due to transcriptional
silencing in the region surrounding the insertion via an unknown mechanism. These Ly49deficient mice had significantly reduced “missing self” driven killing, however killing via
NKG2D and ADCC along with IFNγ production in response to crosslinking activating
receptors remained efficient. These findings suggest that education plays a major role in
licencing NK cells to kill via “missing self” activation, but may not significantly impact
responses triggered by strong activating signals. However, whilst Ly49 receptor expression
is greatly reduced in the Ly49-deficient mouse at least 20% of NK cells express one or
more of the incomplete panel of inhibitory receptors tested in this paper. Thus, it remains
possible an educating signal is generated that is sufficient for preventing hyporesponsivity
but insufficient to licence “missing-self” signalling. This hypothesis is supported by some,
but not all, of the data generated with beta 2-microglobulin-deficient NK cells, and
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furthermore the possibility remains that an unidentified inhibitory receptor is compensating
for the lack of the receptors missing in this mouse [16, 26].
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Maturation	
  
NKG2D and NKp46 are acquired early during development from NK precursor cells to
mature NK cells, with NKp46 itself being considered a specific marker of differentiated
NK cells [1, 27]. NKp46-expressing NK cells can be divided into maturational stages based
on the expression of cell surface markers including receptors for cytokines, chemokines
and adhesion molecules. In humans this is classically done using the intensity of expression
of CD56, the adhesion molecule used to identify NK cells, and CD16, the antibody Fc
receptor. Thus, NK cells mature from CD56bright CD16-, through CD56dim CD16+ to the
final maturation stage of CD56dim CD16-. Murine NK cells don’t express CD56 and
instead CD11b (also known as Mac-1α), the adhesion molecule, and CD27, a member of
the tumour necrosis factor receptor (TNFR) superfamily, are commonly used to define
stages of maturation [13, 28].
Immature NK cells are negative for both CD11b and CD27. However, as they mature they
gain expression first of CD27 (R1) then of CD11b (R2) with the most mature subset going
on to lose CD27 (R3). The gating strategy used by us, and others, to define maturation
subsets R1-3 is shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4: Gating strategy for NK cell maturation as defined by CD11b and CD27.
Representative flow cytometry plot of splenic NK cells gated as CD3- NKp46+. NK
cell precursors are CD11b- CD27- (R0), as they become immature NK cells they gain
the expression of CD27 (R1), and further maturation leads to the expression of CD11b
(R2) before CD27 expression is lost by the most mature NK cells (R3).
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The murine and human maturation stages share a high degree of similarity; in both cases
the developmental stage of an NK cell can be linked to receptor expression, which
characterises a shift in functional ability. More mature NK cells express more inhibitory
receptors and favour a cytotoxic response whilst the less mature cells are more proliferative
and produce higher levels of cytokines such as IFNγ, TNFα and MIP-1α upon stimulation
[29, 30]. It was proposed that the criterion for defining maturation be switched from
CD11b to CXCR3, the chemokine receptor for CXCL9 CXCL10 and CXCL11, and CD27
as these receptors were shown to define very similar maturation subsets in both species
[30]. However, this has not been generally accepted. Maturation in human NK cells
continuing to be defined by expression of CD56 and CD16.

Inhibitory	
  receptor	
  heterogeneity	
  
The mechanism behind the generation of heterogeneous expression of inhibitory receptors
is not fully understood. It appears that some of the promoters of their expression are
promoters of NK cell differentiation, such as IL-15 and the transcription factors GATA-3,
T-bet [31] and IFN regulatory factor 2 (IRF2) [32]. However, whilst these promoters
essential to NK cell development serve to initiate Ly49 expression, another mechanism
must exist to determine which Ly49 gene(s) is induced in an individual NK cell. The
determination of which of the family of Ly49 receptors are to be expressed on an individual
NK cell seems to be controlled by three promoter regions upstream of the coding exons of
the majority of Ly49 genes. These promoter regions have been designated Pro-1, Pro-2 and
Pro-3 [33, 34]. Pro-1 is not active in mature NK cells, but in immature NK cells it acts to
program Ly49 expression patterns, its knock-out upstream of the Ly49A gene in mice
inhibiting Ly49A expression [33, 35]. As shown in Figure 5A, a transcription complex can
assemble on the Pro-1 site in two orientations. If the complex assembles in the forward
orientation, transcription of the gene can occur, however if it assembles in the reverse
orientation expression of the gene is inhibited [36]. The orientation of the transcription
complex that assembles on Pro1 is determined by the binding of the NF-κB subunits p50
and p65 [37]. Binding of one p50 molecule allows the assembly of transcription factors
required for transcription in the forward direction, while binding of two molecules
promotes transcription in the reverse direction (Figure 5A) [36]. Additionally, binding of
the p50-p65 complex inhibits the required DNA bending for the promotion of transcription
in either direction. However, the p50 null mutant mouse is still able to express Ly49
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receptors, albeit at a reduced frequency, suggesting it is not essential for formation of the
forward transcription complex, but rather is a regulator of its formation. Interestingly p52 is
required for normal expression of Ly49 receptors suggesting further complexities in the
regulation of this transcription complex [37].
This model of a bi-directional promoter acting as a switch to determine the expression of
individual Ly49 genes has been tested, by cloning the promoter sequence in forward or
reverse orientation upstream of a luciferase reporter gene in a cell line. The activity of the
forward promoter correlated with the fraction of NK cells, which express the Ly49 receptor
with which the promoter is associated [36]. Transcription is however only initiated at the
Pro-1 region in immature NK cells, and once the transcription factors have assembled in
the forward or reverse conformation the direction is not thought to alter. Thus, it has been
proposed that Pro-1 acts as a semi-probabilistic transcriptional switch, defining which Ly49
genes will be expressed by an NK cell. Pro-2 and 3 are the active transcription elements in
mature NK cells, and thus Pro-1 must also work to activate Pro-2 and or Pro-3 [34, 36, 38].
There is evidence of the Pro-2 site of the Ly49A and C genes being methylated in cells
where the receptors are not expressed. Additionally, hyperacetylation of the Pro-2 and Pro3 regions has been linked to expression of Ly49G and possibly Ly49A and Ly49E too [39].
Therefore it may be that transcription from the Pro-1 site in immature NK cells causes
remodelling of the chromatin of the Pro-2 region allowing the continued expression of
Ly49 genes in mature cells (Figure 5B) [40].
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Figure 5: Mechanism of Ly49 receptor expression regulation proposed by Saleh et al.
(A) Binding of a single p50 NF-κB subunit to Pro-1 results in assembly of the
transcription complex in the forward direction. Binding of two p50 molecules instead
results in formation of the transcription complex in the reverse conformation. (B)
Transcription, in the forward but not reverse direction, from the Pro-1 promoter site
in immature NK cells removes the suppression of Pro-2. In mature cells transcription
only occurs for Ly49 genes for which Pro-2 is not suppressed [36].
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Human KIR genes are not homologous to Ly49 genes; the two families are thought to be
the product of convergent evolution [41, 42]. Thus, the transcription factors and promoter
binding sites can be expected to show some variation between humans and mice. However
both receptor families show similar heterogeneous expression within the NK cell
population, and so it is plausible that their expression may be similarly regulated [43, 44].
This has been borne out with the discovery of a bidirectional promoter region (Pro-S)
upstream of KIR3DL1, from which only reverse transcription is observed in KIR3DL1
negative cells [45, 46]. As in the mouse, gene expression in mature human NK cells
requires transcription to be initiated from a second promoter (Pro-I) further upstream. This
second promoter produces less mRNA than Pro-S, but its transcription is required for the
correct splicing of Pro-S forward transcript. Thirdly, a promoter site (Pro-D) upstream of
the other two promoters acts to activate Pro-S during NK cell development or exposure to
IL-15 [47, 48]. Expression of KIR genes and Ly49 genes has been reported to be controlled
by epigenetic modification. CpG islands proximal to the transcriptional start site of
unexpressed KIR genes are methylated whilst those of expressed genes are demethylated
[49, 50]. It has been proposed that in immature NK cells the Pro-D promoter acts to remove
methylation from the other promoters to allow the activation of Pro-I. If the transcription
complex formed on Pro-S promotes transcription in the forward direction then the KIR will
be expressed upon NK maturation and transcription initiation from Pro-I. However, if the
transcription complex assembles on Pro-S allowing transcription in the reverse direction,
the resulting transcript may act in cis to promote methylation of the other promoters,
preventing expression of this KIR gene upon maturation [48, 51]. We can speculate that
Pro-D may alter the chromatin structure in such a way as to enhance expression. Thus,
whilst the human and murine systems are not identical, they share a high degree of
similarity. Therefore, studying the role of NK cell extrinsic factors on NK cell education in
mice should be a useful way to investigate the NK cell intrinsic and extrinsic signals that
educate NK cells via their expression of Ly49 receptors.
This three-promoter system however is not yet fully accepted. Gays et al. used 5’-RACE
sequencing to identify the start sites of the transcripts for Ly49 receptors present in ex-vivo
and cultured NK cells. Their study found a wide range of transcripts for each receptor, from
29 transcripts for Ly49A to 8 for Ly49I, and whilst all the transcripts for A and I contained
ATG start codons, of the 20 transcripts identified for Ly49G only 60% had ATG start
codons. This suggests that Pro-2 and Pro-3 may not be the only transcriptional start sites;
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instead Pro-1 may act during development to stabilize transcription from one of a broad
array of downstream start sites [52]. Thus, expression of individual Ly49 receptors requires
the activation of a transcriptional start site early in maturation, followed by expression from
this activated site as the NK cell becomes more mature. Whilst there is a strong body of
evidence demonstrating that Pro-1 is the site that acts as the control switch in mice, its
mechanism of action requires clarification [52]. Further investigation using sorted
populations of NK cells expressing or not expressing a specific receptor may be a useful
approach to test these hypotheses.
Not all NK cell inhibitory receptors are expressed at the same frequency: this is at least
partly determined by the genes themselves. Variations in the Pro-1 promoter between
Ly49J and Ly49I have shown that the Pro-1 sequence of Ly49J has greatly reduced
promoter activity compared to that of Ly49I in an in vitro luciferase reporter assay. This is
in agreement with the reduced expression of Ly49J compared to Ly49I in vivo (~5% and
~38% of NK cells, respectively) [33]. Additionally an investigation into the 3’ untranslated
regions (UTR) of closely related genes Ly49C and Ly49J found the UTR of Ly49J to be
much longer. When the UTRs of the two genes were inserted after the GFP coding
sequence and the construct was expressed in COS cells the Ly49J UTR reduced the
expression of GFP by ~50% [34]. Whether this plays a part in influencing the greatly
differing expression patterns of the two genes (Ly49C is expressed in about seven-fold
greater amount than Ly49J in cells) requires further investigation.

NKG2D	
  
Structure	
  and	
  ligand	
  binding	
  
NKG2D is a type II membrane protein of the NKG2 (natural killer group 2) family.
NKG2D contains the murine C-type lectin domain common to the NKG2 family, however
it shares only 21% sequence homology with the first three members, NKG2A, NKG2B,
NKG2C, and is the only member to form a homodimer [53]. It functions as an activating
receptor in NK cells and γδT cells as well as a co-stimulatory receptor on CD8+ T cells
[54]. The protein crystal structures of both human [55] and murine [56] NKG2D have been
solved individually and in complexes with their ligands [57-60]. These structures have
revealed that an NKG2D dimer binds a single ligand molecule. Thus, as shown in Figure 7,
the binding surface of NKG2D (the two individual monomers are labelled A and B) is
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capable of binding two different regions of each ligand (two binding subunits are coloured
yellow and orange). The NKG2D binding surface is highly conserved between humans and
mice with the exception of the β5′β5 stirrup loop [61]. Two tyrosine residues Y152 and
Y199 in humans and Y168 and Y215 in mice are critical for ligand binding [55].
Involvement of other residues in binding depends on the individual ligand subunit being
bound. To enable NKG2D to bind to ligands with similar but not identical structures
(Figure 6 and Figure 7), the NKG2D ligand binding surface must have a degree of
plasticity [61]. The residues that make up the NKG2D ligand-binding surface appear to
have the flexibility to rotate sufficiently to reduce their potential negative impact upon
binding energy. In the structures of human NKG2D bound to its ligands, the side chains of
methionine 184 and leucine 186 of human NKG2D can vary in their position by more than
10 Å, depending on the ligand that is bound. Thus, the binding site does not need to alter in
conformation as dramatically as is observed in classic induced-fit models of ligand binding,
though sufficient promiscuity is generated to allow strong binding interactions with
multiple ligands [55]. Thus, NKG2D has evolved to be capable of binding strongly to
multiple markers of cellular stress.
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Figure 6: Crystal structures of human and murine NKG2D dimers bound to their
respective ligands MICA and RAE-1. NKG2D monomer A (light blue) and B (dark
blue). Ligands contain two MHCIa like domains that interact with NKG2D, coloured
yellow and orange. The third domain of MICA coloured red is not involved with
receptor binding. Grey arrows denote the NKG2D β5′β5 stirrup loops that differ
between human (hu) and murine (mu) NKG2D sterically hindering huNKG2D from
binding RAE-1. Adapted from Strong et al. 2002 [61]

NKG2D	
  Ligand	
  regulation	
  
To our knowledge, NKG2D ligands are exclusively stress-induced self-molecules, not
pathogenic antigens. These ligands are distantly related homologs of MHC class I that can
be divided into three groups based on structural similarity [62]. All three NKG2D ligand
subsets share broadly homologous MHCIa α1 and α2 domains, to which the NKG2D dimer
binds, the difference being in how the dimer is linked to the membrane. The simplest group
(Figure 7C) of ligands additionally has a membrane spanning domain (ULBP4-5 human
MULT1, H60ab mouse), while the second group (Figure 7B) is instead linked to a
glycosylphosphatidylinositol (GPI) membrane anchor, and the third class (Figure 7A)
contains an additional α3 subunit along with a membrane spanning region (major
histocompatibility complex class I-related chains A and B (MICA/B in human, no known
example in mice) [62]. In humans, a further level of variability exists with 70 and 31 alleles
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described for MICA and MICB, respectively. Furthermore, there may be functional
differences between the ligands [63], as the binding affinities of the ligands for NKG2D
vary [64, 65] and some may interact with other molecules [66].

Figure 7: NKG2D ligand structural diversity. All ligands contain broadly homologous
MHCI α α1 and α2 domains coloured yellow and orange, respectively. Structurally
they then split into three groups: (A) Contain a third MHCI α domain and a
membrane spanning region (Green), (B) are instead linked by a
glycosylphosphatidylinositol (GPI) membrane anchor (Blue) and (C) are linked by a
membrane spanning domain (Bronze). Figure from Raulet et al. 2013 [62]

The combination of this potent activating receptor and its multiple ligands creates an
important system for sensing cellular stress. To avoid the death of healthy cells and to
ensure efficient clearance of aberrant cells, ligand expression must be carefully regulated.
Our understanding of ligand regulation is far from complete, however an overview of our
current knowledge is depicted in Figure 8. This shows the integration of multiple stress
signals that can result from infection [67], DNA damage [68, 69], heat shock [70] and
hyper-proliferation [71] to up-regulated NKG2D ligands. Regulation of ligand expression
appears to occur predominantly at the transcriptional level (Figure 8) [71-74]. Whether
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increases in ligand RNA transcripts are due to increased transcription or decreased turnover
of the transcripts is generally unclear. Regulation of MICA and MICB RNA stability by
recently identified microRNAs is not yet fully understood [65]. The link between E2F and
Rae-1 transcription is well supported, but the link between p53 and increased transcription
requires further study [62, 71]. MULT1 is additionally regulated at the protein level: rapid
ubiquitination and degradation occur under normal conditions. However, post UV radiation
or heat shock, ubiquitination of MULT1 is reduced, resulting in its expression on the cell
surface of fibroblasts and thymocytes [70]. The level of redundancy between the pathways
controlling ligand expression is still unclear, though it may differ depending on the cell
type and tissues studied. Rae-1 transcripts have been reported at high levels in mouse
embryos, whilst in adults low levels are found in the spleen and liver, but they are absent
from kidney and brain tissues. Transcripts for H60 have only been found in the spleen and
embryonic tissues [73].
Further evidence for different homeostatic states of this pathway between tissues was
provided by the findings that induction of proliferation was sufficient to up-regulate Rae1
on fibroblasts and embryonic brain tissue, but not lymphocytes [71, 72]. Additionally
epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) stimulation on human cancer cell lines has been
shown to up-regulate ULBP1-3 and MICA/B [75].
Hyper-proliferation, whilst a hallmark of cancer, is not always a sign of cellular stress. The
expression of NKG2D ligand on some hyper-proliferative cells then raises an interesting
question about the role of this ligand expression in these cells. Ligand expression on the
neurons of neonatal mice before the emergence of NKG2D-expressing cells could be
explained as a precursor of a system that develops in adult mice. However, it has been
found that when the skin of NKG2D KO mice is wounded, the wound heals more slowly
than that of their WT littermates. As NKG2D is expressed by immune cells in the skin of
adult mice this suggest that the up-regulation of ligand by the proliferating skin cells may
be functionally significant [71]. Whether the reduction in wound healing in the skin of
NKG2D KO [71] mice is indicative of a direct role of NKG2D-ligand interactions in
driving proliferation, or just a side effect of its absence from the immune response [74, 76],
requires further investigation. However, if there is a NKG2D-driven pro-proliferative
pathway, it could have significant implications for the role of NKG2D in cancer models,
where tumour cells escape immune suppression whilst NKG2D ligand expression is
maintained.
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Ligands for NKG2D are regulated at the protein level as well (Figure 4). For example,
ligands can be cleaved from the cell surface of cells by matrix metalloproteinases (MMPs)
and NKG2D can be down-regulated by endoplasmic reticulum proteins (ERPs), which are
protein disulfide isomerases linked to shedding of MICA in malignant cells [63, 77, 78].
However, these processes may rather be regarded as regulators of the immune response.
Soluble ligands have been shown to down-regulate the immune response by NKG2Dexpressing cells [63, 65, 79, 80] and this is thought to be the predominant mechanism of
immune escape during viral infection and cancer [81-83].

Figure 8: Expression of NKG2D ligands is regulated at multiple stages by diverse
pathways. (Figure from Raulet et al. 2013 [62]) *E2F has only been proven to be the
specific transcription factor responsible for ligand up-regulation in the case of Rae-1.
**RNA stabilisation as the mechanism of ligand up-regulation post DNA damage only
currently demonstrated for Rae-1.

The reasons for the evolution of one receptor with multiple ligands are not fully understood,
but possible advantages of linking ligand up-regulation to multiple stress pathways include
achieving a balance between safety and sensitivity. The multiple ligands and their varied
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sources of regulatory signals may reduce the chance of an aberrant cell evading the
immune system. However at the same time, by regulating expression at multiple levels
there may be sufficient checks to avoid the generation of an unwanted immune response
against healthy cells [62]. A better understanding of the cell surface expression of these
ligands is required before it would be feasible to consider targeting the NKG2D/NKG2D
ligand pathway for therapeutic purposes.

NKp46	
  
Our basic knowledge about NKp46 is less comprehensive than NKG2D. Whilst NKp46 has
been demonstrated to contribute significantly to the killing of multiple cancer cell lines in
vitro [84-86] and in vivo [87, 88], no cellular ligand has been identified. However
haemagglutinin and haemagglutinin–neuraminidase, which are expressed in cells infected
with influenza and parainfluenza viruses, respectively, have been identified as viral NKp46
ligands [89].
The crystal structure of the extracellular ligand-binding domain of human NKp46 has been
solved by two groups at 2 Å resolution [90, 91]. The extracellular ligand-binding region of
NKp46 consists of two C2-set immunoglobulin domains. This is similar to the D1D2
domains of inhibitory killer cell Ig-like receptors (KIR), Ig-like transcript (ILT) receptors
and IgA Fc receptor (FcαRI). The structure of the NKp46 extracellular domain is shown in
Figure 9. Putative NKp46 ligand binding residues are displayed based on the structural
homology with other receptors; residues in red correspond to the KIR binding site; those in
aqua the FcαRI site and those in green the ILT2 binding site [91]. Whilst NKp46 shows
similarity to the binding sites of each of these three molecules, neither the hinge region
electrostatic binding site of KIR molecules, nor the N-terminal ligand binding region of the
FcαRI and ILT2 receptors is sufficiently homologous to make a confident prediction of
how NKp46 binds its ligand [91, 92]. Binding of haemagglutinin and haemagglutinin–
neuraminidase is dependent on sialylation of NKp46 oligosaccharides, consistent with the
known capacity of viral glycoproteins for binding sialic acids [89]. The location of the
potentially glycosylated residue Thr104 is marked in Figure 9, the other two potential
glycosylated residues Asn195 and Thr204 are in the stalk region that connects NKp46 to the
cell membrane, but was too disordered to appear in the crystal structure. Whilst murine and
human NKp46 share 58% amino acid sequence homology, surprisingly not all of these
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three glycosylated residues were conserved [91]. Thus, knowledge of the structure of
NKp46 is insufficient to help identify the cellular ligand(s) of NKp46.

Figure 9: The extracellular ligand-binding domain of human NKp46 consists of two
C2-set immunoglobulin domains. This is similar to the D1D2 domains of inhibitory
killer cell Ig-like receptor (KIR) and Ig-like transcript (ILT) receptor and IgA Fc
receptor (FcαRI). Putative NKp46 ligand binding residues are displayed based on the
sequence and structural homology with other receptors; residues in red correspond to
the KIR binding site; those in aqua the FcαRI site and those in green the ILT2 binding
site. The location of the potentially glycosylated residue Thr104 is also marked. The
crystal structure was solved at 2.2-Å resolution. Figure adapted from Foster et al. [91]

NKG2D	
  and	
  NKp46	
  downstream	
  signalling	
  
The signalling pathways downstream of the ligation of NKG2D and NKp46 in NK cells are
not yet fully understood. A summary of our current understanding of signalling
downstream of NKG2D and NKp46 in NK cells is shown in Figure 10.
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Two NKG2D splice variants, NKG2D-S and NKG2D-L that contains an extra 13-aa NH2terminal extension (MALIRDRKSHHSE) exist in mice. NKG2D-S can bind the adaptor
protein DNAX-activating protein of 10 kDa (DAP10) or DAP12 (also called KARAP).
NKG2D-L is restricted to binding DAP10. However experiments using a DAP10 KO
mouse model suggest that in murine CD8+ T cells NKG2D only signals via DAP10 [93].
In humans only one isoform has been reported and it sequence is highly homologous to that
of the murine NKG2D-L; consistent with this, it has been shown to only interact with
DAP10 [94]. Ligand binding to NKG2D can trigger the phosphorylation of the four
associated DAP10 molecules, two per NKG2D monomer [95]. As shown in Figure 10
DAP10 and DAP12 signal differently. DAP12 signals through an immunoreceptor
tyrosine-based activation motif (ITAM), the activation of which allows binding and
activation of Zap70 and Syk kinases [96]. In vitro experiments with DAP12 KO NK cells
showed that they mount a less robust response upon NKG2D ligation. Furthermore, CD8+
T cells transfected with DAP12 could be stimulated via NKG2D ligation alone, whereas
WT signalling through DAP10 requires TCR signalling to mount a cytotoxic response. This
suggests that DAP12 may generate a more potent response than DAP10 [97]. DAP10 does
not contain an ITAM but does contain a YINM motif that can bind the p85 subunit of
PI(3)K and a Grb2 binding site that can bind Grb2, which in turn associates with Vav [98].
NKp46 signals via interaction with CD3ζ [99]. Although the NK cell signalling pathways
shown in Figure 10 are far from complete, it is at least clear that the signalling generated by
NKG2D or NKp46 binding can be tuned by the availability of co-signalling molecules and
downstream effectors to produce a cytotoxic or cytokine-driven response [100].
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Figure 10: Model of intracellular pathways downstream of NCR and NKG2D that
trigger NK cell cytotoxicity and IFNγ production. This diagram represents a
simplified summary of our current understanding of pathways that can lead to
cytotoxicity and cytokine secretion from the triggering of NKG2D and the natural
cytotoxicity receptors (NCRs: NKp30, NKp44 and NKp46). These receptors are
coupled to ITAM-bearing polypeptides (FcRγ + CD3ζ = NKp30 + NKp46 and DAP12
= NKp44). Induction of cytotoxicity is dependent on activation of both the tyrosine
kinase Lck and the MAPKs Erk1 and Erk2 (Erk1/2). MEK1-MEK2 (MEK1/2) and
Erk1-Erk2 can be triggered either via PI(3)K-Rac1-PAK downstream of the
transmembrane adaptor DAP10 or the GTPase Ras and its effector molecule Raf
downstream of the engagement of ITAM-coupled receptors. ITAM-coupled receptors
trigger IFN-γ secretion via activation of PLC-γ, which induces the release of
diacylglycerol that activates the kinase PKC-θ. PKC-θ activates the CBM module via
Carma1. NKG2D can selectively induce IFNG transcription leading to IFN-γ
production via the ADAP-CBM signaling module. Syk and Zap70 are kinases. NF-κB,
c-Jun and c-Fos are transcription factors. Adapted from Vivier et al. [101]
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Natural	
  killer	
  cell	
  immune	
  functions	
  
NK cells are more than just killers. As shown in Figure 11, having identified a stressed
target cell directly or via its labelling with antibodies by the adaptive immune system, NK
cells can secrete pro- or anti-inflammatory cytokines as well as or instead of directly lysing
the target cell. In addition to inducing or suppressing the immune response via cytokine
secretion, NK cells can also regulate the immune response via their direct interactions with
immune cells such as dendritic cells, for which NK cells play roles in priming and
maturation [7].
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Figure 11: Overview of natural killer cell functions. NK cells can recognize a variety
of stressed cells by directly sampling the activating and inhibitory ligands expressed
by the cells and via bound antibodies (blue arrows). NK cell activation triggered by
recognition of an aberrant cell can lead to target cell lysis and the secretion of various
cytokines and chemokines, depending on the integrated stimulatory signals. NK cells
are typically biased to produce pro-inflammatory IFN-γ, however in environments of
chronic or systemic inflammation they may release anti-inflammatory IL-10. NK can
cross talk with dendritic cells (DCs), killing immature DC or promoting DC
maturation by secretion of IFN-γ and TNF-α, thus enhancing their antigen
presentation to T cells. Through these interactions NK cells influence the subsequent
immune response; in this simplified example, NK cells boost or dampen macrophage
and T cell responses through IFN-γ (green arrows) or IL-10 secretion (pink arrows),
respectively.
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As illustrated in Figure 12, the diverse functional abilities of NK cells mean that they play
roles in many immune responses. The following sections will focus on the roles of NKG2D
and/or NKp46 as activating receptors in these functions.

Figure 12: Overview of known NK cell functions. Adapted from Vivier et al. [7]

Control	
  of	
  pathogens	
  
NK cells are proposed to have initially evolved to combat viruses, their absence resulting in
increased susceptibility to a wide range of viral infections [102]. Perhaps the best studied
interaction between NK cells and viruses is the clearance of MCMV in mice. NK cells
clear MCMV primarily via interaction of the activating receptor Ly49H with its ligand
m157, a molecule with MHC-like structure encoded by the MCMV virus and expressed on
the membrane of infected cells [103]. The activating receptors NKp46 and NKG2D interact
with virus-infected cells. NKp46 binds to the influenza protein hemagglutinin and is thus
critical for robust control of influenza virus spread [88]. Similarly, NK cell depletion and or
treatment with an NKG2D blocking antibody increases susceptibility to ectromelia virus
[104]. Some viruses have therefore evolved mechanisms of inhibiting NK cell responses.
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Up-regulation of IL-12 and IFNβ1 upon human cytomegalovirus infection causes downregulation of NKG2D expression and impairs NK cell activation via NKG2D [105].
Viruses have also lost activating ligands and developed decoy ligands as strategies to avoid
NK cell-mediated responses [7].
Other possible roles of NK cells in the control of non-viral pathogens are less well
established [7]. Notably, NK cells play a role in the immune response to malaria. NK cellderived IFNγ and IL-8 appear to be important in the mounting of an effective adaptive
immune response. Whether this response is triggered by direct interaction of NK cells with
parasite-infected cells, or in response to indirect stimulation, remains contentious, as does
the ability of NK cells to lyse parasite-infected cells [106, 107].

Tumour	
  immune	
  surveillance	
  
NKG2D ligands are up-regulated in tumour cell lines exposed to DNA damaging agents
[68], and thus NKG2D plays an important role in immune surveillance of neoplastic cells
by NK cells. This was initially demonstrated by experiments in which NKG2D was
demonstrated to be vital to in vivo rejection of ligand-expressing cell lines [108].
Furthermore, γδT cells can kill tumour cells expressing NKG2D ligand in an NKG2Ddependent manner [109]. As DNA damage is a key step in cancer development, the ability
of NKG2D to trigger a cytotoxic response against aberrant cells has lead to it being
considered a tumour suppressor. Creation of a transgenic mouse, with doxycyclineinducible epidermis-specific expression of the NKG2D ligand Rae-1, showed that Rae-1
expression in the skin causes a rapid activation and recruitment of immune cells important
for immune surveillance [110]. The NKG2D-mediated anti-tumour function was validated
in vivo using NKG2D-deficient mice. Decreased survival was observed in two mouse
models of prostate cancer and lymphoma: both increased tumour incidence and decreased
survival were observed in the absence of NKG2D [111]. Though studies on NKp46 are not
as extensive as on NKG2D, NKp46 anti-tumour function in vivo has also been reported. In
NKp46 knockout (KO) mice, 3-methylcholanthrene (MCA) induced tumours that
expressed higher levels of NKp46 ligand than those developed by WT mice [112].
Furthermore, upon injection of NKp46 ligand-expressing cell lines, WT mice developed
fewer metastases and smaller primary tumours than the KO mice [87, 113]. Thus, these NK
cell receptors are mediators of immune surveillance of cancerous cells. NKp46 is thought
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to mediate this effect exclusively through its expression on NK cells. However, NKG2D is
also expressed by invariant NKT cells, activated cytotoxic CD8+ T cells, γδT cells and
some other T cell subsets, and therefore the NKG2D-mediated anti-tumour response is not
NK cell exclusive [114].

Immune	
  regulation	
  	
  
NK cells are capable of regulating immune responses through direct cell interaction and
secretion of soluble factors. For instance, NK cells have been reported to work as a rheostat
in mouse lymphocytic choriomeningitis virus (LCMV) infection, killing activated CD4
cells to prevent fatal side effects due to over-expansion of the activated CD8+ T cell
population [115]. T cell regulation has also been reported through NK-mediated lysis of T
regulatory CD4+ CD25+ cells. Exposure to Mycobacterium tuberculosis up-regulates
ULBP1 on human CD4+ CD25+ cells making them vulnerable to NKG2D-mediated NK
cell lysis [116]. NK cells can also regulate T cell responses indirectly, through
manipulation of dendritic cell (DC) priming. It has been shown that NKG2D ligand upregulation on primed DC stimulates IFNγ production from NK cells, leading to increased
DC IL-12 production and resulting in a more potent T cell response [117]. Additionally,
soluble MICA (sMICA) has been shown to inhibit the NK cell-mediated maturation of DCs
and thus their ability to stimulate CD4+ T cells [80].
NK cells also play a regulatory role in the innate immune response. Whilst much of the
cross-talk between NK cells and neutrophils involves cytokines and other soluble factors,
signalling via NKp46 has also been reported. Activated human NK cells have been shown
to induce apoptosis in neutrophils, in an NKp46-dependent manner, preventing tissue
damage that can result from a build-up of inflammatory neutrophils [118, 119]. NK cells
are also able to modulate macrophages, as NK cell-derived IFNγ aids M1 macrophage
polarisation and thus a cellular T helper 1 immune response. Under different conditions,
NK cell-derived IL-10 can aid M2 polarisation of macrophages and thus a T helper 2
antibody driven response [120]. NKG2D ligands have been detected on macrophages, but
the functional outcome of this remains controversial [121, 122].
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Inflammatory	
  disorders	
  and	
  autoimmunity	
  
As regulators of inflammation and as cytotoxic cells, NK cells have the ability to either
prevent or exacerbate chronic inflammation and autoimmunity. This is currently an understudied field, but there are reports of both NKG2D and NKp46 exacerbating inflammatory
environments. NKG2D increases inflammation, leading to a higher incidence of
atherosclerosis in an apolipoprotein E-deficient mouse model of the disease [123]. In a
transgenic mouse model of skin-specific overexpression of Rae-1, tissue-associated
lymphoid cells induce T helper 2 (TH2) associated atopy [76], demonstrating that NKG2D
immune responses can become detrimental in the presence of chronically expressed ligand.
Additionally, NKG2D promotes experimental autoimmune encephalitis in mice, and
increases the activation of NK cells in mouse chronic obstructive pulmonary disease
(COPD), leaving them more susceptible to influenza-induced pulmonary injury [124, 125].
NKp46 has been linked to the death of pancreatic β cells in humans and mice, giving it the
potential to promote Type I diabetes [126]. Additionally, NKp46 expression can promote
TNFα production, leading to a detrimental inflammatory response to Fusobacterium
nucleatum, aggravating periodontal disease [126, 127]. Thus, while NK cells and their
activating receptors are beneficial to the outcome of many diseases, in some cases they play
a detrimental role, and in those cases, inhibiting NK cell activation might be an effective
treatment option.
Graft	
  versus	
  host	
  disease	
  and	
  graft	
  versus	
  tumour	
  
NK cells can improve the success of treatment of high-risk leukaemia with allogeneic
haematopoietic stem cell transplant (HSCT) due to their graft-versus-leukaemia action
[128]. NK cell activity against leukaemia cells is increased in allogeneic grafts due to the
transfer of KIR expressing NK cells that were educated in the presence of a different MHC
I haplotype [129, 130].
HSCT can also lead to undesirable graft versus host disease (GVHD) in which the
transplanted cells attack the host’s tissues including skin, liver and intestine. In vivo
experiments in mice have demonstrated that NKp46 expression on NK cells reduces the
severity of GVHD by limiting the generation of transplant reactive T cells through control
of DC maturation [131]. NKG2D has also been linked to transplant rejection with ligand
expression being reported on acute and chronically rejected transplants [132]. Furthermore
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transient blockade of NKG2D in a mouse model of allogeneic HSCT was demonstrated to
rebalance the immune response away from GVHD back towards graft-versus-tumour [133].
Uterine	
  remodelling	
  
NK cells are highly represented in the uterus during pregnancy for reasons that are yet to be
fully understood. Though it is thought they may be important for vascular remodelling.
Furthermore the mismatch in MHC haplotypes between the placenta and the maternal
immune system requires these uterine NK cells to be highly tolerogenic [134].
NKp46 mRNA has been demonstrated to be elevated in peripheral blood mononuclear cells
and placental tissues in first trimester pregnancy lost, compared to tissue taken from
patients undergoing elective termination of pregnancy [135]. Poly I:C induced foetal loss
in mice has been demonstrated to be dependant on an NK cell NKG2D mediated response
that was characterised by secretion of TNFα.	
  

	
  
Aims	
  of	
  this	
  thesis	
  
Aim 1: To investigate the roles of NKG2D and NKp46 in NK cell education, maturation
and function
The ability of NK cells to tolerate “self” cells and to reject damaged/aberrant cells depends
on the formation of a repertoire of diverse NK cell subsets with appropriate combinations
of receptors during the education process. The role of many inhibitory receptors in this
process is well established, but the impact of activating receptors on NK education is not
well understood. Therefore, we undertook an exhaustive analysis of the NK cell repertoire
present in a novel mouse model lacking expression of two potent NK-activating receptors,
NKG2D and NKp46, in order to examine the importance of these receptors in NK cell
education, maturation and function.
This part of the work thus aims to address three important issues:
1- The impact of NKG2D deficiency on NK cell education.
2- The impact of NKp46 deficiency on NK cell education.
3- The consequences of double knockout (DKO) of NKG2D and NKp46 on NK cell
education and function.
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Aim 2: To investigate the roles of NKG2D and NKp46 in tumour development in a mouse
model of hepatocellular carcinoma
NK cell receptors play a key role in tumour surveillance by NK cells. The anti-tumour
response of NK cells results from lack of engagement of inhibitory receptors and the
triggering of potent activating receptors, such as NKG2D and NKp46. Hence, effective
tumour targeting relies on the down-regulation of MHC class I molecules and up-regulation
of activating receptor ligands on the tumour cell surface.
As in human cancer, tumourigenesis in mouse models of autochthonous tumour (either
induced by transgene, carcinogen or developing spontaneously) can be heterogeneous.
Studies of murine models of cancer demonstrate that NKG2D-expressing cells do not
efficiently survey all types of tumour. This suggests that the nature of the tumour itself and
the tumour environment might affect the response. It has been shown that tumours develop
mechanisms to escape NKG2D-mediated recognition by reducing cell membrane NKG2D
ligand expression [136], but interestingly, some tumours retain ligands on their cell surface,
as observed in a model of carcinogen-induced fibrosarcoma (Guerra et al, unpublished
data). In this model, where tumours were highly infiltrated with leukocytes that constitute
the inflammatory milieu, the presence of NKG2D was not sufficient to prevent tumour
development and even appeared to accelerate tumour progression when a low dose of
carcinogen was applied [111, 137].
There is increasing evidence that an inflammatory environment can promote
tumourigenesis [138], and NKG2D has recently been shown to contribute to inflammation
in various models of tissue damage, including autoimmune, inflammatory disorders and
atopy [76, 123, 139]. Therefore we hypothesised that NKG2D ligand expression can be
pro-tumourigenic. To examine this idea, we investigated the role of NK cells and their
receptors in the development of chronic liver inflammation leading to hepatocellular
carcinoma (HCC).
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Chapter	
  3:	
  Materials	
  and	
  Methods	
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Mice	
  
NKp46 KO mice were kindly provided by Prof. Mandelboim (Hebrew University of
Jerusalem, Israel) [88], and Klrk1−/− mice (C57BL/6) were generated by Dr Guerra [111]
and were genotyped as previously described. Mutant C57BL/6 mice populations (KO for
NKG2D and/or NKp46 receptors) were bred at Imperial College London (South
Kensington UK) in a specific pathogen-free animal facility and used throughout this project.
Breeders were periodically backcrossed to WT C57BL/6 mice (Harlen Laboratories UK) to
prevent genetic drift.

All experiments involving mice followed protocols that were

ethically licensed and approved in accordance with the United Kingdom Animal Care Act
1986/European directive 2010/63/EU.

In	
  vivo	
  models	
  	
  
High molecular weight polyinosinic:polycytidylic acid (polyI:C) was obtained from
PeproTech USA, and administered at a dose of 100 µg/mouse i.p 24 h before assessment of
its impact on NK cells.
Diethylnitrosamine (DEN) (Sigma) was diluted in phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) and a
single i.p. injection of 25 mg/kg in a total volume of 100 µl was administered to male mice
at 14-21 days of age. The condition of DEN-treated mice was monitored for signs of
suffering or rapid deterioration in heath. This was based on overall assessment of animal
behaviour and body condition. Body weight was not monitored as it is not an effective
marker of disease in this model due to the counteracting increase in tumour weight [140].
The majority of DEN-injected mice showed no signs of deterioration prior to the 15-month
endpoint.

Chimera	
  experiments	
  
Chimeric mice were generated by non-lethally irradiating wild-type (WT) C57BL/6 mice
with 950 Rad. One week prior to irradiation, mice were given drinking water containing
0.0075% Baytril	
   (Bayer	
   Animal Health GmbH,	
   Leverkusen,	
   Germany),	
   which	
   was
replaced daily until the end of the experiment, to prevent infection whilst their immune
systems reconstituted. Post 4-6 hour recovery mice were reconstituted with a total of 10e7
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foetal liver or bone marrow cells from donor mice. Foetal liver or bone marrow (BM) cells
from WT and mutant mice were extracted from the leg bones of mice. Mouse leg bones
were removed by dissection and cleaned of muscle tissue. Both ends of each bone was
removed to allow them to be flushed by passing PBS 3% BSA through them using a
hypodermic needle and syringe. Dissociated BM cells were washed in RPMI (Sigma)
containing with 25 nM HEPES (Sigma) and 0.2% FBS (Gibco) and stored at 4 °C. WT and
mutant cells were mixed at a 50:50 ratio, adjusted to 108 cells per ml and injected i.v. Mice
were allowed 8-12 weeks to reconstitute before sacrifice.

In	
  vivo	
  experimental	
  design	
  
The number of mice used in all experiments was chosen to provide sufficient statistical
power, but was kept as low as possible for ethical and budgetary reasons [141]. Specifically,
for the hepatocellular carcinoma study a power analysis was performed using G*Power
[142]. Previous data generated with the NKG2D KO mice in cancer models [111] [and
unpublished data] suggested an effect size of ~0.8 was a reasonable assumption, as a pilot
experiment was not feasible due to the long time required to prepare the DEN cancer model.
Since we hypothesized that NKG2D can promote inflammation-driven cancer, which is in
contrast to the accepted tumour surveillance role of NKG2D, we employed a two-tailed Ttest, which can accommodate both protective and promotional roles of NKG2D in the
development of inflammation-driven cancer [143]. In order to have a 95% chance of
obtaining a result with a p value of <0.05, 84 DEN-treated mice were predicted to be
needed for the study (42 mice per group).
The DEN model has been reported to be 100% efficient at inducing HCC in WT male mice
in 8 months, with death due to HCC occurring later than the 8-month planned end point
[141, 144-146]. Thus, we felt the numbers of mice should be increased by 5% to allow for
unforeseen attrition. However, the entry of mice into the experiment was staggered to
control for experimental variables and to allow us to monitor the development of the
disease in our laboratory.
For all non DEN experiments including ex-vivo tissue analysis, in vitro experiments and
short-term in vivo studies, 3-5 mice were used per group and each experiment was
conducted a minimum of three times to minimize the influence of experimental variability.
If data from these experiments appeared to show a trend but lacked statistical significance,
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a power analysis using G*Power was used to determine the number of further mice
required to provide a significant result.

Tissue	
  dissociation	
  
Mice were decerebrated or terminally anaesthetized using isoflurane (Abbott Laboratories,
Kent, UK). Where livers were to be harvested, mice (with the exception of 15 month old
DEN-treated mice where perfusion proved to be inconsistent) were perfused to eliminate
circulating blood cells with PBS through the heart’s left ventricle until the liver
discoloured. Tissues were dissociated through 40-100 µm cell strainers in PBS containing 3
% bovine serum albumin (BSA). In liver preparations hepatocytes were removed by
centrifugation on a 35% Percoll gradient at 700 xg 21 °C for 12 min with slow braking. All
other cells were pelleted at 500xg for 5 min at 4 °C unless otherwise stated. Liver, bone
marrow and splenic leukocyte-containing cell pellets were re-suspended in ACK red blood
cell lysis buffer (0.15 M NH4Cl, 0.1 mM KHCO3, 0.1 mM Na2-EDTA in water; pH 7.2) for
1 min, washed and re-suspended in PBS 3 % BSA or complete cell culture medium as
appropriate.

Cell	
  culture	
  
Cell lines were cultured in RPMI (Sigma) containing β-mercaptoethanol 50 µM (Gibco), 2
mM L-glutamine, 25 mM HEPES, 10% FCS (Gibco), 1 mM sodium pyruvate, 1x MEM
non essential amino acids (Sigma), 100 U/ml penicillin and 100 µg/ml streptomycin. Cells
were cultured at 37°C 5% CO2 in a humidified incubator. RMA, RMA-S, RMA-Rae and
Yac-1 were kindly provided by Dr D. Raulet. B16 F10 were kindly provided by Prof O.
Mandelboim. Suspension cell lines were passaged three times a week by seeding new
flasks at a density of 0.25x106 for 48 hours or 0.125x106 for 72 hours. Adherent cell lines
were washed with PBS then trypsinised with 2.5 g/L trypsin solution at 37 °C until cells no
longer adhered. Trypsin was washed out with complete media before seeding fresh flasks at
0.25x106 or 0.125x106 cells per T25 flask for 48 or 72 hours, respectively.

Flow	
  cytometry	
  
For each test condition 1-5x106 cells were incubated with 25 µl of FcγRII/FcγRIII blocking
buffer (PBS, 3 % bovine serum albumin (BSA), 0.5 µg/ml anti-mouse CD16/CD32
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(Becton Dickinson (BD), USA). This blocks the mouse FcγRII/FcγRIII receptors CD16
and CD32, preventing non-specific binding of antigen-specific fluorochrome-labelled
antibodies by these receptors. BSA is added to improve cell viability and prevent nonspecific protein-protein interactions. If cells were from in vitro experiments or treated mice,
fixable live-dead dye was added to the blocking buffer at 2.5 µl/ml (eBioscience/Life
Technologies); as this viability dye binds free amine groups, BSA cannot be added to the
blocking buffer. Cells were pelleted in a 96 well V-bottomed plate (Corning) before resuspension in 25 µl of blocking solution for 20 min at 4 °C. All incubation steps were
performed in the dark. Cells washed by diluting seven fold in PBS 0.5 % BSA, then
centrifuged at 800 xg for 2 min at 4 °C, and the supernatant was removed. Cells were
resuspended in antibody cocktail or single colour stain as appropriate and incubated for 45
min. See Table 2 for details of all antibodies used. Cells were then washed twice as
previously described. When biotinylated antibodies were present, cells were re-suspended
with streptavidin conjugated to Qdot 605 (Life Technologies, California, USA) and
incubated for 30 min before undergoing two final washes. Cells were re-suspended in PBS
containing 0.5 % BSA for acquisition. Alternatively, if intracellular staining was required
then antibodies were re-suspended in permeabilisation (perm) buffer for 20 min at room
temperature. They were washed with perm/wash buffer and resuspended in intracellular
antibodies diluted in 25 µl of perm/wash buffer for 30 min at room temperature. Cells were
then washed twice in perm/wash buffer before re-suspension in PBS 0.5 % BSA for
acquisition.

Intranuclear

staining

was

performed

with

Transcription

Factor

Fixation/Permeabilization solution (eBioscience, USA), and all other stainings were
performed with BD Cytofix/Cytoperm™ kit (BD).
All samples were analysed on a LSRFortessa flow cytometer (BD). All data was analysed
with FlowJo version 9.3.1 or above (TreeStar, Oregon USA).
Antigen

Clone

Fluorophore

Supplier

CD3

17A2/

V450/BV421/FITC/

BD/BioLegend

145-2C11

APC-Cy7/BV605

CD4

RM4-5

APC-eFluor® 780

eBioscience

CD8a

53-6.7

AF 647/ PerCP-Cy5.5

eBioscience

CD11b (Mac1)

M1/70

PerCP-Cy5.5/PE-CF®594

eBioscience/BD

CD11c

N418

PE

eBioscience
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CD27

LG.7F9

PE-Cy7

eBioscience

CD45

30-F11

Biotin/APC/APC-

eBioscience/

Cy7/FITC/PE-Cy7/BV605

BioLegend

CD69

H1.2F3

Biotin

eBioscience

CD107a (Lamp)

1D4B

PE-Cy7

BD

c-kit

ACK2

APC

BioLegend

DNAM-1

10E5

PE

BioLegend

Dx5

Dx5

PE/APC

eBioscience

Eomes

Dan11mag

AF647

eBioscience

F4/80

BM8

PE-Cy7

eBioscience

FoxP3

NRRF-30/

PE/AF647

eBioscience

FJK-16
Helios

22F6

AF647

IFNγ

XMG1.2

PE

eBioscience

Klrg1

2F1

PE

BioLegend

Ly49 AB6

A1

Biotin

BD

Ly49 CI

5E6

PE

BD

Ly49 D

4E5

AF647/Biotin

eBioscience

Ly49 G2

LGL-1

APC/ PerCP- eFluor® 710

BD/eBioscience

Ly6C

HK1.4

Biotin

BioLegend

Ly6G

1AB

APC-Cy7

BioLegend

NK 1.1

PK135

PE-Cy7/AF588

BioLegend

NKG2A/C/E

20d5

Biotin

eBioscience

NKG2D

A10/CX5

Biotin/APC

eBioscience

NKp46

29A1.4

APC/FITC

BioLegend

T-bet

4B10

PE-Cy7

eBioscience

Table 2: Flow cytometry antibodies used in the experiments presented in this thesis
Abbreviations: Alexa Fluor® (AF), allophycocyanin (APC), cyanine (Cy), fluorescein
isothiocyanate (FITC), peridinin chlorophyll (PerCP), phycoerythrin (PE), Brilliant violet
(BV), Becton Dickinson (BD).
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In	
  vitro	
  functional	
  assays	
  
Receptor cross-linking experiments were conducted by diluting purified activating
antibodies in PBS and leaving overnight at 4 °C to adhere to high protein binding ELISA
plates. Plates were washed five times with PBS and then 1 million splenocytes per well
were plated in complete RPMI and incubated at 37 °C in 5% CO2 with the immobilised
antibody for 2 hours. Brefeldin A (Sigma) was then added to a final concentration of 0.01
mg/ml and cells were incubated in the presence of golgi-stop 0.7 µl /1x106 cells (BD) for a
further 3 hours at 37 °C in 5% CO2. Phorbol 12-myristate 13-acetate (PMA) + ionomycintreated cells were used as a positive control. Isotype control antibodies were plated and
used as negative controls. Cytokine stimulation experiments were conducted under the
same conditions but in U-bottomed tissue culture plates with the concentrations of
cytokines stated in the figures. All cytokines were murine recombinant cytokines from
PeproTech (NJ, USA) reconstituted and stored as advised by the provider. Degranulation
against target cells was performed as described for plate bound antibody stimulation, but
using 5x105 target cells as the stimulant (E/T ratio = 1/2). CD107 was added at the
beginning of incubation to provide optimum staining.
Degranulation and LAK lysis of target cells lacking MHC expression were done similarly
to WT. Killing activity of d5 1000 U/ml IL-2 activated sorted NK cells was assessed in a 5
h 35S release assay against RMA and RMA-S targets (E/T ratio = 10/1). Fresh splenocytes
were incubated for 5 h with target cells then assessed for degranulation by measuring
CD107 expression (E/T ratio = 1/2). n ≥5. Experiments were repeated 3 or more times.
Antigen

Clone

Supplier

NK1.1

PK136

eBioscience/
BioLegend

Ly49 D

4E5

BioLegend

NKp46

29A1.4

eBioscience

NKG2D

MI6

eBioscience

Isotype

eBM2a

eBioscience

Table 3: Activating receptor crosslinking antibodies used for NK cell stimulation.
Targeted antigen, antibody clone and supplier are indicated in the respective columns.
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For killing assays, splenocytes were cultured at 2x106/ml in complete RPMI supplemented
with 1000 U/ml IL-2 (Peprotech, NJ, USA) for 5 days. Target cell lines were incubated
overnight in methionine-free RPMI (Sigma) supplemented with

35

S-methionine (MP

Biomedicals, OH, USA). Effector and targets cells were incubated together at the stated
ratios for 5 h at 37°C in 5% CO2 in a humidified incubator. Plates were spun at 500 xg to
pellet cells. Then 50 µl of medium containing the 35S-methionine released by cell lysis was
harvested and added to an excess of Microcint 40 (PerkinElmer, Netherlands). Plates were
sealed with adhesive film and read on a Top Count NXT plate reader (PerkinElmer).

Assessment	
  of	
  tumour	
  burden	
  
To determine serum alanine transaminase (ALT) levels, tail bleeds were performed on the
mice prior to sacrifice to avoid ALT release resulting from red blood cell lysis. Serum was
cleared by centrifugation at 600 xg for 2 minutes and stored at 4 °C for up to a week prior
to testing. ALT levels were determined using IDTox ALT Colour Endpoint Assay Kits as
per the manufacturer’s instructions (ID Labs Biotechnology Inc., Canada). Mouse body
weights were recorded post sacrifice and liver weights were taken after dissection prior to
any other measurements. Liver to body weight ratio was determined by dividing the weight
of the liver by the body weight of the mouse.

Statistics	
  
All experiments were performed at least three times. Statistical significance of differences
was, unless otherwise stated, determined relative to WT mice by means of a two-tailed
unpaired Student’s t-test using Prism (Graphpad, CA, USA). * p ≤0.05, ** p ≤0.01, *** p
≤0.001, **** p ≤0.0001.
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Introduction	
  
Multicolour flow cytometry allows rapid quantitative analysis ex-vivo of the cellular
immune system with a limited number of cells, and we can assess expression of multiple
receptors, transcription factors, cytokines and or chemokines in a single small sample. This
is highly desirable, as the availability of samples is limited with the current experimental
model. Crucially, by assessing many parameters in the same sample, multicolour flow
cytometry allowed us to determine if changes in expression of multiple receptors are
correlated with or independent from one another. This is particularly suitable for
investigating the impact of NKp46 and NKG2D on NK cell education, maturational stage
or functional ability.
However, the large number of fluorophores, multiple lasers and detection channels
involved in multicolour flow cytometry makes experimental design and analysis quite
complex. This chapter outlines the method of designing and conducting experiments that I
put in place during the introduction of this powerful technique to our lab.
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Compensation	
  
The fluorescent antibody panels used for the experiments described in this thesis had 7 core
colours. Emission spectra diagrams of fluorophores commonly detected in these 7 core
channels are displayed in Figure 13. This diagram also shows the set up of the LSRfortessa
used for the acquisition of data in all experiments. This machine has four lasers at different
wavelengths (405, 488, 561 and 640 nm) allowing near-optimum excitation of most
commercially available fluorophores. Whilst the filters are carefully chosen to reduce
overlap of fluorescence emission from one fluorophore into the detection channel of
another, there are still significant levels of spectral overlap. Spectral overlap occurs
between fluorophores with emission spectra close to each other, such as peridinin
chlorophyll cyanine 5.5 (PerCP-Cy5.5) spilling into the detector for allophycocyanin (APC)
(Figure 13 red 640 nm laser) and also from the donor molecules of tandem dyes spilling
into the emission channel of the uncoupled donor fluorophore, such as phycoerythrin
cyanine 7 (PE-Cy7) spilling into the phycoerythrin (PE) channel (Figure 13 yellow green
561 nm laser). Tandem dyes rely on the principle of Förster resonance energy transfer
(FRET), where the donor chromophore is excited (PE), but rather than fluorescing, the
energy is transferred to an acceptor dye molecule (Cy7) which itself fluoresces. [147]. The
impact of unwanted donor molecule fluorescence and other spectral overlaps is illustrated
in Figure 13.
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Figure 13: Emission spectra of the 7 fluorophores used in the experiments presented
here. Emission spectra are shown post excitation by each of the four lasers present in
the flow cytometer used. Laser wavelengths are Violet 405 nm, Blue 488 nm, YellowGreen 561 nm and Red 688 nm as indicated on the diagrams. Fluorophore emission
spectra are labeled in the diagrams of their optimally exciting laser. Band-pass filter
widths are indicated on all diagrams, long pass filters are not shown. (Figure created
using BD spectrum viewer)
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Modest spill of fluorescence emission such as that represented in Figure 13, e.g. PE-Cy7
spilling into PE post excitation by the yellow green 561 nm laser, can be overcome by
careful set up of the flow cytometer prior to sample acquisition, and application of the
correct compensation matrix during or post acquisition. Optimum cytometer set up on the
majority of flow cytometers involves setting the voltage correctly for each of the
photomultiplier tubes (PMT) that are to be used. PMTs are used to detect florescence and
thus there is one per fluorophore positioned behind the appropriate filters. The voltage set
for a PMT determines its sensitivity, and thus the optimum voltage is the lowest voltage
that gives the greatest level of separation between positive and negative populations, whilst
ensuring the positive population remains on scale. This is achieved during set up of the
cytometer and regular running of set up control beads with known fluorescence levels on
the instrument. However, it is always necessary to check bright fluorophores manually
[148]. If the cytometer is set up correctly, then any remaining spill in a well-designed
experiment can be overcome by the application of a suitable compensation matrix, which is
created by running single colour controls on the flow cytometer before running samples,
with the same laser power and PMT voltages. This allows the level of spill of each
fluorophore into the detection channels of other fluorophores to be determined, so that
when the compensation matrix is applied to samples, false positive signals resulting from
spill are computationally eliminated.

Titration	
  and	
  Fluorescence	
  Minus	
  One	
  Controls	
  
Successful multicolour flow cytometry requires thorough experimental set up and good
controls, particularly as with the addition of every colour the potential for false positives
resulting from spectral overlaps increases [149]. Unstained cells are generally of little use
as a control, as most antibody staining is looking at a population of cells defined by
expression of one or more other markers. Thus, for all low density antigens or antigens
with non-discrete expression levels it is essential to have a florescence minus one (FMO)
control. An FMO control is simply the mix of the antibodies applied to the sample minus
one of the antibodies in the mix. These FMO controls can therefore be used to ensure that a
positive signal is the result of specific antibody staining and not the spill of fluorescence
from an antibody with another fluorophore conjugated to it.
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Ideally, FMO controls should be included for all antibodies, but this is often not practical.
Therefore it is necessary to fully characterise and titrate antibodies to identify those that
separate two distinct populations sufficiently, so that identification of the positive
population is possible without an FMO control.
Titrating antibodies to achieve optimum separation is especially important in multicolour
flow cytometry, as the negative population may be expanded slightly due to the presence of
spill from other fluorophores. An example of a typical antibody titration is displayed in
Figure 14; showing anti-CD3 antibody conjugated to APC-Cy7 titration on murine
splenocytes. The mice used in these experiments are heterozygous or homozygous for GFP
expression under control of the promoter of the ncr1 gene that codes for NKp46, as
discussed in the introduction. NK cells (CD3 negative NKp46+ cells) expressing the
genuine GFP signal are gated on the right hand side of the plots, the unstained sample was
used to define the location of negative cells, and the upper gate shows CD3-positive cells.
From Figure 14 we can conclude that 2 µg/ml is the optimum concentration for this
antibody. At lower concentrations, separation between positive and negative populations is
lost and at higher concentrations there is a loss of resolution, with the negative population
spreading towards the positive region, particularly the diagonally shaped auto-fluorescent
population of cells.
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Figure 14: Titration of anti CD3 antibody conjugated to APC-Cy7 demonstrates 2
µg/ml to be the optimal concentration. Pseudo-colour dot plots of flow cytometry data
from the staining of 5 million mouse splenocytes per dilution of CD3 APC-Cy7 (yaxis). Cells were incubated for 30 minutes in 25 µl of the stated concentrations of
antibody; see methods section for more details. Splenocytes are from mice
heterozygous for GFP under control of ncr1 promoter, which means that GFP is
expressed in place of NKp46, the NK cell specific receptor. This allows NK cells to be
distinguished as GFP positive and used as a control for nonspecific binding, as they do
not express CD3.

Isotype	
  controls	
  
Isotype control antibodies are used to control for non-specific binding. Theoretically,
isotype control antibodies are identical to the antigen-specific antibody, except in their lack
of specificity for any epitopes found in the experimental sample. To create an antibody that
lacks biological specificity these antibodies are typically raised against synthetic
compounds such as nitrophenols [150]. Most monoclonal antibodies conjugated to
fluorochromes for use in flow cytometry are of the IgG isotype; a structural diagram of an
IgG antibody is shown in Figure 15. IgG antibodies have four types of heavy chain
designated γ 1-4 and two light chains λ or κ. The two IgG heavy chains are joined by
disulphide bonds and glycosylated on an asparagine residue near the hinge region; the
number of disulphide bonds and the exact position of the aspartate vary with the IgG
isoform [151]. It is only the variable regions of the fragment antigen-binding (Fab) that are
epitope specific.
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Figure 15: IgG antibodies consist of two heavy and two light chain subunits connected
by disulphide bonds. There are two light (λ and κ) and four heavy chain (γ1, γ2, γ3
and γ4) variants. The number of disulphide bonds connecting the chains and the
precise location of the glycosylated asparagine (Asn) within constant domain 2 (CH2)
are chain variant specific, as is the length of the hinge region connecting constant
domain 1 and 2 of the heavy chain. The four variable domains, one at the N terminal
end of each chain, vary for every antibody clone and determine binding specificity.
Isotype controls will have different variable domains to those of the clone they are
controlling for, however all other features should be matched. Adapted from Wang et
al. 2007 [151]
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In choosing an isotype control antibody, several parameters should be matched to the
antibody of interest. These parameters are: the species in which the antibody was raised,
the antibody isotype, the types of heavy and light constant chain, the nature of the
conjugated fluorophore, the glycosylation pattern and the number of fluorochrome
molecules conjugated per antibody [152]. All of these factors can affect the non-specific
binding of an antibody and the number of fluorochrome molecules attached to an antibody
will also impact on the intensity of fluorescence observed from two antibodies with equal
non-specific binding. Whilst the majority of these criteria are easily fulfilled, fluorochrome
conjugation and glycosylation are more difficult to control [151]. We attempted to control
for variation in production method, which might give rise to differences in fluorophore
conjugation and or glycosylation, by purchasing isotype control antibodies from the same
supplier as the antibody against the epitope of interest. However, having matched all
features of our antibodies to our isotype controls as far as possible we remain mindful that
the variable regions of the two antibodies will still differ and discrepancies in the
manufacture and storage of individual antibody lots could alter glycosylation and
fluorochrome labelling [150, 151]. Additionally, degradation of tandem fluorophores
leaving unconjugated acceptor molecules bound to antibodies in addition to the remaining
intact tandem fluorophore molecules may be different between isotype and experimental
antibody (if they have different dates of production). Thus, it is important to consult MFOs
and identify cell types that should not express the antigen of interest for use in conjunction
with our isotype controls [148, 152, 153]. An example of an intracellular isotype control
staining, for the transcription factor Eomes, is shown in Figure 16. This example
demonstrates that mild non-specific binding is observed with this antibody isotype;
however, the stronger specific binding when staining with the Eomes antibody itself masks
this. In multicolour flow cytometry single isotype control staining is of little use and thus
this isotype control has been added to an FMO mix of antibodies so as to allow effective
control of non specific binding to the cell type of interest [154].
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Figure 16: Representative staining of NK cells with an Alexa Fluor 647 (AF647)
conjugated anti-Eomes Rat IgG2a monoclonal antibody (Red), kappa light chain
appropriate isotype control (Black) and fluorescence minus one (FMO) (Grey filled
histogram).
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Antibody	
  Panel	
  Design	
  
Not all fluorophores fluoresce with equal brightness and not all antibodies are available
conjugated to all fluorophores [155], so panel design must be considered carefully.
Antibodies with a low affinity or that detect antigens expressed at a low density should be
conjugated to bright fluorophores [156]. Additionally, a two-step staining can be used to
amplify a signal. In mixes of multiple antibodies, the use of secondary antibodies can be
problematic as more than one antibody may have the same invariant chain to which the
secondary antibodies bind. However, biotinylated antibodies can easily be used as part of a
mix, as a fluorophore conjugated to streptavidin provides high specificity. Furthermore
when setting up a panel, antibodies that will only give a small shift in signal should not be
detected in channels that are spilt into by other fluorophores if those fluorophores are
conjugated to antibodies against antigens on the same cell type [157].

Table 4 shows an example of one of the antibody panels used in the next chapter and
Figure 17 shows the gating strategy used to define NK cells and the receptor stainings
achieved with this panel. NKG2ACE is actually biotinylated and can be detected with Qdot 605 conjugated streptavidin. Lymphocytes are first gated by size, and cell aggregates
are excluded based on their ratio of area to width before gating on CD3 negative NKp46
positive NK cells. The NK cells in Figure 17 were stained with five fluorophores and they
also have intrinsic GFP fluorescence. However, as can be seen in the plots in Figure 17
NKG2ACE and Ly49 receptor expression can be clearly distinguished. CD11b and CD27
expression can also be distinguished, allowing the dissection of high and low expressing
populations (see discussion in the next chapter). Thus, seven-colour flow cytometry can
successfully be performed using the fluorophores listed in

Table 4.
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Fluorophore

Excitation

Emission

Relative

(nm)

(nm)

Brightness

Antigen

(5>1)
V450

405

450

2

CD3

GFP

488

507

3

NKp46

PE

565

575

5

Ly49 A

Q-dot 605

350

605

5

NKG2ACE

APC

650

660

5

Ly49 G2

PerCP-5.5

482

690

3

CD11b

PE-Cy7

565

774

4

CD27

Table 4: Flow cytometry antibody panel. The panel was designed to match antigens
expressed at a low frequency with revealing antibodies conjugated to the brightest
fluorophores. Relative brightness rated from 5 (brightest) to 1 (dimmest) fluorophore,
based on data from manufacturers.
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Figure 17: Gating strategy for the analysis of NK cell receptor expression by flow
cytometry. Representative contour plots of flow cytometry analysis of antibody
stained splenocytes from a WT mouse using the mix shown in Table 4. Lymphocytes
are gated by size (FSC-A) and granularity (SSC-A) (checked by CD3 and GFP back
gating). Events that are not spherical, as determined by their side (SSC) and forward
scatter (FSC) area (-A) to width (-W) ratios, are excluded to remove cell aggregates
from the analysis. NK cells are then identified by GFP expression under the ncr1
(NKp46) promoter, before finally gating on NK cell receptor (NKG2ACE / Ly49 A/G2
/ CD11b / CD27) expression.
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Conclusions	
  
Multicolour flow cytometry requires careful set up, but is an effective tool for studying
immune cell subsets and their receptor expression. The panel of seven fluorophores most
commonly used in our lab was confirmed to be suitable for dissection of the NK cell
population based on co-expression of multiple receptors. Thus, the set up is suitable for
acquiring the experimental data presented in this thesis.
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Introduction	
  
This chapter describes characterisation of the NK cell repertoire in our novel NKG2D and
NKp46 double knockout (DKO) mouse model. By assessing a panel of key receptors
expressed on the NK cell surface, we investigated NK cell maturation and education in
single KO and DKO mice.
Our lab has generated a strain of mouse lacking expression of two stimulatory receptors,
NKG2D and NKp46. As demonstrated in Figure 18 this strain was obtained by
interbreeding a mouse mutant for NKG2D (Klrk1-/-) (NKG2D KO) [111] with a mouse
mutant for NKp46 and expressing green fluorescent protein (GFP) under the control of the
NKp46 promoter (Ncr1gfp/gfp) (NKp46 KO), on a C57BL/6 background [88].
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Figure 18: Breeding strategy to cross NKG2D knock-out mouse with NKp46 knockout mouse to create novel double-knockout (DKO) mutant littermates. Mice
heterozygous for the individual mutations were first crossed to produce offspring
heterozygous for both mutations (other offspring not shown). Mice heterozygous for
both mutations were then used to generate WT, NKG2D KO, NKp46 KO and DKO
littermates, along with NKG2D heterozygous and WT +/+ mice.
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For ease of assessment by flow cytometry and to gain the ability to image NK cells and sort
them without the need for potentially activating antibody labelling, we wished to have the
NK cells in all mice positive for GFP. Mice heterozygous for ncr1 have previously been
reported as comparable to WT [88]. In addition, Figure 19 demonstrates that the level of
NKp46 expression is minimally affected by loss of homozygosity. Thus, in all the studies
reported here mice described as WT have GFP knocked in, in place of one copy of the ncr1
gene.

Figure 19: NK cell intrinsic GFP expression is a convenient method of NK cell
identification. NK cells could be distinguished using either an anti NKp46 antibody to
stain cell surface NKp46 (lower plots) or GFP expression under the control of the
NKp46 promoter (upper plots). Representative flow cytometry plots of mouse
splenocytes stained with anti-CD3 (y-axis) and intrinsic GFP expression under the
control of the promoter for ncr1, the gene that codes for NKp46, or anti-NKp46 APC
conjugated antibody (x-axis). Left: splenocytes from WT mouse negative for GFP
expression; middle, mouse heterozygous for GFP insertion into ncr1 gene; right,
NKp46 KO mouse homozygous for GFP ncr1 insertion.
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DKO mice were studied in parallel with each single KO littermate for two reasons. First,
single NKG2D KO and NKp46 KO mice are used as controls for variations caused by our
facility housing, which might be different from those described in the literature [111]. Also,
even though the NKp46 strain used in our studies has been previously studied by our
collaborator [88], its NK cell repertoire has not been thoroughly characterized. Second,
controversies regarding the effect of NKG2D on NK cell education and the effects of
NKG2D and NKp46 on NK cell function needed addressing. Zafirova et al., who
separately created a second NKG2D KO mouse, reported altered proportions of mature and
immature NK cells as well as an increased responsiveness to MCMV infection [158].
Narni-Mancinelli et al developed a mouse in which expression of NKp46 was lost as a
result of a mutation in ncr1, the NKp46 coding gene, created by N-ethyl-N-nitrosourea
mutagenesis. This mouse demonstrated an increased resistance to viral infection due to
hyper-responsive NK cells [159]. Thus, we wished to determine the impact of activating
receptors on NK cell education, maturation and responsiveness in our single and double
mutant mice.
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Education	
  
As discussed in the introduction chapter, NK cells express a wide array of germ line coded
receptors (see the non exhaustive list of inhibitory and activating receptors in Table 1).
Expression of many receptors is heterogeneous across the NK population as a whole, with
different cells expressing different combinations of receptors, and thus not all cells respond
equally to the same stimuli [5]. However, the population as a whole is, as a result, able to
respond to a wider array of diseased cells. Thus, NK cell maturation and education are of
great interest.
In addition to the tuning of individual NK cell responsiveness as discussed in the
introduction, the term NK cell education has come to also refer to the environmental
shaping of inhibitory receptor expression frequency within the NK cell population. This
phenomenon has so far primarily been observed for Ly49 receptors in mice, KIR receptors
in humans and NKG2A in both species. The existence of this phenomenon becomes
apparent when the percentages of cells expressing all possible combinations of these
receptors are compared with those predicted mathematically by the product rule [24, 160,
161]. The product rule assumes expression of each receptor to be entirely independent of
the expression of all other receptors. Thus, if two receptors are each expressed
independently on 50% of cells, then 25% of the population would express both receptors,
25% would express neither, and 25% would be express one.
Intrinsic mechanisms (i.e., mechanisms independent of external signalling) through which
the expression of one receptor influences the expression of another have yet to be identified.
However, whilst there may be an intrinsic element to the deviation from the product rule
(i.e. expression of one receptor reducing the likelihood of expression of a second receptor)
[162], evidence [35, 163] and modelling [23] point to predominantly extrinsic control.
Johansson et al. mathematically modelled both the hypothesis that inhibitory receptors are
acquired sequentially until a sufficient inhibitory signal is achieved and the hypothesis that
receptor expression is stochastic with cells then selected for desirable receptor
combinations. Co-expression data of Ly49 A/G2/I/C expression on NK populations in mice
with four different MHC I haplotypes were then fitted to the two models. In all cases the
two-step hypothesis model fitted the data better than the sequential hypothesis [23]. Further
evidence of the selection of educated NK subsets was reported by Brodin et al., who
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showed that NK cells with the capability to engage the educating MHC I receptor
haplotype were enriched due to their increased sensitivity to IL-15 and reduced
susceptibility to apoptosis [25]. Thus, many factors are involved in shaping the inhibitory
receptor populations expressed by NK cells. Also, the NK population is heterogeneous in
respect to educational status. Therefore, there are marked differences in “self”-sensing
capability and in susceptibility to activating receptor signalling and adhesion molecule
engagement. It is well established that inhibitory receptors play central roles in NK cell
education, and the possible roles of activating receptors have received little attention.
However, there are some indications that activating receptors may play a part in NK cell
education, and in this work, we aimed to explore the possible involvement of two
activating receptors, NKG2D and NKp46.

Introduction	
  and	
  Research	
  plan	
  
In the experiments outlined in this chapter we aimed to determine the impact of NKG2D
and NKp46 on:
-NK cell education
-NK cell maturation
Methods:
Experiments were conducted on 5 mice of each genotype (WT, NKG2D KO, NKp46 KO
and DKO) simultaneously to reduce the impact of biological and experimental variability
on the results. Multicolour flow cytometry was performed using panels designed to dissect
education and maturation. NK cell intrinsic GFP under the ncr1 promoter was used to
define NK cells. Anti CD11b and anti CD27 antibodies were included in all mixes to define
maturity (Figure 4). Monoclonal antibodies against Ly49A, Ly49G2, Ly49CI and
NKG2ACE were used to investigate education. Cells were also stained with antibodies
against the maturation markers c-kit, Klrg-1 and Dx5 and the activating receptor and
adhesion molecule DNAM-1. Intracellular staining was performed for the transcription
factors t-bet and Eomes. All stainings were conducted at least three times. Assessments
were made of the spleen, bone marrow, liver and lung, though this report will focus on data
from the liver and spleen.
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RESULTS	
  
Proportions	
  of	
  NK	
  Cells	
  	
  
NK cell development was assessed by comparing the number of CD3 negative NKp46+
expressing cells in WT and mutant mice, as NKp46 is a specific marker for NK cells. The
percentage of total lymphocytes detected in single and double mutant mice was similar to
that of WT mice in various tissues, including spleen, liver, lymph nodes and bone marrow
(Figure 20). Total NK cell numbers in spleen and liver were also comparable in mutants
and WT littermates. This is expected, as neither NKG2D nor NKp46 is expressed prior to
NK cell terminal differentiation [1]. However, it is in contrast to the findings of Zafirova et
al., who used a different strain of NKG2D-deficient mouse and found alterations in both
absolute number and percentages [158].
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Figure 20: NK cells in NKG2D and NKp46 knockout mice are present at numbers
and frequencies similar to those in wild-type mice. NK percentages are expressed as
percent of total live lymphocytes as determined by flow cytometry. Cell counts were
performed with trypan blue and a haemocytometer. Each point represents one mouse.
Data pooled from 3 or more independent experiments.
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Education	
  
Education describes the tuning of NK cell responsiveness to avoid self-reactivity whilst
maximising NK functionality. Factors that impact this process, such as the absence of
cognate ligand expression [23], or proteins that integrate inhibitory receptor signalling
[164], have been shown to result in an alteration in the frequency of Ly49 receptor
expression within the population. In mice the dominant class of inhibitory receptors is the
Ly49 receptor family, though some family members, such as Ly49 D, are activating. Using
multicolour flow cytometry we assessed the presence and level of expression of inhibitory
and activating receptors on NK cells and compared the percentage of NK cells expressing a
specific receptor in mutant and WT mice, as well the amounts of receptors expressed
(fluorescence intensity) on NK subsets. We examined whether change in activating
receptor expression altered the balance of inhibitory receptor expression within the
population.
Our results show that in both the liver and the spleen the proportion of NK cells expressing
Ly49G2 and Ly49A is reduced in the absence of NKG2D, whilst NKG2ACE and Ly49 C/I
remain unaffected. The absence of NKp46 individually, or in addition to NKG2D, did not
impact on the expression of the inhibitory receptors assessed here (Figure 21). This
suggests that NKG2D plays a role in the education of NK cells, whereas NKp46 does not.
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Figure 21: The percentage of NK cells bearing Ly49A and G2 inhibitory receptors is
reduced in NKG2D and DKO but not in NKp46-deficient mice when compared to WT
mice. Flow cytometry histograms in the upper panel are representative of liver NK
cell receptor expression. They correspond to staining for Ly49CI, Ly49G2, Ly49A
and NKG2ACE on NK cells (CD3-NKp46+). Scatter plots of pooled flow cytometry
data of liver and splenic NK cells are shown for each genotype. n ≥5. Data are
representative of 3 or more independent experiments. p ≤0.05 (*), p ≤0.01 (**), p
≤0.001 (***)
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Since there was a change of inhibitory receptor expression in the NKG2D KO mice, we
decided to examine the expression of activating receptors in the absence of NKG2D and
NKp46, to see if there was any compensatory effect. Indeed, the adhesion molecule and
NK cell activating receptor DNAM-1 was expressed on a significantly greater proportion
of the NK population in the absence of NKG2D, but not NKp46 (Figure 22). DNAM-1 is
also expressed on CD8+ T cells and NKT cells, however the effect of NKG2D on its
expression appears limited to NK cells (Figure 22), as the near total expression of DNAM1 on CD8+ T cells and NKT cells is unaffected by the absence of NKG2D. These results
suggest that the impact of NKG2D on DNAM-1 expression could be a unique feature of the
NK cell education process. Therefore, the absence of NKG2D, but not NKp46, results in an
alteration in the frequency of expression of inhibitory and activating receptors on NK cells.
Altogether, these data indicate that NKG2D plays a role in NK cell education.
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Figure 22: Adhesion molecule and activating receptor DNAM-1 is expressed on a
greater percentage of the NK population in mice deficient for NKG2D. Representative
histograms of DNAM-1 expression assessed by multicolour flow cytometry on liver
NK (CD3- NKp46+), NKT (CD3low NK1.1 +) and CD8+ T cells (CD3+ CD8+) are
shown in upper panels. Scatter plots of splenic and liver NK cells (n = 5) are shown in
lower panels. All graphs are representative of 3 or more independent experiments. p
≤0.001 (***), p ≤0.0001 (****)
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NK	
  Cell	
  Maturation	
  
To assess the level of NK cell maturation, we looked at the expression of CD27 and CD11b
across the population of both single and double mutant mice compared to WT littermates.
NK cell maturity is tissue dependent, with a greater proportion of mature NK cells in the
periphery and a bias towards immature NK cells in primary lymphoid organs (Figure 23
and [13, 29]). NK cells were identified by their intrinsic expression of GFP under the ncr1
promoter and maturity was assessed by the expression of CD11b and CD27. As NK cells
develop, they first gain expression of CD27 then CD11b before losing their expression of
CD27. Figure 23 shows that in the absence of NKG2D there is a trend towards an increase
in the R3 (CD11b+ CD27-) subset in the spleen, BM, LN and liver tissues, with the
greatest difference between NKG2D KO and WT in the spleen and liver, where the R3
population is the most dominant. This phenotype is not replicated in the NKp46 mutant or
exacerbated in the double mutant. These results suggest that NKG2D mildly inhibits the
maturation of NK cells.
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Figure 23: The NK cell populations of mice lacking NKG2D are more
developmentally mature as assessed by CD11b and CD27 expression. NK cells from
WT, NKG2D, NKp46 and double mutant were stained for the maturation markers
CD11b and CD27 and assessed by flow cytometry. R1 NK cells are immature CD27+
CD11b-, R2 are more mature CD27+ CD11b+, R3 are the most mature CD27CD11b+. n = 5. All graphs are representative of 3 or more independent experiments. p
≤0.05 (*), p ≤0.01 (**).
NK maturation can be further subdivided as shown in Figure 24. The cell surface markers
used here to define maturation are functional ligands or receptors that are associated with
different stages of NK maturation, though their roles are not always known. Thus,
evaluation of transcription factors that control maturation may be a more accurate method
of assessing maturity. As shown in Figure 24, two transcription factors, T-bet and Eomes,
have recently been shown to control NK maturation. These two T-box transcription factors
are highly homologous and are known to direct the fate and function of other cytotoxic
lymphocytes as well as NK cells [165].
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Figure 24: Overview of the current model of NK cell development. Adapted from
Marni-Mancinelli and Vivier [166]

The expression of Eomes and T-bet is unaffected in the absence of NKG2D and NKp46
(Figure 25). T-bet was expressed by all NK cells in the mutant mice as well as in WT, and
at similar levels. Eomes expression, which is acquired during the R1 maturation stage, is
expressed as expected at the highest levels in the spleen, with immature populations in the
liver and BM remaining negative in all genotypes (Figure 25) [165].
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Figure 25: The transcriptional regulators of NK maturation T-bet and Eomes are
unaffected by NKG2D and NKp46 KO. Spleen, bone marrow (BM) and liver NK cells
were permeabilised and stained intracellularly for T-bet and Eomes transcription
factor before analysis by flow cytometry. Eomes histograms show representative
percentages of expression whilst T-bet histograms are labelled with median
fluorescence intensities (MFI). Histograms are representative of 3 or more
independent experiments

The linking of CD11b and CD27 to NK cell maturation is based on observation, and the
nature of the functional link between these molecules and the maturation of NK cells is
unknown [29]. We therefore decided to confirm our finding that NK cell in the absence of
NKG2D expression are more mature by looking at other markers of maturation (Figure 24).
DX5 (CD49b) is an adhesion molecule and marker of NK cell maturity that is expressed by
NK cells upon their acquisition of Eomes expression [165]. In accordance with the Eomes
data, Dx5 is similarly expressed on WT and mutant NK cells (Figure 26).
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Figure 26: Maturation marker Dx5 is similarly expressed in mutant and WT mice.
Histogram depicts the percentage of NK cells expressing the DX5 marker in the liver
and spleen of mutant and WT mice. NK cells were gated positive for intrinsic ncr1
controlled GFP expression and negative for anti-CD3 staining. NK cells were stained
with anti-Dx5 antibody and analysed by flow cytometry. n ≥5 Data are representative
of 3 or more independent experiments

The stem cell growth factor receptor c-kit is expressed on NK cells during the early stage
of maturation. Hence, c-kit is frequently used to distinguish a subset of immature NK cells
(Figure 24). Zafirova et al. reported decreased levels of c-kit expression in their mice [158].
Our data show that c-kit is expressed on a reduced percentage of NK cells in the absence of
NKG2D (Figure 27). The killer cell lectin-like receptor G1 (Klrg1) is an NK cell receptor
of disputed function that has been identified as a late stage maturation marker (Figure 24).
Klrg1 is expressed on a greater proportion of NK cells when NKG2D is knocked out
(Figure 28). Lack of NKp46 expression, individually or in addition to NKG2D, has no
effect on maturation marker expression. The reduction in c-kit and the increase in Klrg1
expression on NK cells from NKG2D KO mice are in agreement with the CD11b and
CD27 expression data, also pointing to a more mature phenotype. The fact that this
increase in maturity in the absence of NKG2D is independent of Eomes and T-bet (Figure
25) suggests that regulation of these receptors occurs at a post transcriptional level.
Alternatively, NKG2D may affect a later stage of maturation that is controlled by a
transcription factor yet to be identified.
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Figure 27: Reduction in NK cells expressing early maturation stage marker c-kit in
the absence of NKG2D. Liver and spleen NK cells were stained with anti-c-kit
antibody and analysed by flow cytometry. n ≥5. Data are representative of 3 or more
independent experiments. p ≤0.05 (*), p ≤0.01 (**), p ≤0.001 (***)
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Figure 28: A greater proportion of NK cells express the late maturation stage marker
Klrg1 in NKG2D KO mice. Liver and spleen NK cells were stained with anti-klrg1
antibody and analysed by flow cytometry. n ≥5. Data are representative of 3 or more
independent experiments. p ≤0.05 (*), p ≤0.01 (**),

Altered	
   NK	
   cell	
   Maturation	
   and	
   Education	
   Affect	
   the	
   NK	
   Cell	
   Population	
  
Heterogeneously	
  
The differences observed in NK cell receptor and maturation marker expression in the
NKG2D KO mouse could be either due to a loss or gain of a specific population of NK
cells defined by these receptors, or to a heterogeneous change across the NK population.
To address this question, we assessed expression of several receptors and markers
concurrently, using a flow cytometry panel that includes CD11b and CD27 to define
maturation and Ly49G2, Ly49A and DNAM-1 to assess education.
As shown in Figure 29, Ly49G2, Ly49A and DNAM-1 are expressed on NK cells showing
different levels of maturation in the liver and spleen. We used the CD11b and CD27
markers as described above to first gate on the developmental subsets R1-3 prior to gating
on the inhibitory receptors Ly49G2 and Ly49A and activating receptor DNAM-1. As
shown in Figure 29, the percentage of DNAM-1+ cells was higher in CD11b- Cd27+ (R1)
in spleen only, and in CD11b+ CD27+ (R2) and Cd11b+ Cd27- (R3) subsets in liver and
spleen of NK cells from NKG2D-KO mice. The reduction in NK cells expressing Ly49G2
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and Ly49A is split across R2, R3 and to a lesser extent R1 in the spleen, but not liver. The
spread of increased DNAM-1 and reduced Ly49G2 and Ly49A suggests that the slight
increase in maturity is not linked to the educational phenotype (Figure 29).

Figure 29: Receptor expression of CD11b and CD27 defined R1-3 maturational
subsets. Liver and spleen NK cells were stained with CD11b, CD27, DNAM-1,
Ly49G2 and Ly49A antibodies and analysed by flow cytometry. R1 are the most
immature (CD27+ CD11b-), R2 are more mature (CD27+ CD11b+), R3 are the most
mature (CD27- CD11b+) NK cells. n ≥5. Data are representative of 3 or more
independent experiments. p ≤0.05 (*), p ≤0.01 (**)
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To see if the reduction in Ly49G2 expression affected the same population of cells as
Ly49A we assessed their joint expression (Figure 30). Whilst the largest change is an
increase in the number of double negative cells in both liver and spleen, decreases were
also seen in the Ly49 G2 single positive cells. This further confirms that it is not a single
subset that is lacking, but rather a heterogeneous change in receptor expression across the
population.
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Figure 30: Losses of Ly49 A and G2 are not concomitant. Liver and spleen NK cells
were stained with Ly49 A and G2 antibodies, allowing analysis of their relative
expression patterns. n ≥5. Data are representative of 3 or more independent
experiments. p ≤0.05 (*), p ≤0.01 (**), p ≤0.001 (***)
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Discussion	
  
NK cell numbers (Figure 20) and the expression of transcription factors that control NK
maturation (Figure 25) in all mutant mice are comparable to those in WT, suggesting that
NKs develop normally in the absence of NKG2D and/or NKp46. However, expression
markers of early maturation stages, CD27 (Figure 23) and c-kit (Figure 27), are decreased,
whilst the marker of late maturation Klrg1 is increased (Figure 28) in the absence of
NKG2D. This discrepancy between comparable Eomes and T-bet expression and altered ckit CD27 and Klrg1 expression suggests that our current understanding of the
transcriptional control of maturation and NK receptor expression is still far from complete.
Furthermore, lack of NKG2D reduces expression of inhibitory receptors Ly49G2 and
Ly49A (Figure 21), whilst increasing expression of DNAM-1 (Figure 22), the adhesion
molecule and activating receptor. Altogether, these alterations indicate that NKG2D
expression impacts the internal NK signalling pathways during NK cell education and
maturation. This altered pattern of receptor expression is not due to a difference in
expression levels on positive NK cells; rather it is due to a difference in the fraction of the
population that expresses them. However, the alteration in the fraction of NK cells
expressing these developmental markers and NK cell receptors does not represent the loss
or gain of a defined population of NK cells. Instead it represents a heterogeneous change to
a large proportion of NK cells across the whole NK population (Figure 29 and Figure 30).
Loss of NKp46 expression does not replicate the phenotype of NKG2D KO mice or
accentuate it in DKO mice.
The reduction in the proportion of the NK cell population expressing Ly49G2 and Ly49A
receptors suggests that NKG2D may play a role in the education of NK cells. This adds to
growing evidence that education not only serves to prevent self cytotoxicity, but more
broadly acts to tune the responsiveness of NK cells to their environment [27] [167]. Thus,
as some reports have suggested, activating receptors may be involved in this process, as
well as inhibitory receptors [22, 25, 168]. However, our results indicate that the activating
receptor NKp46 does not impact on NK cell education, so activating receptors may not
have a general role. It has been established that increased NK cell maturation leads to an
increased responsiveness to receptor ligation [27]. Thus, the mild increase in maturity
(Figure 23), increase in the activating receptor DNAM-1 (Figure 22) and decrease in
expression of Ly49A and G2 (Figure 21) observed in NKG2D-KO mice could represent a
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compensatory shift to increase the responsiveness of the NK population. These alterations
would counteract the imbalance created by the lack of the potent activating receptor
NKG2D.
The changes in expression of developmental markers along with inhibitory and activating
receptors demonstrated here cannot be attributed to a defined NK cell subset, unless a
marker whose expression has not been tested here defines this subset. This heterogeneous
impact of NKG2D should perhaps be expected, as NKG2D is expressed uniformly across
the developed NK population. Thus, it would be surprising if loss of NKG2D expression
impacted only on a small and specific fraction of NK cells. However, the heterogeneous
changes in marker expression across the NK population (Figure 29 and Figure 30) raise
questions as to how NKG2D expression affects the signalling of NK cells, since its absence
causes such a variety of changes in individual NK cells. A mouse model, in which DAP10
is fused to ubiquitin causing degradation of it and its associated proteins including NKG2D,
demonstrated impaired IL-15 signalling. Further more it was demonstrated that IL-15
stimulation leads to DAP10 phosphorylation [169]. Thus it is possible that NKG2D might
modulate cell sensitivity to IL-15 and apoptosis, as has been described for the MHC I-Ly49
interaction. In the case of Ly49 inhibitory receptors, binding to MHC I increased NK cell
susceptibility to IL-15 and reduced the expression of the apoptotic marker annexin V,
whereas binding of Ly49 activating receptors had the opposite effect [25]. This elegant
system favours the survival of the least auto-reactive cells, which are also best educated to
recognize aberrant cells. If the signalling of other activating and inhibitory receptors also
alters NK survival, this might explain how the loss of NKG2D signalling can impact
individual cells differently depending on the spectrum of other receptors they express.
However, given our current lack of knowledge about the details of the internal signalling
pathways that facilitate the tuning of NK cell responsiveness to environmental stimuli, the
precise mechanisms involved remain unknown.
Some of the changes presented here confirm what has been previously shown in the
original description of the NKG2D KO mouse [111] and are in accordance with findings in
a second NKG2D-KO model [158]. Specifically, a subtle shift in maturation was reported,
as shown here (Figure 23), though c-kit expression (Figure 27) is the only clear common
feature. On the other hand, they observed a slight shift towards immaturity, whereas we see
a slight shift towards maturity. Specifically, they see a reduction in Klrg1 and CD11b
expression, but no change in CD27, in the NK population, whereas we see no change in
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CD11b, but a decrease in CD27 expression and an increase in Klrg1 (Figure 23 and Figure
28) [158]. Boysen et al. compared the NK cells of feral house mice with those of C57BL/6
mice bred and housed in specific pathogen-free (SPF) conditions. The feral mice showed a
lower proportion of CD11b-positive NK cells and a higher proportion of KLRG1
expression [170]. Additionally, the feral mice showed an increase in the percentage of NK
cells in the LN, but not the spleen, though absolute numbers were not given [170, 171].
These studies indicate that the environment to which the immune system is exposed
influences the frequency of NK cells and their expression of CD11b and KLRG1, raising
the possibility that differences in animal housing conditions could be responsible for some
of the discrepancies observed between the two NKG2D KO mouse models.
Interestingly, it has recently been shown that the NK population of recombinase-activating
gene (RAG) KO mice differs from that of WT mice. RAG1 and 2 (collectively referred to
as RAG) are known to mediate V(D)J gene rearrangement at antigen receptor loci during
the development of lymphocytes of the adaptive immune system. This process creates the
essential variation in antigen specificity of B and T cells. As NK cells rely on germ lineencoded receptors, they have no need for V(D)J recombination. Unlike B and T cells,
which are absent in RAG KO mice, NK cells remain present and functional [172, 173].
However, a more thorough phenotyping of NK cells from RAG KO mice revealed subtle
differences in maturity as assessed by CD11b and KLRG1 expression. This is in addition to
the more striking phenotype of increased cytotoxicity, and interestingly an impaired ability
to generate memory NK cells [174, 175].
In contrast with our data, Zafirova et al. observed changes in NK cell number and
percentage along with an increased rate of cell division. This was not observed in our
experiments, or in NK cells from adult RAG KO mice described elsewhere [175, 176].
However, the turnover of RAG KO NK cells is greater than that of NK cells in WT mice
[174]. With regard to our NKG2D KO mice, we cannot exclude a difference in NK cell
turnover, even though the absolute NK cell number is unaffected in the conditions of our
animal facility (Figure 20). To address this question, future studies of apoptosis markers in
our NKG2D-KO mice would be valuable. As many of the discrepancies between these two
NKG2D KO mice are quite subtle, a study of the two mice in the same lab would be
invaluable.
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Another potential source of variation in these mice could be the result of unintended
genetic manipulations during the creation of the KO mice [177, 178]. The two NKG2D KO
mice were created using similar methods. An overview of these methods is shown in Figure
31. Both methods strive to eliminate the potential for any genetic deviation from the
C57BL/6 background, other than the intended knockout of NKG2D expression. Thus, the
observed phenotypes should be the result of the knockout itself and not mutation due to
neomycin cassette insertion. However, in the light of the discrepancies between the two
mice it is worth critically assessing both methods.
Both mice were created by genetic manipulation of an embryonic stem (ES) cell line
Bruce-4. A successfully manipulated ES cell clone was injected into blastocysts then
implanted in a foster mother. The Bruce-4 ES cell line used in the creation of both mouse
strains is derived from a C57BL/6 background, which avoids the introduction of genetic
material from the more easily manipulated cells of the 127 murine background [177].
However, Bruce-4 cells do show some genetic variation from the Jackson Lab C57BL/6
reference genome, with 34 out of 286 simple sequence length polymorphisms (SSLP)
differing in a comparison reported by Hughes et al. On the other hand, none of the 12 tested
SSLPs is located on chromosome 6, where Klrk1 (killer cell lectin-like receptor subfamily
K, member 1) the NKG2D coding gene is located, showed any variance [179].
In both mice the random knockout or mutation of other genes by random insertion of the
Klrk1 targeting vector is robustly controlled for. The generation of ES cell clones with
random integration is negatively selected by the presence of a thymidine kinase (tk) coding
region located on the targeting vector outside of the homologous recombination sites, as
shown in Figure 32. Should random insertion occur, the cell will be sensitised to the
gancyclovir present in the selection media, resulting in its death [180]. Southern blotting
using probes for the insert and sections upstream and downstream of the desired insert
location were used to confirm both the desired homologous recombination and the absence
of random integration. Therefore, any variation between the two mice is very unlikely to
result from a mutation caused by a second random insertion of the knockout vector.
Both mice had their neo cassettes removed to avoid phenotypic effects resulting from its
presence [181]. Zafirova et al. removed the neo cassette in vitro via transient transfection
[158]. Guerra et al. instead crossed a Klrk1+/- (neo+) mouse to a C57BL/6 transgenic strain
that expressed germline-coded Cre recombinase, before back-crossing offspring with a WT
C57BL/6 mouse to remove the Cre recombinase transgene [111]. Cre recombinase excises
the section of the insert between the two loxP sites, which contains the neo cassette, and re105
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joins the cut ends leaving only a small insert containing a single loxP site [182-184]. This
C57BL/6 Cre recombinase transgenic mouse was generated by backcrossing to a CD1-Cre
transgenic strain created in Dr A. Nagy’s lab at the Samuel Luenfeld Research Institute,
Toronto, Canada [111, 183]. The brief cross with this congenic mouse is therefore a
potential source of genetic divergence from C57BL/6 [177]. However, unless a region
happened to recombine close to Klrk1 there would be no selective pressure to maintain it
within the colony. Thus, the regular back-crossing of the colony with C57BL/6J mice and
the use of heterozygous breeding to produce WT littermates used in our comparisons
further control this already minimal risk. Overall, it appears unlikely that any difference
between the two mice can be due to genetic differences other than those created by
knockout of the gene itself.
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Figure 31: Overview of the two methods used by Zafirova et al. and Guerra et al. to
create their NKG2D KO mice
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The two labs applied slightly different genetic strategies to inhibit expression of Klrk1
(Figure 32). Guerra et al. used a targeting vector containing sequences complimentary to
the regions of the gene upstream of exon 1a and downstream of exon 6 (Figure 32A).
Insertion of this vector sequence replaced exons 1b to 6 with a loxP site-flanked neomycin
resistance cassette (neo). ES cells with a successfully targeted Klrk1 gene could be selected
for using neomycin before its removal by crossing the offspring to mice expressing Cre
recombinase, which cleaves the loxP sites to remove the neomycin resistance insert. Thus,
in this mouse no additional coding sequences were left inserted into the gene, while the
majority of the Klrk1 gene, including both start codons, was removed, preventing its
expression [111].
The mouse created by Zafirova et al. contains a much greater proportion of the Klrk1 gene,
retaining all but exons 2 and 3 (Figure 32B). Crucially, exons 2 and 3 contain the leading
ATG sequences for the short and long isoforms of NKG2D, so by altering exons 2 and 3 of
Klrk1, the expression of NKG2D is prevented. Exon 2 is mutated by the introduction of an
EcoR I site. Exon 3 is mutated by the introduction of the coding sequence for EGFP and
the SV40pA transcriptional stop sequence followed by a loxP-flanked neo cassette [158].
Both strategies are effective for removal of NKG2D protein expression. Should regulatory
elements that impact the expression of other genes be present within Klrk1, it is possible
that either the addition of the EGFP coding sequence by Zafirova et al., or the deletion of
the larger portion of the gene by Guerra et al., might impact on the function of one or more
regulatory elements [181]. However, a subsequent report from Zafirova et al. addressed
that issue by generating a second mouse model lacking EGFP in addition to complete
deletion of exons 2 and 3. The lack of NKG2D expression in the resulting NK cells was
confirmed by flow cytometry. They concluded that their second NKG2D KO mouse
displays alterations in cell surface marker expression and maturation stages that are very
similar to their previously phenotyped mouse, and therefore that their originally described
phenotype [158] was the result of the Klrk1 mutation and not the EGPF insertion. In this
second paper they present data for three markers: Ly49C, Ly49A and c-kit. There was no
difference in the fraction of splenic NK cells expressing Ly49C, but Ly49A and c-kit both
showed a significant reduction in the fraction of receptor-positive cells from both NKG2D
KO mice when compared to WT [185]. Our data are in agreement with these findings, in
that we observed a significant reduction in the percentage of NK cells expressing c-kit
(Figure 27), and a trend towards a reduced fraction of splenic NK cells expressing Ly49A
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in NKG2D-KO mice compared to WT littermates (Figure 21). However, this reduction in
Ly49A expression was not statistically significant in our hands.
Overall, the discrepancies between the NK cell repertoires of the two NKG2D-KO mice are
modest, and are more likely to reflect the influence of the environment rather than being an
unintentional consequence of the genetic manipulation targeting NKG2D.
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Figure 32: Schemes of the genetic targeting strategies used to create the two published
NKG2D KO mice. A) Guerra et al. substituted Klrk1 exons 1b-6 with a neo cassette
flanked by loxP sites. The neo cassette was subsequently removed by crossing with B6
background mice expressing Cre recombinase (last step not shown) [111]. B) Zafirova
et al. mutated the leading ATG sequences for both the short and long isoforms of
NKG2D. An EcoR I site was introduced into the ATG in the second exon. The ATG in
the third exon was replaced with an EGFP coding sequence, followed by an SV40pA
transcriptional stop signal and a loxP-flanked neomycin resistance cassette (neo). The
neo cassette was then removed by Cre-mediated deletion [158]. Diagrams from
respective papers
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Introduction	
  and	
  research	
  plan	
  
	
  
To approach the mechanism behind the phenotype described in the previous chapter, we
asked whether the alteration in the NK cell receptor repertoire is intrinsic, i.e., whether it is
solely caused by the absence of NKG2D in NK cells. To that end, we generated mixed
chimeric mice (Figure 33), in which NK cells with and without NKG2D expression would
be educated and mature in the same WT host mouse. Since both WT and NKG2D-KO
hematopoietic cells are allowed to develop in the same cellular environment, any defect in
NK cell differentiation/maturation (as observed in the NKG2D KO mouse) would be a cellintrinsic defect. If the alterations in NK cell education are NK cell intrinsic, chimeric mice
would show the same phenotype as NKG2D KO mice.

Methods
We took advantage of the specific expression of gfp in NK cells in our NKG2D colony
(Figure 18) to track hematopoietic reconstitution in the host mouse (gfp negative) posttransplantation. NKG2D-GFP mice were obtained as described earlier by crossing
NKG2D-mutant mice (Klrk1-/+ ) to NKp46-mutant mice (Ncr1

gfp/gfp

) mice. NKG2D WT

and NKG2D KO offspring that carry one gfp allele were heterozygotes for NCR1, and
hence expressed NKp46 similarly to NKp46 WT mice.
As shown in Figure 33, BM, or foetal livers, from NKG2D KO and WT mice,
heterozygous for the ncr1 GFP knock in, were harvested and mixed at a 1:1 ratio before
being used to reconstitute non lethally irradiated WT B6 mice. At 8-10 weeks post transfer
the mice were sacrificed, and the NK cells were analysed by multicolour flow cytometry.
Markers associated with NK cell maturation (CD11b/CD27) and education (Ly49s) were
studied in parallel. Engrafted NK cells were identified by their expression of GFP (gated
CD3- GFP +), and WT cells were distinguished from NKG2D KO cells by their expression
of NKG2D (NKG2D + versus NKG2D- sub gate in the GFP+ cell gate) (Figure 29).
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Figure 33: Scheme of generation of chimeric mice in which mutant NK cells develop
in the WT niche. WT mice with no GFP expression were used as bone marrow (BM)
recipients post irradiation. They were reconstituted with a cell suspension
corresponding to a 50:50 mix of NKG2D KO and NKG2D WT bone marrow both
expressing the GFP fluorescent protein. At 8 to 10 weeks post-reconstitution, mice
were sacrificed and the NK cell population was analysed by multicolour flow
cytometry. Reconstituted WT and NKG2D KO NK cells were identified as CD3- GFP
+ cells (gate shown in pseudocolour dot plot) and separated based on their expression
of NKG2D (gates shown in contour plot).
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Experiments were conducted with 3-6 mice engrafted with a mix of WT and KO bone
marrow. Multicolour flow cytometry was performed using panels containing CD11b and
CD27 to assess maturation or Ly49G2, Ly49A and DNAM-1 to assess education. All
stainings were conducted at least three times. Assessments were made of the spleen, bone
marrow (BM), liver and lymph node (LN), though this report will focus on data from the
liver and spleen.

Results	
  	
  
The	
  NKG2D	
  Phenotype	
  is	
  NK	
  Cell	
  Intrinsic	
  
Engraftment was successful as none of the recipients died and all recovered a complete
hematopoietic compartment displaying normal percentages of T cells, B cells and myeloid
cells (not shown). The origin of these cell types could not be distinguished because they do
not carry GFP protein, but they are likely to be derived from progenitors of both NKG2D+
and NKG2D- bone marrow. This is supported by the fact that equal fractions of NK cells
were derived from NKG2D+ and NKG2D- BM precursors. Although the fractions were
equal, the overall proportion of NK cells 10 weeks post-transplant displayed a greater level
of immaturity than that of steady-state adult mice (Figure 23, Figure 34). This is
presumably because the immature population with greater proliferative ability was
expanding to achieve full reconstitution of the mouse NK cell population. Specifically, the
reconstituted mice displayed an increase in the fraction of splenic R1 stage NK cells from
~10% to ~20% and a decrease in R3 from ~60% to ~40%. That both WT and NKG2D KO
NK cell populations have a similarly reduced level of maturity indicates that NK cells
lacking NKG2D respond normally to the new environment of the chimeric niche. When
comparing the percentage of mature NK cells that originated from NKG2D-KO BM or
NKG2D-WT mice, we noticed a modest increase in maturity in the spleen but not liver,
with an increase in the R3 and decrease in R2 fractions (Figure 34). This indicates that the
effect of NKG2D on NK cell maturation is NK cell intrinsic, though the environmental
stimuli that modulate NK cell maturation are clearly altered in the chimeric mice, reducing
the size of the R3 population and therefore making the effect of NKG2D on late stage NK
cell maturation less relevant.
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Figure 34: Development as assessed by CD11b and CD27 expression shows reduced
differences between genotypes in chimeric mice. R1 are immature CD27+ CD11b-, R2
are more mature CD27+ CD11b+, R3 are the most mature CD27- CD11b+ NK cells. n
= 5. All graphs are representative of 3 or more independent experiments. p ≤0.05 (*)
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The education phenotype too was maintained in the chimeric mice. When studying NK
cells subsets based on the percentage of Ly49-expressing NK cells, we observed that NK
cells lacking NKG2D expression displayed reduced percentages of Ly49G2 and Ly49A
positive NK cell subsets and an increased percentage of DNAM-1 positive NK cell subset
(Figure 35) when compared to WT NK cells that developed in the same mouse. This
alteration is similar to the one observed in NKG2D KO mice (Figure 21 and Figure 22),
indicating that the effect of NKG2D on NK cell education is cell intrinsic.
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Figure 35: NKG2D education phenotype is NK cell intrinsic. Liver and spleen NK
cells were stained with DNAM-1, Ly49G2 and Ly49A antibodies and analysed by flow
cytometry. n ≥5. Data are representative of 3 or more independent experiments. p
≤0.05 (*), p ≤0.01 (**), p ≤0.001 (***), p ≤0.0001 (****)
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Discussion	
  
Education	
  phenotype	
  is	
  intrinsic	
  
In this chapter we set out to address whether the role of NKG2D in NK cell education and
maturation described in the previous chapter is intrinsic to NK cells, or is influenced by
NKG2D shaping the environment in which NK cells mature. To address this question, we
created mixed chimeric mice (Figure 33) in which NK cells expressing and not expressing
NKG2D developed and matured together in a WT host recipient mouse. When NKG2Ddeficient NK cells develop in the presence of WT cells, the small but significant changes in
Ly49G2, Ly49A and DNAM-1 expression originally seen in NKG2D KO mice were
recapitulated.
The observations made in chimeric mice confirm that whilst the loss of NKG2D doesn’t
prevent NK cell education, development or maturation; i.e., NKG2D is not required for
these processes to occur, it does influence maturation and education.
We noticed that the overall reconstitution of the NK cell population did not fully
recapitulate the WT NK compartment. Specifically, the splenic WT-NK population in the
chimeric mice contains about 10% R1, 30% R2 and 60% R3, whereas in the chimeric
NKG2D WT mice it is made up of around 20% R1, 40% 40% R3. Similar shifts towards
immaturity were observed for the NK population of reconstituted WT NK and NKG2D-KO
NK cells in chimeric mice, indicating that this change is independent of NKG2D.
Interestingly, this shift to immaturity was absent in the liver. We also noticed that the
alterations in NK cell maturation were milder in NKG2D-KO NK cells from the chimeric
mouse compared to NKG2D-KO mice (Figure 23 and Figure 34). Therefore, we cannot
exclude the possibility that the effect of NKG2D on NK cell maturation is influenced by
environmental factors. One could argue that NKG2D expression has an impact on the
cytokine milieu and thus influences maturation extrinsically. For the purpose of
hematopoietic reconstitution in this experiment chimeric mice were irradiated, and this may
have an impact on the environment in which NK cells and other leukocytes develop. This
issue could be addressed by reconstituting the NK compartment of a mouse specifically
depleted of NK cells. Merzoug et al. described such a mouse, in which there is a deletion of
the Il2rg gene encoding the common gamma chain (γc), which is essential for IL-2, -4, -7, -
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9, -15, and -21 signalling; thus NK are depleted due to the absence of essential pro-survival
and proliferative signals [186].
The persistence of an altered educational phenotype on the NK cell population lacking
NKG2D, when developing in the presence of WT lymphocytes in the WT host, indicates
that the mechanism responsible is NK cell intrinsic. It is intrinsic, however, only in that no
other cell type, be it immune cell or stromal, modulates the phenotype in an NKG2Ddependent manner and that NK cell expression of NKG2D does not alter the NK cell niche
to create the observed phenotype. Thus, no light is cast on how NKG2D modulates the
internal NK cell signalling to influence receptor expression. A likely explanation would be
that NKG2D binds to a ligand, triggering a signal. If this is the case, is it a known ligand
but at a level below that needed to trigger activation, or does NKG2D have a low affinity
for a ubiquitously expressed ligand that triggers low level signalling? Alternatively
NKG2D could signal constantly in the absence of ligand via a currently unknown pathway
that triggers education [187]. As the internal signalling responsible for NK cell education is
poorly understood [16, 25, 188], these possibilities cannot currently be distinguished,
though knowledge of the involvement of NKG2D may help in the identification of the
responsible pathway(s). It is also possible that ligation of NKG2D is not responsible for the
effect of NKG2D on education and that instead it is the loss of a protein interaction within
the cell membrane or with a cytosolic signalling molecule that causes the observed
phenotype. Interestingly Guia et al. reported that NK cell education is in part controlled by
interactions between activating and inhibitory receptors in the membrane. Inhibitory
receptors sequester activating receptors in an actin meshwork, thus reducing activating
receptor responsiveness. Upon binding of the inhibitory Ly49 receptor to its ligand the NK
cell becomes educated, in part by freeing the activating receptors to form activating
receptor-rich nanodomains from which they can signal more potently [189]. Experiments
with human cells have demonstrated that activating receptors can also control receptor
membrane localisation. Specifically, the nanoscale organization of human inhibitory
receptor KIR2DL1 can be altered by NKG2D ligation during NK cell activation [190].
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Introduction	
  and	
  research	
  plan	
  
In the previous two chapters we have reported a mild alteration in the education of the NK
cell population in the absence of NKG2D. Recent reports have suggested that the absence
of NKG2D and NKp46 expression makes NK cells hyper-responsive [158, 159]. It is
therefore important to investigate if the education phenotypic change we observed in the
absence of NKG2D has an impact on NK cell function.
In this chapter we investigated the functional response of single mutant NK cells lacking
either NKp46 or NKG2D independently and double mutant NK cells lacking both receptors,
using various target cells.

	
  
Target cells expressing ligands for NKG2D and for NKp46 were used as controls for the
killing activity of the single mutant NK cells. Target cells that lack ligands for NKG2D or
NKp46 were used to investigate the impact of NKG2D and NKp46 deficiencies on the
tuning of NK cell functional responses via other receptors. We focused on activating
receptor DNAM-1, because we observed an increased proportion of DNAM-1+ NK cells in
the NKG2D-KO mouse. Consequently DNAM-1 expression could counterbalance the lack
of NKG2D in this mutant.

Method	
  
In order to assess NK cell functional responsiveness against target tumour cell lines we
used a well established cytotoxic assay based on radioisotope labelling, in which isotope
release from labelled target cells is measured post incubation with stimulated effector cells.
Radioisotope is released and subsequently detected in the supernatant of the culture
medium only if the target has been killed by effector cells. Experimental controls were
used to set the lower and higher thresholds of killing. They correspond to conditions where
the target cells are incubated without effector cells and with or without a lysis agent (details
are given in Materials and Methods) to provide minimum and maximum lysis counts,
respectively. The percentage of killing is defined as the measured isotope release of the
sample minus the minimum isotype release divided by the difference between the
minimum and maximum isotype control release values.
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To determine sensitivity to stimulation of other activating receptors in the absence of
NKG2D and NKp46 we used direct ligation of other activating receptors with cross-linking
antibodies. We also used inflammatory cytokines IL-2 or combined IL12 and IL-18 to
stimulate NK cells non-specifically.
To investigate the responsiveness of the NK cell populations in vivo, we treated mice with
the TLR3 agonist poly I:C and assessed the murine NK population 24 hours later.
Experiments were conducted on 3-6 mice of each genotype (WT + NKG2D-KO and
NKp46-KO + DKO where appropriate) simultaneously to reduce the impact of biological
and experimental variability and thus provide statistically meaningful results. Multicolour
flow cytometry was performed using panels designed to dissect maturation via CD11b and
CD27, and education status via Ly49G2, Ly49A and DNAM-1. NK cell activation was
tested by measuring the early activation marker CD69 and degranulation marker CD107.
CD107 is expressed on the cell surface only when cytotoxic vesicles have fused to the
surface and released their contents into NK cell synapses. IFN gamma was detected by
intracellular antibody staining and assessed by flow cytometry. Panels evolved in the light
of publications and generated data. All stainings were conducted at least three times.
Assessments were made predominantly using splenic NK cells, and where stated, NK cells
pre-activated with IL-2. In vivo studies included an assessment of liver NK cells.
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Results	
  
NK	
  cell	
  killing	
  of	
  tumour	
  cells	
  
To assess the functional responsiveness of NK cells in the absence of NKG2D and NKp46
we first tested their cytotoxic response against the target cell line RMA-S. RMA-S induces
a cytotoxic response from NK cells due to a lack of MHC class I expression, which results
in a sufficient reduction in inhibitory receptor signalling to induce an NK cell response.
The control RMA cell line has high levels of MHC class I expression, meaning the cells are
not killed efficiently by NK cells. We stimulated NK cells by culturing whole splenocytes
for 4 days with IL-2 before incubating them for 5 h with target cells labelled with S35methionine. The level of S35 in the medium at the end of the incubation was used to
quantify target cell lysis. Figure 36 (upper panel) shows that the cytotoxicity of NKG2DKO NK cells towards the MHC-lacking RMA-S cell line is greater than that towards the
MHC-expressing RMA counterpart and is similar to that of NKG2D-WT NK cells. Similar
results were obtained with NKp46-KO NK cells and DKO NK cells as effectors in this
assay (Figure 36). These results were confirmed by assessing the expression of CD107,
which is inserted into the extracellular membrane upon degranulation and shows similar
expression levels in mice of all genotypes (Figure 36, lower panel).
We next examined other cell lines. The lymphoma cell lines Yac-1 and RMA-Rae-1ε both
express ligands for NKG2D. As expected, Figure 37 shows that WT NK cells expressing
NKG2D kill both cell lines more efficiently. B16-F10 cells express ligands for NKp46 as
determined by flow cytometry using an NKp46 Ig fusion protein [113]. As expected, B16F10 were killed more efficiently by WT NK cells and NKG2D-KO NK cells, which
express NKp46.
It should be noted (Figure 37) that the absence of either NKG2D or NKp46 did not lead to
generation of a hyporesponsive NK cell population, as the absence of each receptor simply
reduced killing of the target cell expressing the cognate ligand. Thus, compensatory killing
via an alternative pathway does not appear to take place.
Further, NK cells lacking NKG2D showed a similar level of cytotoxicity to WT NK cells
against B16-F10 cells, which lack ligands for NKG2D but express ligands for NKp46.
Similarly, NK cells lacking NKp46 showed a similar level of cytotoxicity to WT NK cells
against Yac-1 and RMA-Rae-1ε cells, which express NKG2D ligands. Overall, our data
show that the absence of NKG2D or NKp46 does not affect NK cell-mediated cytotoxicity
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other than that mediated by direct ligation of the corresponding receptor. This was also the
case for the double mutant.

Figure 36: NK Degranulation and LAK lysis of target cells lacking MHC expression is
similar to WT. Upper panel: Killing activity of d5 1000 U/ml IL-2 activated sorted NK
cells was assessed in a 5 h 35S release assay against RMA and RMA-S targets (E/T
ratio = 10/1). Lower panel depicts CD107 expression in fresh splenocytes upon
incubation for 5 h with target cells at an E/T ratio = 1/2). n ≥5. Data are
representative of 3 or more independent experiments
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Figure 37: Efficient NK cell cytotoxicity towards B16-F10 tumour cells lacking
various ligands. Upper panel: Killing activity of d5 1000 U/ml IL-2 activated LAKs
was assessed in a 5 h 35S release assay against Yac-1 and RMA-RAE-1ε. Lower panel
was performed as above, except NK cells were sorted from LAK culture and B16-F10
targets were tested only at a 10/1 E:T ratio. n ≥5. Data are representative of 3 or more
independent experiments
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NK	
  cell	
  activation	
  via	
  receptor	
  crosslinking	
  	
  
To further dissect the functional responses of the mutant NK cells we stimulated them by
directly triggering individual activating receptors. This allowed a reductive assessment of
stimulation via specific ligand receptors so that the roles of specific signalling pathways
could be investigated. Triggering of receptors is achieved by coating a protein binding 96well plate with a receptor-specific cross-linking antibody and then incubating splenocytes
with the immobilised antibody for 5 hours. Cytokine expression was assessed by flow
cytometry and the results are shown in Figure 38. Whilst NKp46-KO NK cells respond
comparably to WT, a greater proportion of NK cells from NKG2D-KO mice produce IFNγ
in response to cross linking of NK1.1, Ly49D and NKp46. This demonstrates a mild
increase in responsiveness of NK cells lacking NKG2D to activating receptor ligation.
There was no such increase in responsiveness of NK cells lacking NKp46.

Figure 38: Increased proportion of IFNγ-producing NK cells from NKG2D-deficient
mice upon stimulation of other NK activating receptors by antibody cross-linking.
Percentages of IFN-γ–producing NK cells upon stimulation with anti-NK1.1 (25
µg/mL), anti-Ly49D (5 µg/mL), anti-NKp46 (5 µg/mL), and anti-NKG2D (25 µg/mL)
antibodies for 5 h. n ≥3. Data are representative of 3 or more independent
experiments. p ≤0.05 (*)

For analysis of the flow data collected at the end of the activation, we took advantage of the
multiple parameter staining to define the percentage of NK cells secreting IFNγ among the
3 subsets of NK cells grouped by their level of maturation. Mature CD11b+ CD27- NK
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cells (R3) are reported to be better responders to ligand receptor activation than more
immature cells. As shown in Figure 23, NK cells lacking NKG2D have a propensity for
greater maturation than their WT counterparts. Thus, we investigated if this greater
maturity was the source of the increased response to direct ligation of activating receptors
by the NK cell population of the NKG2D-KO mouse (Figure 38). As shown in Figure 39,
when WT and mutant IFNγ-positive NK cells were gated according to their level of
maturation, defined by CD11b and CD27 expression, no differences were observed. Thus,
the increased IFNγ response by the NKG2D-negative NK population (Figure 39) does not
appear to be linked to the previously observed mild increase in maturation (Figure 23).

Figure 39: Percentages of IFN-γ–producing NK cells among CD27hiCD11blo (R1), DP
(R2), and CD27loCD11bhi (R3) subsets upon anti-Ly49D (5 µg/mL) stimulation. n ≥5.
Data are representative of 5 independent experiments.

NK	
  cell	
  stimulation	
  via	
  	
  cytokine	
  
The other major mechanism of NK cell activation is cytokine stimulation. We tested
cytokine stimulation for 5 hours at 37 °C, as with the antibody stimulation. Firstly, phorbol
12-myristate 13-acetate (PMA) and ionomycin (a classical calcium flux activating cocktail)
induced a similar fraction of NK cells to produce IFNγ in mutant and WT populations,
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confirming that the ability of the mutant cells to produce IFNγ is similar to that of WT
(Figure 40). However stimulation with IL-2 (1000 U/ml) induced a greater proportion of
NK cells to produce IFNγ in the absence of NKG2D expression. This finding was not
reproduced when NK cells were stimulated with IL-18 and IL-12, which are type I
cytokines that stimulate NK cells towards a proinflammatory IFNγ-producing phenotype.
Figure 40 (lower panel) shows similar levels of IFNγ production by NK cells from WT and
mutant mice in response to IL-18 plus IL-12 stimulation, at both high and low doses of IL12. Thus, NKG2D but not NKp46 expression alters the sensitivity of a subset of the NK
cell population to IL-2.
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Figure 40: IL-2 but not IL-12 combined with IL-18 stimulates an increased
proportion of NK cells to produce IFNγ in the absence of NKG2D. Percentages of
IFN-γ–producing NK cells upon stimulation with IL-2 (1000 U/mL), PMA/ionomycin
(upper panel), and IL-18 (5 ng/mL) + IL-12 (125 pg/mL and 250 pg/mL)(lower panel)
are shown for 5 to 6 mice/genotype; data are representative of 3 individual
experiments. p ≤0.05 (*)
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In	
  vivo	
  activation	
  of	
  NK	
  cells	
  via	
  poly	
  I:C	
  	
  
The mild increase in IFNγ production in response to cross linking of activating receptors
and IL-2 is interesting, but the similar levels of cytotoxicity displayed in Figure 36 against
tumour cells suggests loss of NKG2D may not have any meaningful impact on NK cell
activity in disease models in vivo. To address this point, we set up a short-term model of
acute stimulation using polyinosinic:polycytidylic acid (poly I:C), a TLR3 agonist that
induces acute NK cell activation in vivo [191].
Using this model, we primarily wanted to see how robust the observed alterations of
maturation and education in the NKG2D-KO mice were to environmental stimuli, such as
acute in vivo activation. We also compared the ex-vivo marker of activation CD69 to gain
a greater insight into whether these phenotypes have any functional relevance in vivo. As
no phenotype had been observed in the NKp46-KO mice, the experiments below were
performed using NKG2D-KO and WT mice only.

NK	
  Cell	
  Activation	
  
NKG2D-WT and NKG2D-KO mice were injected with the TLR3 antagonist poly I:C 24 h
prior to NK harvesting and flow cytometry analysis. TLR3 antagonist causes a
redistribution of NK cells towards the periphery, away from lymphoid compartments.
Mobilisation of NK cells from the spleen occurred as expected, with a reduction in
percentage and absolute number in the NKG2D-KO mouse similar to that in WT (Figure
41). The percentage increase of NKs in the liver was also similar to that in WT littermates.
Thus, the redistribution of NKs in vivo post poly I:C stimulation appears to be normal in
the absence of NKG2D.
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Figure 41: NK cell population size unaffected by lack of NKG2D post-acute
stimulation with poly IC. NK cell percentages in liver and spleen and leukocyte count
in spleen of mice treated with PBS or poly I:C 100 µg/mouse i.p injected. 4 to 6
mice/genotype; data are representative of 3 individual experiments. p ≤0.05 (*), p
≤0.01 (**), p ≤0.0001 (****)

NK cell activation was evaluated using CD69 the early activation stage marker, and
stimulatory/co-stimulatory receptor [192, 193]. CD69 was successfully up-regulated by NK
cells in WT and NKD2D-deficient mice (Figure 42). Thus, NK cells appear to behave
normally in the presence of TLR3 stimulation, and NKG2D-KO has no apparent effect.
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Figure 42: Expression of early NK cell activation marker CD69 is normal in NKG2DKO mice 24 h post poly I:C. Poly I:C 100 µg/mouse was injected i.p., and after 24 h,
splenic NK cells were assessed for CD69 expression by flow cytometry. Data are
representative of 3 or more individual experiments.

Education	
  phenotype	
  is	
  maintained	
  
Short-term poly I:C stimulation had little effect on the maturity of the splenic NK
population either in WT or NKG2D-KO mice. The percentages of R1-R3 were similar to
those seen in control non-stimulated mice (not shown). However, in the liver, poly I:C
altered the balance of maturation away from R3 in favour of R2 (Figure 43). In the
absence of NKG2D, the proportions of R1, R2, and R3 subsets were similar to those
observed in the WT mouse. This was the case in both spleen and liver tissues (Figure 43).
This indicates that the effect of NKG2D on NK cell maturation seen in steady-state
NKG2D-KO mice is reversible upon stimulation. This in turn indicates that the cytokine
milieu has an impact on the NKG2D effect on maturation. This confirms that the
contribution of NKG2D expression to the control of NK maturation is minor, and other
pathways appear to have a greater influence on NK cell maturation.
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Figure 43: Decrease in percentage of NK cells lacking CD27 expression, post poly IC
stimulation is unaffected by NKG2D KO. Poly I:C was injected i.p. (100 µg/mouse),
and after 24 hr splenic and liver NK cells were assessed for CD11b and CD27
expression by flow cytometry. CD27hiCD11blo (R1), DP (R2), and CD27loCD11bhi (R3.
Data are representative of 3 or more individual experiments. n ≥5.
Unlike maturation, the alteration observed in the percentage of Ly49-expressing NK cells
remained significant 24 h post poly I:C stimulation (Figure 44). Ly49G2 is expressed on
significantly fewer NK cells and DNAM-1 is expressed on significantly more in the spleen
and liver of the NKG2D-KO mouse. In the liver, Ly49A remains expressed on a
significantly decreased percentage of NK cells in the absence of NKG2D. This indicates
that the effect of NKG2D expression on education in the steady state is not altered upon
acute stimulation.
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Figure 44: Educational differences between NKG2D KO NK cell population and WT
are maintained post poly IC stimulation. Poly I:C was injected i.p. (100 µg/mouse),
and after 24 hr splenic and liver NK cells were assessed for DNAM-1, Ly49G2 and
Ly49A expression by flow cytometry. Data are representative of 3 or more individual
experiments. n ≥5. p ≤0.01 (**),p ≤0.001 (***), p ≤0.0001 (****)
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In conclusion, acute activation of the NK population in vivo, as assessed by cell membrane
receptor expression (Figure 42) and NK cell migration (Figure 41), remains comparable to
that of WT mice in the absence of NKG2D. The shift in maturation demographic post acute
stimulation all but masks the impact of the loss of NKG2D expression on maturation.

Discussion	
  
The results of the cytotoxicity assays (Figure 37 and Figure 36) show all mutant NK cells
to be capable of killing target cells with the same efficiency as WT NK cells, provided the
killing is not dominated by the signalling of the missing receptor. Also, similar responses to
PMA ionomycin stimulation and IL-18 + IL-12 stimulation indicate that NK cell
responsiveness is not impacted by the mutations. In all these assays, NK cells are likely to
be stimulated by more than one receptor, either because adhesion molecules are involved in
the NK/target contact or cytokine receptors are triggered. These conditions recapitulate the
cell/target/cytokine environment in vivo, as far as it is known. The short-term model of in
vivo NK cell activation via poly I:C-induced acute stimulation, which involves upregulation of type I cytokines, showed no functional difference between WT and NKG2DKO mice.
However, the loss of NKG2D does have some effect on the responsiveness of the NK
population to certain stimuli, namely individual activating receptor ligation and IL-2
stimulation (Figure 38 and Figure 40, respectively).

This suggests that the evidence

presented in the previous chapters of alterations in expression levels of maturation markers
as well as inhibitory and activating receptors may have functional significance and points
to a minor role for NKG2D in tuning the responsiveness of NK cells. A possible candidate
through which NKG2D might effect some of these changes is IFN regulatory factor-2
(IRF2). Mice lacking the transcription factor IRF2 display a decreased production of IFNγ
in response to IL-2 + IL-12, whilst showing no deficiency in cytotoxicity. Furthermore,
they show reduced NK cell maturity and increased expression of Ly49A and Ly49G2 in the
BM [32]. Further study may be worthwhile to examine if NKG2D down-regulates IRF2
signalling.
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To support our finding of a lack of impact of NKG2D KO on NK cell cytotoxicity it would
be valuable to see this finding is replicated in vivo. This can be done through a classic
tumour rejection assay where a target cancer cell line or MHC-mismatched bone marrow is
mixed at a 50:50 ratio with an appropriate control cell line or bone marrow preparation
(that is not susceptible to NK cell mediated killing) and injected into NKG2D-KO mice and
control WT mice. The ratio of target to control cells recovered upon harvest allows the
toxicity in vivo to be compared between mouse strains [24, 164]. This would be useful, as
it would rule out the possibility that culturing the NK cells with IL-2 prior to in vitro
cytotoxic assay is masking the mild phenotype observed in the ex-vivo stimulation assays
shown in Figure 38 and Figure 40.
With regard to the capacity of NK cells to secrete IFNγ, our data show that short-term
activation with IL-2 causes a higher proportion of NK cells to express IFNγ in NKG2Ddeficient NK cells compared to their WT counterparts (Figure 40). This suggests that IL-2
is unlikely to mask the phenotype, and instead might accentuate it. However, it is possible
that the longer term (5 days) culture could have a different effect to the short term (5 h)
stimulation, as NK cells would have sufficient time to proliferate and thus their expression
of inhibitory receptors will likely differ from that of a fresh ex-vivo population of NK cells
[52]. In this connection, Belanger et al. found no difference in NK killing of Yac-1 cells
when comparing LAK cells from WT and beta 2-microglobulin-deficient mice, but they did
observe a mild defect in YAC-1 killing when using fresh ex-vivo splenocytes [26]. Thus it
would be of value to test the cytotoxicity of NK cells in vivo to provide further insight into
the responsiveness of NKG2D-deficient NK cells in vivo.
The mild functional differences reported in this chapter could also be accounted for by loss
of external signal integration or membrane interactions, as discussed in the previous
chapter. However, the absence of a difference in functional response between WT and
NKG2D KO NK cells, upon stimulation with target cells (Figure 36 and Figure 37) or IL12
and IL18 (Figure 40), and the increase in activation when activating receptors are directly
cross linked (Figure 38) or when cells are stimulated with IL-2 (Figure 40) favours the
hypothesis that the imbalance in intracellular signalling is compensated for by the
activation of other pathways. It is possible that loss of NKG2D signalling frees up adaptor
proteins and other downstream signalling molecules to participate in other pathways that
share these proteins. Thus, other receptor(s) may be able to initiate a mildly more potent
response due to the greater supply of adaptor proteins.
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It has been shown that when inducing a cytotoxic response, NK cell receptors that share
few downstream effector molecules trigger a more potent response than those with more
convergent pathways [27]. This implies that there is a level of redundancy between NK cell
activating receptors. If activating receptors are involved in education, as is suggested by the
apparent mild increase in education in the absence of NKG2D, it is possible that a similar
redundancy exists between activating receptors in the pathways involved in education. If so,
mild triggering of any of the activating receptors that suppress education via the same
pathway as NKG2D may provide a sufficient signal to reduce NK cell activity. NKp46 and
NKG2D have been shown to signal by different pathways and to be cooperative in their
triggering of IFNγ release and cytotoxicity [194]. This can explain reduced NK cell
potency in models of disease in the DKO mouse; additionally it may also explain the lack
of an exacerbated education phenotype in the DKO mouse. On the other hand, NKp46 may
not participate in education. In the future, it would be interesting to conduct experiments
with a second receptor, such as DNAM-1, that shares downstream signalling targets with
NKG2D, at least in NK cell activation [27].
Recently NK cell specific knock outs have been made of the phosphatases SHIP1 [164] and
SHP-1 [195] thought to be important in activating and inhibitory NK signalling
respectively. Knock out of both receptors resulted in increased Ly49 expression, decreased
maturation and reduced IFNγ production in response to stimuli [164, 195]. Thus their
knockout has the opposite effect to NKG2D KO suggesting NKG2D signalling either
inhibits their activity or signals via opposing pathways.
Individually, or in addition to a lack of NKG2D, the absence of NKp46 expression had no
apparent effect on NK cell function mediated through other receptor pathways. This is at
odds with the findings of Narni-Mancinelli et al., who demonstrated NK cell hyperresponsiveness in a mouse with a N-ethyl-N-nitrosourea (ENU)-induced point mutation
(W32R) that prevented detectable levels of cell surface NKp46 expression. These findings
were reproduced in their ncr1 iCre mouse, which also lacks cell surface NKp46 expression
due to decreased ncr1 transcript levels [159]. We also failed to recapitulate their finding
that the transcription factor Helios is up-regulated in mice lacking cell surface expression
of NKp46 (Figure 45). Instead, our mice all showed WT levels of Helios expression when
assessed by intracellular flow cytometry, with greater expression in CD11b- cells as
expected [159].
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The reason for this discrepancy is not clear. However, a major difference between the
NKp46-deficient mice used in their studies and in ours is the level of regulation of NKP46.
The lack of NKp46 in our model is due to gene targeting of the ncr1 gene, knocking down
transcriptional expression of the protein. Though deprived from NKp46 cell surface
expression, the mouse studied by Nani-Mancinelli et al. is likely to express the transcript
and intracellular protein. For that reason, we cannot exclude the presence of intracellular
signalling through NKp46 in their NK cells.

Figure 45: Helios expression level is unaltered on mutant NKs. Splenic NK cells
stained for CD11b, fixed, permeabilised and intracellularly stained for helios before
assessment by flow cytometry (MFI in upper right of each plot). Upper panel shows
representative histograms of helios staining (black line) and isotype control (grey
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filled). Lower panel, helios expression in CD11b+ and CD11b- NK cells. n ≥5. Data
are representative of 3 or more individual experiments.

NKG2D undoubtedly impacts on the expression of various NK cell receptors as shown here
and in the previous chapter. In addition, NKG2D influences the activation of NK cells by
direct ligation of activating receptors and IL-2 stimulation. However, as these phenotypes
represent very moderate alterations to the NK cell population, not loss of receptor
expression or NK cell function, we believe our novel DKO mouse is, and the two single
mutant mice remain, excellent models in which to study the impact of interactions between
these receptors and their ligands in disease.
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Introduction	
  
This chapter describes the use of the NKG2D-KO mouse to investigate the impact of
NKG2D in inflammation-driven cancer. To study this, we used the DEN-induced
hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) model in mice. This extensively studied model is well
suited for this purpose, as inflammation has been proven essential for development of HCC
[144, 146]. HCC is the most common primary form of liver cancer, and is responsible for
the second highest number of cancer deaths worldwide.

Liver	
  immunology	
  
About 30% of an individual’s total blood passes through the liver every minute. The
majority of this enters via the hepatic portal vein from the gut [196]. This portal venous
blood is rich in both digestion products and microbial antigens from the flora of the small
and large intestine. Antigens and pathogen-associated molecular patterns (PAMPs) have to
be removed before the nutrient-rich blood can proceed round the circulatory system, to
prevent endotoxemia [197]. Thus, the liver exists in a state of active tolerance, clearing
pathogens and their immunogenic products, without mounting an inappropriate or
disproportionate immune response.
To achieve these important functions, the liver has a highly specialised structure as
illustrated in Figure 46. Blood in the liver is filtered through narrow capillary-like blood
vessels called sinusoids. Sinusoids have a very small diameter causing the blood flow rate
to drop by about 50 fold compared to arterial blood [198]. This very slow flow maximises
the contact between immune cells and the antigens and pathogens to be cleared from the
blood. The slow flow rate also allows the immune cells to sample the space of Dissé and
interact with hepatic stellate cells via cytoplasmic extensions and, if necessary,
extravasation from the sinusoid can occur [199]. The liver sinusoidal endothelial cells
(LSECs) are a key element of the sinusoid structure. Primarily they function as a tightly
connected monolayer, which prevents large foreign macromolecules from passing out of
the blood stream before they have been cleared. Secondly LSECs also play a role in
shaping the immune environment, by playing an active role in clearing and presenting
antigen in such a way as to induce T cell tolerance to non pathogenic antigens [200].
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Figure 46: Immunological structure of the healthy liver. In the healthy liver the
majority of immune cells reside in the sinusoid, removing antigens and pathogens
from the blood stream. Few immune cells cross the liver sinusoidal endothelial cell
(LSEC) barrier into the space of Dissé, but they can interact with hepatocytes and
hepatic stellate cells (HSC) through the small gaps between LSECs. Image from
Racanelli and Rehermann 2006 [199]
In addition to the LSECs, the liver also has a resident population of dedicated immune cells
as depicted in Figure 46. The most abundant of the resident liver immune cells are the
Kupffer cells (KC), the liver’s resident macrophages. KCs are specialised for the clearance
of endotoxins and the phagocytosis of microorganisms and debris from the gut [201]. In the
absence of disease, KC are poor antigen presenters, promoting tolerance rather than T cell
activation. A critical mechanism by which KCs promote tolerance is the production of IL10 in response to TLR2 and TLR4 ligation, a function that is central to the maintenance of
the tolerogenic liver immune environment [199, 202, 203]. However, the balance of
cytokines produced by KCs can shift away from the dominance of immuno-suppressive IL10 secretion to instead favour inflammatory cytokines such as IL-18, particularly in
response to TLR3 ligation [204].
Liver resident DCs can internalize antigen from the blood and then migrate to draining
lymph nodes. However, liver DCs appear to be less efficient at stimulating T cell activation
compared to DCs from other tissues [205]. This is due in part to the high levels of IL-10
present in the liver, which may in part be produced by the DCs themselves. Liver DCs are
not always tolerogenic and can be induced to be potent activators of T cell immunity in the
presence of stimulants such as TLR9 ligand or a reduction in environmental IL-10 levels
[200]. Broadly, murine liver DCs can be divided into two subsets based on their expression
or lack of B220. B220+ DCs produce IFNα in response to TLR9 stimulation and are similar
to human plasmacytoid DCs. B220- DCs instead produce IL-12, IL-6 and TNFα
predominantly in response to TLR9 stimulation, but also at lower levels in response to
stimulation of TLR4, TLR3 and TLR2 [206]. Furthermore B220+ DCs are better antigen-
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presenting cells than B220- cells, stimulating proliferation and cytokine release from T
cells in vitro [205, 206]. Thus, the balance of tolerance may be shifted by the dominance of
one population over the other.
The other important innate liver immune cells are the dedicated effector cell population of
NKT cells and NK cells. Both NKT cells and NK cells are over-represented, compared to
most other tissues. These cells act as sentinels in the liver initiating immune responses
should infection occur. They can directly clear infection, allowing the liver to remain in its
immune-suppressed state or release IL-17, IL-4 and IFNγ to activate the surrounding
immune system from its predominantly IL-10-induced tolerogenic state.
Recently a subset of the NK population has been discovered to reside specifically in the
liver. Most notably, these NK cells express the α1 integrin CD49a and the tumour-necrosisfactor-related apoptosis-induced ligand TRAIL. Additionally, liver resident NK cells are
Dx5- and CD11blow, thus sharing characteristics with terminally differentiated but
immature (R1) stage classical NK cells [207]. The functional relevance of these resident
NK cells is as yet undiscovered. These resident liver NK cells display an activated
phenotype, appearing more granular and expressing CD69. They also produce significantly
higher levels of IL-2, TNFα and GM-CSF in response to stimulation with PMA and
ionomycin [207]. The expression of TRAIL on their cell surface may aid clearance of
virally infected and metastatic cells [208, 209]. Furthermore, the total NK cell population
of the liver has been shown to produce less IFNγ in response to IL-12 and IL-18 treatment
in vitro than splenic NK cells, but to have a greater cytotoxic response to Yac-1 cells [207,
210]. Thus, NK cells in the liver may be predisposed to mount a cytotoxic rather than
inflammatory response.
A high proportion of liver NK cells express CD11c. This CD11c+ NK population includes,
but is not exclusively, DX5-. Upon stimulation, these cells up-regulate the expression of
the antigen-presenting MHC II and co-stimulatory molecules CD40, CD80 and CD86. A
weak antigen-presenting ability of these CD11c+ NK cells has been demonstrated ex vivo
after animals were pulsed with OVA peptide using proliferation of antigen-specific
transgenic OTII CD4 T cells as a read out [211]. Whether the function of these cells is in
maintaining tolerance or to help overcome the immunoregulatory environment of the liver
upon infection is not yet clear.
Liver resident NK cells undoubtedly have some tissue-specific characteristics; what signals
in the liver environment create these characteristics require further investigation. Initial
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studies have shown the dominance of IL-10 in the liver environment to play a role in
shaping the liver NK population; as in IL-10 KO mice and WT mice treated with anti-IL10R blocking antibody, there is a shift in the NK repertoire towards greater levels of
inhibitory receptor expression [210].
The origin of this NK subpopulation is unclear. The creation of parabiotic mice, where two
adult mice are surgically made to share the same circulatory system, demonstrated that
CD49a+ liver resident NK cells remained predominantly in the liver of the mouse which
shared their genetic origin, whilst the CD49- NK cells were shared between the two mice
[212]. This suggests liver resident CD49a+ NK cells develop in the liver and remain there,
whereas conventional CD49a- NK cells circulate among tissues. In a separate experiment
transferred murine liver NK cells were demonstrated to predominantly migrate to the liver,
and transferred splenic NKs predominantly migrate to the spleen. However, the small
fraction of splenic NK cells that do take up residence in the liver 48 h post transfer show a
similar expression of Ly49 maturation markers and IFNγ response to NK cells that reside
in the host liver [210]. This suggests that the liver environment favours the
recruitment/retention of certain subsets of NK cells. However, it cannot be ruled out that
some maturation and replication may have occurred in the 48 h post transfer, and thus
further investigation will be required.
Other immune subsets present in the liver are γδT cells, CD8+ T cells, CD4+ T cells and Bcells, but their roles are not yet clearly defined in the absence of major infection [200].

Hepatocellular	
  carcinoma	
  
The majority of hepatocellular carcinomas (HCCs) develop from a background of
chronic inflammation. Chronic liver inflammation results from toxins causing persistent
damage on hepatocytes, e.g., as a consequence of heavy alcohol consumption or viral
infection, in most cases ultimately leading to hepatitis [213]. Hepatocyte death can trigger
the production of IL-1α, which is thought to be the primary driver of the inflammatory
response [214, 215]. Cell debris from the necrotic hepatocytes (damage-associated
molecular patterns (DAMPs)), and viral antigens if present (PAMPS), further add to this
inflammatory response through the triggering of toll like receptors (TLRs) [216]. Studies
on TLR4 KO mice have shown that the absence of TLR4 leads to a decrease in
inflammatory cytokines and chemokines and a greatly reduced tumour burden. Similar
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results can be achieved via the administration of antibiotics, which reduce or clear bacteria
from the gut. Thus, the blood entering the liver from the hepatic portal vein contains less
PAMPS. These PAMPS are normally cleared by macrophages and LSECs: however, as a
consequence of the loss of the hepatic homeostatic anti-inflammatory environment and
defined architecture, cells that are normally protected from high levels of bacterial products
such as hepatic stellate cells, instead become exposed, triggering an additional source of
inflammation [217]. With the breakdown of tolerance the antigen-presenting efficiency and
the cytokines profile of the liver immune environment shifts in a pro-inflammatory
direction [218, 219]. A combination of these pro-inflammatory pathways can then lead to
the development of chronic hepatitis.
The triggering of the immune response by IL-1α and TLR ligands sets off a chain of events
that ultimately leads to HCC. Experimental data from mouse models of sterile
inflammation, i.e. inflammation that is derived from a sterile stimulus (e.g. alcohol
consumption) as opposed to a pathogenic stimulus, suggest that the IL-1α driven pathway
involves the following critical steps. Firstly, IL-1α induces the expression of TNFα, which
in turn up-regulates IL-6. In addition to its ability to modulate the immune response, IL-6
can also induce production of hepatocyte growth factor (HGF), thereby stimulating
hepatocyte proliferation to compensate for the hepatocyte death [146, 220]. As a result of
the release of HGF and other growth factors, hepatocytes harbouring genetic mutations are
driven to proliferate [144, 221]. Such mutations may either drive tumourigenesis or result
in further cell death, creating a positive feedback loop as summarised in Figure 47 [222,
223].
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Figure 47: Model of hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) development. Carcinogen
exposure or viral infection causes DNA damage and in some cases cell death.
Hepatocyte death triggers immune cells such as macrophages to drive an
inflammation and regenerative proliferation positive feedback loop. These conditions
drive development of mutated hepatocytes into hepatocellular carcinomas. Adapted
from Mantovani et al. [223]
	
  
NKG2D	
  in	
  liver	
  disease	
  
The pathways involved in the promotion of chronic liver inflammation and HCC are
becoming increasingly well understood, but the composition of the immune milieu required
to create and perpetuate the inflammatory environment is far from elucidated. In order to
explore this crucial issue, here we investigated the role of the NK cell activating receptor
NKG2D in the development of HCC: our aim is to gain some insight into the involvement
of NKG2D-expressing cells in HCC, and to establish a model for examining their
contribution to other inflammation-driven tumours.
The majority of cases of HCC, particularly in the developing world, are preceded by
chronic hepatitis B or C infection, though increasing numbers of cases are developing from
non-viral hepatitis induced by hepatic stress resulting from the consumption of alcohol and
or a high calorie diet.
Investigations into NKG2D and its ligands in all kinds of hepatitis strongly suggest that the
NKG2D/NKG2D ligand interaction plays an important part in the development of hepatitis,
but there is still conflicting evidence as to the role of NKG2D in hepatitis, as described
below.
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Hepatitis B
Acute
The study of the development of chronic hepatitis B has been hindered by the immunity of
inbred laboratory mice to the hepadnaviral family to which the hepatitis B virus belongs.
This has prevented the direct study of viral infection-induced hepatitis B in mice [224].
Transgenic mice have been created expressing portions of the hepatitis B genome under the
albumin promoter [225]. Expression of viral proteins by transgenic hepatocytes promotes
tolerance, but if the mouse’s tolerant immune system is replaced with naive transferred
immune cells, an immune response similar to that seen during acute or chronic hepatitis B
infection can be initiated [226]. To create a model of acute hepatitis B, Vilarinho et al.
crossed a transgenic mouse expressing the small, middle and large envelope proteins of
HepB with a RAG KO mouse that lacks functional B, T and NKT cells. In this mouse
model, acute hepatitis only developed upon transfer of WT splenocytes. The acute response,
in this model of viral hepatitis, resulted in an increase in mRNA and cell surface expression
of Rae-1 on hepatocytes. Furthermore, treatment of these mice with NKG2D neutralising
antibody, or depletion of NKG2D-expressing cells from the transferred splenocytes,
dramatically reduced IFNγ and IL-4 expression and liver damage [227]. This suggests that
the induction of an immune response to hepatitis B may be dependent on the NKG2Dmediated/co-mediated induction of type 1 cytokines. Further investigation into the
relationship between hepatitis B infection and MICA/B expression in vitro showed that the
expression of hepatitis B antigen on hepatic cell lines results in up-regulation of micro
RNAs that inhibit the translation of MICA/B, and thus reduce MICA/B cell surface
expression [228]. This suggests that hepatitis B virus may have evolved a strategy to
modulate MICA/B expression, and avoiding activation of NKG2D-expressing immune
cells may be advantageous to the virus.
Chronic
Investigating chronic hepatitis B in mice, Chisari et al. showed that expression of hepatitis
B surface antigen (HBsAg) was sufficient to induce HCC. Furthermore, they demonstrated
that HCC induction was correlated with the level of hepatocyte death, strongly suggesting
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that cell death is immune cell mediated, as HBsAg itself is not thought to be cytotoxic
[229]. This raises the following question: could the chronic immune response that drives
the development of HCC in hepatitis B positive individuals involve NKG2D? Intrahepatic
CD8+ T cells show a significantly increased expression of NKG2D in patients with chronic
hepatitis B compared to healthy controls when assessed ex vivo by flow cytometry [230].
Intrahepatic NK cells also maintain high levels of NKG2D expression [231]. However, the
response of these cells to ligands present in this chronically inflamed liver environment
remains to be determined.
In humans, serum from patients with acute hepatitis B has been shown on average to
contain significantly more sMICA than healthy controls. The mean level of sMICA in
patients with chronic hepatitis B is reduced when compared to acute infection, but remains
significantly higher than in healthy controls. These elevated levels usually persist in
individuals who ultimately develop liver cirrhosis and HCC, and they correlate with
markers of liver damage such as serum ALT [232]. Further evidence of the involvement of
NKG2D in hepatitis B and its progression to HCC is provided by the over- and underrepresentation of various MICA alleles in infected individuals that develop HCC.
Specifically, homozygosity for MICA 251 Gln, MICA 175 Gly, MICA 129 Met or a
promoter region variant MICA rs259654A was significantly more prevalent in individuals
that had developed HCC from a background of hepatitis B than in hepatitis B infected
individuals who developed liver cirrhosis but not HCC. This was also the case for
heterozygotes for MICA 251 Gln, MICA 129 Met and MICA rs259654A, though at a
reduced prevalence, suggesting a dose effect. Furthermore, patients with these specific
alleles that correlate with hepatitis B to HCC progression also showed significantly reduced
levels of sMICA when compared to individuals with the other allele [232].
Soluble ligand has been shown to down-regulate the immune response by NKG2Dexpressing cells [63, 65, 79, 80]. However, the impact of sMIC on the function of the many
subsets of NKG2D-expressing cells in vivo is unclear. There is a lack of data as to the
correlation between level of cell surface expression of MICA and the level of serum
sMICA. Thus, the true functional relevance of elevated sMICA remains uncertain. One of
the few reports of hepatocyte cell membrane MICA/B expression comes from tissue
sections taken from chronic hepatitis B patients [228]. Wu et al. detected cell surface
expression of MICA/B by immunohistochemistry (IHC) on liver samples from patients that
had developed HCC; 26% of the cohort was shown to have tumours with up-regulated
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MICA/B, whilst none of the surrounding hepatitis B infected hepatocytes expressed the
ligand [228]. This would suggest either all MICA/B is being cleaved from the surface or it
is secreted directly in its soluble form. However, this study did not investigate the presence
of sMICA and involved a cohort of only 38 hepatitis B infected patients.
A recent report showed that soluble ligand may somehow overcome the inhibition of NK
cells caused by chronic stimulation from cell surface-expressed NKG2D ligand in mice,
and this would be a possible pro-inflammatory mechanism through which soluble MICA/B
could drive progression from hepatitis B to HCC [233]. Further experiments seem desirable
to elucidate the role of soluble MICA/B in the development of HCC and may be aided by
the use of a recently developed humanised mouse model of hepatitis B infection [234].
Hepatitis C
In chronic hepatitis C infection MICA/B are over-expressed by HCV-infected hepatocytes
[235]. Additionally, the majority of intrahepatic NK cells retain NKG2D expression and
their level of NKG2D expression typically remains higher than that of circulating NK cells
[231, 236]. NKG2D-expressing intrahepatic NK cells may even increase their expression
level of NKG2D. Relative expression levels of NKG2D were determined indirectly as
mean fluorescence intensity increases in flow cytometry experiments using anti-NKG2D
mAb directly conjugated to a fluorochrome [236]. A comparison was made between
hepatic NK cells from healthy patients and those with chronic HCV degranulation as
measured by CD107a expression. The response of these cells to target cell lines K562 and
p815, presenting or not presenting NKG2D cross-linking antibody, was tested post
stimulation with IL-2 and IL-12 and resulted in a reduced degranulation response. However,
IFNγ and TNFα expression in response to the NKG2D ligand ULBP1 was maintained
[236]. This suggests that the cytotoxic capacity of intrahepatic NK cells in patients with
chronic hepatitis C may be reduced. Additional evidence was obtained by incubating NK
cells from peripheral blood of healthy donors with an HCV-infected HCC cell line for 18 h:
reduced degranulation and IFNγ production were observed against K562 cells [237].
However, even if overstimulation of NK cells renders them somewhat anergic, it remains to
be determined whether a strong cytotoxic response or release of cytokines occurs as a result
of hyperstimulation. Due to the many different stimuli NK cells may encounter in vivo this
remains a challenging question.
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A possible mechanistic explanation for this reduction in responsivity may be inhibition of
the ERK1/2 pathway (Figure 10). NK cells from the peripheral blood of healthy individuals
phosphorylate ERK1/2 in response to HCV, but this response is not generated in NK cells
from chronically infected individuals. However, this anergy could be reversed in the
presence of IFNα [236, 238].
Intrahepatic CD8+ T cells have significantly increased expression of NKG2D in patients
with chronic hepatitis C, compared to healthy controls as assessed ex vivo by flow
cytometry [230]. The functional importance of this is yet to be determined, but it was
suggested that a non-antigen specific CD44high CD62L low subset of memory/effector
CD8+ T cells drives hepatitis via ligation of a different costimulatory receptor, CD137.
Thus, it may be that a subset of NKG2D-expressing CD8+ T cells produces IFNγ and
contributes to the development of chronic hepatitis [239].
In HCV the SNP rs2596538 allele A has been linked to lower serum levels of sMICA and
to the progression from hepatitis C to HCC. The alternative G allele has been shown to
have a higher binding than the endogenously expressed allele to the hepatitis C activated
transcription factor SP1 [240]. Lo et al. also demonstrated SNP rs2596538A to have a
strong linkage disequilibrium to rs2596542A (0.953 D’), suggesting that the same
transcription factor binding region may be responsible for the findings previously reported
and attributed to rs2596542 [240].

Mouse viral hepatitis models
Laboratory murine viral hepatitis models do exist, such as murine hepatitis virus strain 3
(MHV-3), but as they are not part of the same viral family as hepatitis B (Hepadnaviridae)
or hepatitis C (Flaviviridae), their value as a model is questionable. However, the murine
virus mimics hepatitis in some ways that transgenic models cannot. MHV-3 is a
Coronavirus, a Group IV virus with a single-stranded positive-sense RNA genome. As such,
it has more in common with hepatitis C than B. In an acute model of MHV-3 infection, the
number of intrahepatic NK cells increased more than three fold at 48 h post infection,
resulting in an increase of NK cells from around 10% to around 40% of total intrahepatic
lymphocytes. NK cells were activated, with a significantly increased ability to kill the
NKG2D ligand-expressing lymphoma cell line Yac-1 ex-vivo. Additionally NKG2Dblocking antibody was shown to reduce the cytotoxicity of NK cells against MHV-3
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infected hepatocytes in vitro [238]. These studies suggest that NK cells maintain an active
cytotoxic function in the presence of NKG2D-expressing hepatocytes.
Non-viral hepatitis
Huang et al. induced fulminant hepatitis in mice by treating them with the double-stranded
RNA mimic and TLR3 agonist polyinosinic:polycytidylic acid in conjunction with the
hepatotoxin D-galactosamine. In this model, mice treated with a plasmid coding for shRNA
that inhibits the expression of NKG2D ligands had reduced liver damage and reduced IFNγ
expression by NK cells [241]. There is evidence that NKG2D plays a role in non-viral
hepatitis in humans as well. Patients diagnosed with nonalcoholic fatty liver (NAFL)
showed significantly increased expression of MICA and MICB mRNA, and MICB
expression was further increased in individuals with non-alcoholic stetohepatitis (NASH).
These findings were confirmed by IHC, though the increase in expression intensity
between NAFL and NASH was not quantified [242]. Furthermore, the increase in MICA/B
mRNA transcripts levels correlated with decreased liver function, increased fibrosis and
hepatocyte apoptosis.
Thus, whilst NKG2D may be critical for clearance of infected cells, it can also be
responsible for the liver injury that can occur as a side effect or result of a poorly resolved
infection or trauma. Taken together, these studies suggest that the severity of hepatitis and
progression to HCC may depend on the strength of the NKG2D response. NKG2D
interaction is involved in viral control and immune surveillance, but in promoting chronic
inflammation NKG2D can also lead to liver damage and HCC. Thus, a strong NKG2Dmediated immune response may be desirable to clear virally infected and transformed cells.
However, if an individual expresses an NKG2D ligand with a low binding affinity or at a
low level, the response may not be sufficiently robust to clear the aberrant cells, and instead
the pro-inflammatory cytokines produced may drive disease progression (Figure 48).
Hepatocellular carcinoma
In addition to the involvement of NKG2D in the development of chronic inflammation,
NKG2D may be important in the development of HCC from chronic hepatitis, as touched
upon in the sections on hepatitis B and C. The combination of DNA damage and hyper151
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proliferation of hepatocytes involved in the development of HCC is known to upregulate
NKG2D ligands [68, 69, 71]. Evidence of ligand expression on HCC cells and in the serum
of HCC patients is limited but increasing. Jinushi et al. reported the expression of MICA
and or MICB transcript in HCC samples from 6 out of 10 patients. Furthermore, a diffuse
cellular staining of MICA/B was visible by IHC in tumour, but not surrounding liver tissue
[228, 243]. Interestingly a second report from the same group confirmed these findings,
and described the detection of NKG2D ligand in cirrhotic livers (F4 stage) but not in
healthy controls or patients with chronic hepatitis (F1-2 stage). Whilst cohort sizes were
small, it is of interest that MICA/B is expressed before the development of HCC [82].
Regarding the soluble form, sMICA and B have been observed in the serum of patients
with HCC, and were correlated with increased tumour grade, size and poor prognosis. NK
cells from patients with high levels of sMICA had reduced NKG2D expression [80-82].
MICA haplotype may also influence progression of liver disease to HCC, though more
comprehensive studies are needed to ensure this is not due to MHC haplotypes to which
MICA4, the reportedly pro-HCC allele, has a strong linkage disequilibrium [244]. Taken
together, the data strongly suggests a role for NKG2D in HCC.
Summary of the role of NKG2D in hepatitis and HCC
NKG2D and it ligands are expressed in models of acute and chronic hepatitis, as well as in
tissue samples from human patients with chronic disease and HCC. Figure 48 summarises
the common themes that have been discussed here.
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Figure 48: The role of NKG2D in the development of hepatocellular carcinoma from
viral hepatitis. Viral particles represented in grey, NKG2D and its ligand in purple,
TCR and virally induced MHC presenting antigenic peptide in blue, NK/NKT in
purple, CD8+ T cells in blue, hepatocytes in pink with brown nuclei and HCC in pink
with pink nuclei.

Figure 48 outlines the role of NKG2D in the progression of HCC, though the details remain
to be established. Human studies by their nature tend to focus on the later stages of the
disease. Soluble NKG2D ligand in these later stages appears to decrease the expression of
NKG2D on NK and CD8+ T cells, and with it their cytotoxic response to NKG2Dexpressing targets. A study of murine HCC by Schneider et al. demonstrated that, while the
proportion of hepatic NK cells remains stable in HCC-bearing livers, the levels of CD8+ T
cells tend to increase [245]. However, the authors did not speculate about the potential
mechanism by which HCC escapes the immune control normally exerted by NK and T
cells, and no data on NKT cells were reported. Thus, further work is needed to establish
whether NKG2D in HCC is pro- or anti-tumourigenic and on which cell types it is
expressed.
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  The	
  DEN	
  model	
  of	
  hepatocellular	
  carcinoma	
  
To demonstrate directly the role of NKG2D and NKG2D-expressing cells in the
development of HCC, we set up a long-term model of diethylnitrosamine (DEN) induced
HCC in WT and NKG2D-KO mice. As shown in Figure 50, in this model HCC is induced
by a single i.p. injection of DEN between 14 and 21 days of age [246]. The chemical
structure of DEN is shown in Figure 49A. DEN is not directly carcinogenic but is
converted by cytochrome P450 metabolism into α-hydroxynitrosamine (Figure 49B). αHydroxynitrosamine forms DNA adducts by rapid alkylation reaction, ethylating
nucleotides at the positions shown in Figure 49C [247-249]. Ethylation of nucleotides on
atoms involved in the hydrogen bonding essential for correct base pairing can cause point
mutations or single-stranded DNA breaks. Additionally, ethylation of the phosphate groups
that form the DNA backbone may be a further cause of strand breaks [247]. Any cell
expressing P450 is vulnerable to DEN-mediated mutagenesis, particularly if the DNA is
being actively replicated or transcribed, giving the mutagen access to single-stranded DNA.
This makes the rapidly proliferating hepatocytes of young mice (14-21 days old) highly
susceptible to DEN. Thus, hepatocytes accumulate mutations, which will ultimately result
in either tumourigenesis or cell death [249, 250]. Hepatocyte death leads to the
establishment of a sterile inflammatory environment in which the surviving mutated
hepatocytes are likely to start to proliferate in order to replace the dead hepatocytes. As
further mutations are acquired, more cells die through cell cycle arrest and apoptosis or
immune cell-mediated clearance, triggering the positive inflammation feedback loop
depicted in Figure 47. Over the course of 15 months this cycle of inflammation-driven cell
death and proliferation leads to the development and progression of HCC [223].
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Figure 49: Mechanism of diethylnitrosamine (DEN) adduct formation. (A) Chemical
structure of DEN also known as N-nitrosodiethylamine. (B) DEN biotransformation
and DNA adduct formation mechanism adapted from Verna et al. 1996. (C) DNA
bases with arrows marking the nucleophilic atoms capable of accepting an
electrophilic ethyldiazonium ion. * indicates atoms involved in base pair-forming
hydrogen bonding. Table indicates percentage ethylation in DNA from rat liver 7 h
post i.p. administration of DEN, Adapted from Singer 1985. [247, 248]

DEN-induced HCC mimics important characteristics of the disease in humans.
Comparative genomic studies have shown that DEN-induced HCC displays gene
expression profiles with characteristics similar to those of human tumour biopsies taken
from patients with a poor prognosis [251]. This finding is corroborated by the DEN
model’s recreation of the HCC gender bias observed in humans, where male:female
incidence averages between 2:1 and 4:1 in most populations [252]. In DEN-treated mice at
8 months of age, the incidence in female mice is 10-38%, whereas in males the incidence is
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close to 100% [145, 146]. Furthermore, the tumour burden is lower in female mice that do
develop HCC, compared to their male littermates [145]. As a result of the reduced
incidence of HCC the survival of female DEN-treated mice is much higher than males
[146].
IL-6 has been shown to be crucial in driving DEN-induced HCC in mice, and to be linked
to the gender bias of the disease. Antagonism of the oestrogen receptor by the higher levels
of oestrogen in female mice reduces production of IL-6. Whilst the role of IL-6 in human
HCC is not as well characterised, high serum levels of IL-6 have been linked to increased
HCC risk in humans [146, 253]. Thus, the DEN-induced HCC model appears to be a good
model to study human HCC.
At the molecular level, this is one of the best-characterised models of inflammation-driven
cancer in mice, and therefore it represents an excellent system in which to investigate the
role of NKG2D in inflammation-driven cancer.
However, the model has some limitations. In the majority of humans, inflammatory liver
disease progression involves the development of liver fibrosis. DEN-induced HCC lacks
the development of liver fibrosis. CCl4 has been used in conjunction with DEN to stimulate
the development of fibrosis in this model, but these mice do not show marked changes in
tumour burden or time course of disease progression [218]. NKG2D is known to play an
active role in controlling liver fibrosis by killing the activated hepatic stellate cells
responsible for producing fibrotic proteins [254-256]. Therefore, we regard the DENinduced model of sterile HCC development as a simplified model that allows us to focus on
the impact of NKG2D on the development of chronic liver inflammation and HCC
separately from its role in combating fibrosis or viral infection.
Comparative genomic and proteomic studies of tumours from DEN and other HCC mouse
models and tumours from human patients would be useful for deepening our understanding
of human disease heterogeneity and would also establish how closely the available mouse
models match all patients, or significant subsets of patients. Three recent studies of the
genomes of tumours, in which the whole genome or exome of human HCC samples was
sequenced, have found the most frequently mutated genes such as p53 and beta-catenin to
be mutated in 16-32% and 10-41% of tumours, respectively [257-259]. A further study
demonstrated the telomerase reverse transcriptase (TERT) promoter to be mutated in 59%
of tumours tested (n = 305) [260] and in a separate study HVB genomic material was
shown to have integrated into the TERT promoter in 23% of the 76 tumour samples tested
[261]. Thus, whilst high-frequency mutations that can aid the development of HCC have
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been identified, this is clearly a disease associated with many different combinations of
mutations. Similarly, a study of DEN treatment of different mouse strains demonstrated a
high variation in incidence rate of the two commonly mutated genes in the DEN model, Braf and H-ras, between mouse strains, suggesting that the model of DEN-induced HCC
mimics the natural diversity of HCC developing through random mutagenesis in humans
[262].
It may therefore be helpful to group mutations of genes within the same pathway to gain a
better insight into key pathways in HCC progression. When mutations of the JAK/STAT
and Wnt/beta-catenin pathways were assessed, 46% and 63% of tumours contained a
mutation in these pathways, respectively [257]. Whilst the percentages of tumours bearing
mutations in these pathways is high, the mutations are still far from universal, confirming
that HCC must be viewed as a variable disease in which different treatments may be
required for different patients.
The most common mutations identified in DEN-induced HCC in C57BL/6J mice are
constitutively activating mutations of B-raf (~80%) and H-ras (~7%) [262, 263]. Thus, the
Ras/Raf/MEK/ERK pathway is activated in the majority of DEN-induced tumours.
Mutation of the Ras/Raf/MEK/ERK pathway is less common in human HCC with 5% or
less tumours being found with mutations in two studies [257, 264, 265]. Whilst this
discrepancy in mutation frequency between mouse and human is important, it may also be
misleading. The majority of human HCC develops from a background of chronic viral
infection, so pathways may be manipulated by the virus, which may overcome cellular
regulation of apoptosis and cellular proliferation without the need for mutation in the same
genes as in sterile chronic inflammation. A preponderance of impaired p53 function in
HCC patients and chromatin remodelling and wnt/ β-catenin signalling in alcohol-related
tumours have been reported [266, 267].
Interestingly, HBV virus, with which the majority of patients in the genetic studies
discussed here were infected, has been shown to interact with H-ras. Whilst the exact role
of H-Ras in HBV is not fully elucidated, it appears to be important in preventing apoptosis
in response to HBx, one of the key proteins coded for by the hepatitis B genome. HBx
interacts with cellular proteins to prevent apoptosis and allow viral replication [268], whilst
it prevents H-ras induced senescence [269] and has been linked to H-ras activation [270].
Whilst these findings suggest that over-expression of H-ras would be favourable, activated
H-ras has been shown to interact with the promoter and upstream enhancers of the HBV
core protein-coding gene, reducing its expression [271]. Thus, the lack of mutations in the
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Ras/Raf/MEK/ERK pathway in human HCC, despite its common mutation in other human
cancers [272, 273] and in the DEN model of HCC, may be due to differences in the
pathways affected during viral infection from which these tumours arise. Similar findings
of Ras/Raf/MEK/ERK pathway involvement exist for HCV, which manipulates cellular
proliferation and apoptosis via interactions with these pathways and others, such as Wnt
signalling and p53 transcription [274]. This highlights that further comparisons of tumours
from human HCC and murine HCC models are necessary to better understand which
findings from the mice can be successfully translated to successful human therapies.
Large-scale studies of HCC at the protein level are limited, though a study by You et al.
looked at the expression levels of proteins coded for by four genes commonly mutated in
human

HCC,

p53,

β-catenin,

AT-rich

interactive

domain

2

(ARID2)

and

phosphatidylinositol-4,5-bisphosphate 3-kinase, catalytic subunit alpha (p110α) in a
sample of 58 patients, the majority of whom were HCV positive. In the examination of the
expression of p53, β-catenin, ARID2 and p110α they found 23/9/83/94% of tumours and
0/0/83/100% of surrounding non-neoplastic cirrhotic liver tissue to be positive for the
expression of these proteins, respectively. The expression patterns of these proteins were
independent of each other and only loss of expression of the tumour suppressor ARID2 was
found to have a statistically significant association with tumour reoccurrence [275]. The
small sample size, the high incidence of HCV and the lack of genetic analysis of these
tumours make it difficult to extrapolate the findings, but at least show that these key
tumour-related proteins are expressed heterogeneously in HCC at the protein level too.
A transcriptomic study conducted by Boyault et al, using samples from 120 HCC patients,
sought to find some order in this heterogeneity by proposing the division of HCC patients
into 6 groups based on clinical and genetic characteristics. The 6 groups and their main
characteristics are summarised in Table 5 [276]. Interestingly, the most commonly mutated
genes such as p53 and β-catenin do not tend to be mutated in the same tumours. Whilst this
approach groups together features that tend to occur concomitantly, which could be useful
when devising potential combination therapies, the groups do not statistically correlate with
survival, though groups 1-3 appear to have a slightly worse prognosis [276]. A second
study demonstrated that mutations in RB1 are correlated with recurrence-free survival after
resection in a small group of patients [259]. However, a study by Hoshida et al.
demonstrated that the expression patterns of the tumours themselves are very poor
indicators of the survival of patients undergoing hepatic resection, whilst the expression
patterns of the surrounding liver tissue are associated strongly with prognosis. Expression
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of genes critical to normal liver function in surrounding tissue is thus linked with good
prognosis, while high expression levels of inflammatory mediators including genes related
to interferon, TNFα and IL-6 signalling and activation of nuclear factor-κB are linked to
tumour reoccurrence and reduced life span [277]. Therefore, in studying the development
of HCC it may be more important to model the expression profile of the surrounding liver
tissue than the genetic mutations of the tumours themselves.
As a carcinogen-induced model of HCC, DEN recapitulates human disease due to its
mutational heterogeneity and similar (though not identical) gene expression patterns.
Whilst this may not be sufficient for detailed investigations into the mechanisms of cell
intrinsic anti-apoptotic and pro-proliferative pathways, this model seems suitable for our
studies on the influence of NKG2D on inflammation-driven HCC. This view is supported
by strong evidence linking expression of TNFα, IL-6 and NF-κB signalling to the
development of HCC in the DEN model [144, 146, 220], which appears consistent with the
limited data available from humans [253, 277]. Clearly not all HCC develops identically
and as the available data on gene and protein expression of the tumour and surrounding
tissue of patients increases, we will be able to better assess the relevance of the DEN model
to particular groups of patients. Thus, whilst this model has limitations we believe it to be a
suitable system in which to study the role of NKG2D in inflammation-driven cancer at the
present stage.
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Group 1

Group 2

Group 3

Group 4

-

Low HBV copy number

-

High chromosomal instability

-

Over expression of fetal liver genes

-

High alpha-fetoprotein (AFP)

-

High copy number of HBV

-

High chromosomal instability

-

PIK3CA and TP53 mutations

-

Activated AKT pathway

-

High chromosomal instability

-

TP53 mutations

-

Over expression of genes controlling cell cycle

-

heterogeneous

subgroup

of

tumours

including

TCF1-mutated

hepatocellular adenomas and carcinomas
Group 5

-

β-catenin mutations

Group 6

-

β-catenin mutations

-

E-cadherin under expression

-

Tumours had satellite nodules

Table 5: Six phenotypic subsets of hepatocellular carcinoma identified by Boyault et
al. [276]
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Research	
  Plan	
  
The studies described in the sections above suggest that the NKG2D/NKG2D ligand
pathway may play a role in the development of HCC in humans, but its function is unclear
due to the complexity of the immune network and the interplay with the tumour
environment. Thus, the aim of the experiments outlined in this chapter was to determine the
impact of NKG2D on chronic liver inflammation and the development of hepatocellular
carcinoma by using a model that closely recapitulates the human disease, and in which this
molecular pathway is knocked down. For the reasons previously discussed, we considered
that our characterised NKG2D-deficient mouse strain would be suitable to investigate the
role of NKG2D and NKG2D-expressing cells in the establishment and progression of HCC,
and DEN-induced HCC in this model could be used to examine how the immune cells that
constitute the DEN-induced inflammatory microenvironment interact with each other and
with (pre)cancerous cells to drive the development of HCC.
Cohorts including ≥20 mice of each genotype (WT and NKG2D-KO) were injected with 25
mg/kg of DEN at 14-21 days of age. As shown in Figure 50, by 15 months of age >70% of
the mice had developed HCC, independently of their genotype: we therefore chose this as
the final time-point. At sacrifice, the tumour burden was assessed macroscopically, while a
biochemical assay measuring ALT (alanine-transaminase) serum levels was used to assess
liver damage. Immune populations infiltrating the tumour and present in the tissue
surrounding the tumour were compared to the immune compartments in control PBSinjected age-matched (AM) mice processed simultaneously.
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Figure 50: Overview of the DEN-induced hepatocellular carcinoma model. WT and
NKG2D-KO mice are injected with DEN or PBS at 14-21 days of age. HCC develops
over 15 months, when the tumour burden varies from multiple smaller tumours to
large heavily vascularised tumour masses. PBS-treated liver is shown for comparison.

To confirm the HCC status of our mice, we formalin-fixed a portion of the largest tumour
present in the mouse upon sacrifice as assessed macroscopically. This was subsequently
paraffin-embedded, sectioned and stained with hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) to allow
assessment of cell morphology and tissue structure microscopically, as shown in Figure 51.
Pathologist Professor Robert Goldin (Imperial College London) microscopically assessed
the grade of the tumour and identified mice that had progressed to the HCC stage.
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Figure 51: H&E section of tumour and surrounding liver tissue from a representative
mouse. 1 = Surrounding tissue, 2 = Tumour edge (dashed line), 3= HCC tumour, 4=
blood vessel. Arrows indicate leukocytes present in the tissue.

	
  
	
  
Phenotype	
  
At 15 months of age, DEN-treated WT and NKG2D mice were sacrificed: the tumour
burden was then assessed macroscopically by calculating the ratio of liver weight to mouse
body weight. Increased liver to body weight ratio has been shown to correlate with
increased hepatocellular proliferation, the development of tumours and increased tumour
burden [145, 218, 278-280]. Liver to body weight ratio is considered to be a better measure
of tumour burden than the weight of the liver alone, as the liver weight of untreated agematched control mice showed a standard deviation of >21% of the mean. Liver weight of
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the control mice was correlated with total body weight (R2 = 0.58 p >0.01). Thus, using the
ratio of liver to body weight ratio removed a source of variability.
When WT and mutant mice were compared, we observed that WT mice displayed an
increased burden of disease, and their liver to body weight ratio was significantly higher
than that of NKG2D-KO mice (Figure 52). This result indicates that NKG2D acts as a
promoter of tumour development in this model.

Figure 52: Tumour burden as measured by the liver to body weight ratio is greater in
the presence of NKG2D. Post sacrifice body weight and liver weight were measured
and the liver to body weight ratio was calculated. Mice were pooled from 5 or more
separate batches of DEN-injected mice. p ≤0.05 (*), p ≤0.0001 (****)

Additionally we evaluated tumour burden macroscopically by measuring the diameter of
the largest tumourigenic lesion present in each mouse. This may represent a measure of the
growth potential of tumours developing in the presence or absence of NKG2D. The mean
lesion size of the largest tumours present in WT mice was 19.4 mm, while that in NKG2D-
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KO mice was 16.3 mm. The reduction in maximum lesion size in the absence of NKG2D
was statistically significant (Figure 53).
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Figure 53: Larger hepatocellular carcinomas were present in WT than NKG2D-KO
mice. Each point represents the diameter in mm of the largest lesion present in each
mouse that developed HCC. Mice were pooled from 5 or more separate batches of
DEN-injected mice. p ≤0.05 (*)

Liver to body weight ratio and maximal tumour lesion size showed a strong correlation
(Figure 54), indicating that the presence of NKG2D results in an increased tumour burden,
whether measured by mass or size. Thus, we can confidently conclude that NKG2D
promotes the development of HCC.
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Figure 54: Correlation of the ratio of liver weight to total body weight of DEN-treated
WT mice with the diameter of the largest tumour. Data were pooled from 5 or more
separate batches of DEN-injected mice.
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ALT is an enzyme found at high levels in hepatocytes, while its serum concentration is low
under physiological conditions. Upon hepatocyte death, ALT is released into the blood
stream, and it is therefore considered a good indicator of liver damage. In the present study,
an increased burden of disease correlated significantly with serum levels of ALT: Figure 55
shows that ALT serum levels are significantly higher in WT mice than in AM control mice
or mutant DEN-treated NKG2D-KO mice, indicating that the absence of NKG2D is
associated with reduced liver damage.
Taken together, these results indicate a role for NKG2D in promoting hepatocyte cell death,
and thus in driving the development of HCC.

Figure 55: Alanine transaminase (ALT) serum concentrations are significantly higher
in WT than in NKG2D knockout mice. Serum was collected for ALT analysis
immediately before sacrifice and pooled from 5 or more separate batches of DENinjected mice. p ≤0.05 (*), p ≤0.0001 (****)
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Pathology	
  
DEN-treated mice rarely showed signs of disease prior to death. Throughout our study the
majority of the mice appeared healthy up to 16 months of age: for this reason, survival was
not considered a valid endpoint in this setting. However, some mice became terminally ill
and had to be humanely killed prior to the 15-month experimental end point: Figure 56
shows a survival curve including the animals prematurely sacrificed for ethical reasons;
these mice all showed a substantial tumour burden. A significantly higher proportion of
NKG2D-KO mice survived until the end point, compared with WT (> 95% of mice vs <
80%, respectively): taken together with the data on tumour burden and ALT levels, this
suggests that the higher burden of disease in the presence of NKG2D may result in a higher
mortality rate.
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Figure 56: Kaplan-Meier representation of survival. DEN-treated WT mice have a
higher mortality rate than NKG2D mutants. Mice were routinely sacrificed at 15
months unless signs of disease appeared earlier. Log-rank (Mantel-Cox) test. p ≤0.05
(*). Data were pooled from 5 or more separate batches of DEN-injected mice.
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Immune	
  cell	
  population	
  
To investigate the mechanism by which NKG2D increases the tumour burden, we analysed
the composition of the immune cell population both in the tumour infiltrate and the liver
tissue surrounding the neoplastic lesions. The upper panel of Figure 57 shows the
distinction between tumour and surrounding hepatic tissue; the lower panel gives an
example of the gating strategy used to distinguish single viable leukocytes from hepatic
cells when analysing flow cytometry data. In order to gate on single leukocytes, cells were
first defined by size: aggregates were then excluded based on their area to width ratio.
Positivity for a viability dye allowed a further exclusion of dead cells, and live leukocytes
were finally defined based on CD45 antigen expression. As the tumours were carefully
resected in order to limit contamination with healthy tissue, information on the area at the
edge of the lesions would have to be obtained exclusively by histopathology [281, 282].

Figure 57: Example of the distinction between tumour and surrounding tissue used
for flow cytometry and the gating strategy for defining single viable leukocytes.
Leukocytes are gated by size (FSC-A) and granularity (SSC-A) (checked by CD3 and
GFP back gating). Events that are not spherical, as determined by their side (SSC)
and forward scatter (FSC) area (-A) to width (-W) ratios, are excluded to remove cell
aggregates from the analysis. Live cells are gated based on lack of dye integration due
to membrane integrity. Cells are then gated based on their expression of the common
leukocyte marker CD45. Data were pooled from 5 or more separate batches of DENinjected mice.
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Upon flow cytometry analysis, we assessed the number of leukocytes (defined as CD45positive cells) per gram of neoplastic or surrounding tissue. Figure 58 shows a trend
towards an increase in leukocytes in both tumour and surrounding tissue of WT mice
compared with AM controls. However, this result should be interpreted with care because
of the high variability in cell count from one mouse to another; the counts may not reflect
the exact cell number in each tissue. The high variability is due to a high level of
inaccuracy in the haemocytometer counts. Liver tissues were not perfused prior to
dissociation because of the presence of vascularized tumour, which makes the efficacy of
perfusion inconsistent between mice. Hence, dissociated cells include red blood cells that
are likely to have erroneously inflated the leukocyte cell count, and this may account for
the high standard deviation. In future studies, this method should be replaced with more
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Figure 58: CD45+ Leukocytes per gram of tissue in the tumour infiltrate of DENinduced hepatocellular carcinoma and surrounding tissue. n ≥7. Data were pooled
from 5 or more separate batches of DEN-injected mice.
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Myeloid	
  Cells	
  
Myeloid cells, particularly macrophages and neutrophils, are thought to be the main
producers of inflammatory cytokines in chronic liver inflammation [283, 284]: therefore,
we investigated the myeloid population in DEN-treated mice compared to AM controls.
Figure 59 shows the fraction of myeloid leukocytes in the livers of DEN-treated mice: the
proportions are similar to those of AM controls, both in the tumour infiltrate and
surrounding tissue. No difference between WT and NKG2D-KO mice could be detected.

Figure 59: Percentage of CD11b+ predominantly myeloid cells remains unchanged in
DEN-treated mice. n ≥7. Data were pooled from 5 or more separate batches of DENinjected mice.
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In this study, we define neutrophils and macrophages as Ly6G+ SSC-A high CD11b+ and
Ly6G- CD11b+ F4/80+, respectively (Figure 60); however, further functional or cytokine
data are needed to exclude the possibility of myeloid-derived suppressor cell function for
these cells, particularly in tumour tissue at this late stage of disease [285].

Figure 60: Gating strategy for dissecting myeloid population according to Ly6G
expression (left plot) into Ly6G+ SSC-A high CD11b+ (CD11b+ gating not shown)
and Ly6G- CD11b+ F4/80+ cells (right panel).

Below we compare the proportion of macrophages (CD11b+ F4/80+, Figure 61) and
neutrophils (CD11b+ Ly6G+, Figure 62) in each genotype and AM controls. Surprisingly,
macrophages appear depleted in the surrounding tissue of the treated mice. Neutrophils
remained similar between DEN-treated mice and AM controls, both in tumoursurrounding tissue and tumour infiltrate. The reduction in macrophages in the surrounding
tissue of WT DEN-treated mice suggests that macrophages in treated mice may remain
tolerogenic and anti-inflammatory, as they are in untreated healthy homeostatic livers.
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Figure 61: Fraction of macrophages (CD11b+ F4/80+) in the surrounding tissue of
hepatocellular carcinoma-positive DEN-treated mice is reduced in the presence of
NKG2D expression. n ≥10 Data were pooled from 5 or more separate batches of DENinjected mice. p ≤0.05 (*), p ≤0.01 (**)
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Figure 62: Fraction of neutrophils (CD11b+ Ly6G+ cells) unaffected by NKG2D
expression in hepatocellular carcinoma-positive DEN-treated mice. n ≥10. Data were
pooled from 5 or more separate batches of DEN-injected mice.

Lymphocytes	
  
We next focused on NKG2D-expressing cell types; dissecting T, NKT and NK cell
populations in both tumour and surrounding tissues. When analysed by flow cytometry, the
populations of interest were first gated out of leukocytes (defined as in Figure 57), and then
further dissected into T cells (CD3+ NK1.1-), NKT cells (CD3+ NK11+) and NK cells
(CD3- NK1.1+) as shown in Figure 63. T cells were then further dissected into CD8+ and
CD4+ T cells.
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Figure 63: Gating used to define T cells, NKT and NK cells before further dissecting
T cells. T cells were gated out of CD45+ cells for CD3 positivity and NK1.1 negativity.
CD3+ T cells were then divided into CD4+ and CD8+.
The percentage of NK cells in both the surrounding liver tissue and the HCC infiltrate
appeared to be significantly reduced, compared to that of AM controls, in WT but not in
NKG2D-KO mice. This suggests that NK cell stimulation via NKG2D decreases the
number of NK cells in the livers of DEN-treated mice. This may be due to chronic NKG2D
ligation triggering apoptosis, or to a loss of the niche that ordinarily maintains the high
percentage of NK cells in liver.
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Figure 64: NK cell number is decreased in WT but not NKG2D-KO DEN-treated
hepatocellular carcinoma-bearing mice. n ≥9. Data were pooled from 5 or more
separate batches of DEN-injected mice. p ≤0.05 (*)
Previously reported data suggest that over-triggering of NKG2D by its ligands leads to
down-regulation of the receptor on the cell surface, mimicking an exhausted NK cell
phenotype [286, 287]. Based on this, we evaluated the median fluorescence intensity of
NKG2D on NK cells in this model, and observed no change in NKG2D expression in WT
NK cells compared with WT AM controls (Figure 65). This suggests that WT NK cells
could be normally responsive and capable of killing cells expressing NKG2D ligands in
this model, although functional tests are needed to confirm this. The mechanism by which
NKG2D promotes cancer could therefore involve activation of NK cells upon NKG2D
ligation, even at an advanced stage of disease. The presence and localization of NKG2D
ligands should therefore be investigated, for instance through immunohistochemical
staining.
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Figure 65: NKG2D expression on wild-type NK cells is comparable in the livers of
WT and mutant mice with hepatocellular carcinoma. Upper panel: Representative
histograms of NKG2D expression on NK cells from tumour infiltrate, surrounding
tumour-free liver tissue and the livers of age-matched (AM) controls (red) and isotype
controls (grey). Lower panel: average median fluorescence intensity (MFI). n ≥5. Data
were pooled from 5 or more separate batches of DEN-injected mice.
The proportion of NKT cells in the tumour infiltrate of WT mice is reduced significantly
compared with AM controls, and a similar effect was seen in the surrounding tissue of
mutant littermates (Figure 66). Similarly, NKT cells are less represented in the tissue
surrounding the tumours of DEN-treated mice, compared with healthy tissue from AM
controls, but statistical significance is achieved only compared to AM control mice. These
data suggest that the tumour microenvironment and to a lesser extent the surrounding liver
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tissue, do not promote the expansion or recruitment of the NKT population. Furthermore,
as with NK cells and macrophages, the expression of NKG2D reduced NKT cell numbers
as a proportion of total lymphocytes.

Figure 66: NKT cells are reduced as a percentage of total leukocytes, in hepatocellular
carcinoma infiltrate and surrounding tissue of WT DEN-treated mice, compared to
their mutant littermates and age-matched PBS control mice. NKT cells were analysed
by flow cytometry as positive for CD3 and NK1.1. n ≥7. Data were pooled from 5 or
more separate batches of DEN-injected mice. p ≤0.05 (*), p ≤0.001 (***)
As shown in Figure 67, the T cell population was dissected into CD8+, CD4+ T cells.
There was a significant increase in CD8+ T cells in the surrounding tissue of WT mice
compared to both AM controls and NKG2D-KO mice. WT mice also show a significant
increase in CD8+ T cells in tumour infiltrate compared to AM controls. NKG2D-KO mice
showed a mild increase of CD8+ T cells in the tumour infiltrate compared to AM control
mice but did not differ significantly from WT mice.
Tumour-bearing mice generally showed a decrease in CD4+ T cells compared with AM
controls, although significance was only achieved in NKG2D-KO tumour infiltrate.
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Figure 67: CD8+ T cells in surrounding tissue and infiltrate are reduced in NKG2DKO mice. Percentages of T cell subsets infiltrating the tumour and residing in the
surrounding liver tissue of DEN-induced HCC mice. Left, CD4 T cells; right, CD8+ T
cells. n ≥5. Data were pooled from 5 or more separate batches of DEN-injected mice.
p ≤0.05 (*), p ≤0.01 (**)

The increase in CD8+ T cells in the presence of NKG2D could be responsible for the
observed increase in liver damage and increased tumour burden in NKG2D WT mice
(Figure 55 and Figure 52). Based on this hypothesis, we propose a mechanism by which
CD8+ T cells may promote hepatocyte death and inflammation.
Figure 68 demonstrates that a similar fraction of CD8+ T cells expressed NKG2D in DEN
tumour infiltrate and surrounding liver compared to age matched control mice. Further
more expression level of NKG2D also remained unaltered. It is known that CD8+ T cells
express NKG2D upon stimulation. As a follow-up to the present study, we plan to further
dissect this population and to investigate what subset(s) of CD8+ T cells constitute it.
In WT mice, NKG2D might co-stimulate CD8+ T cells during cytotoxic killing of
hepatocytes [288]. While this might seem discordant with a previous report that DENtreated Rag1 KO mice that lack T cells developed more tumours than WT littermates [245],
it is plausible that there is a balance between the killing of mutated hepatocytes and the
promotion of inflammation. In the absence of T cells the balance swings too far away from
tumour surveillance. Here, however, a small loss in surveillance is more than compensated
for by the reduction in pro-tumourigenic inflammation.
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In conclusion, flow analysis of immune cell compartments reveals several alterations in NK,
NKT and CD8+ T cell populations. A significant increase in CD8+ T cells correlates with
higher tumour burden in DEN-treated WT mice compared to AM control and KO treated
mice. This may imply a tumour promoting function for these cells.

Figure 68: NKG2D expression on CD8+ T cells from wild-type mice. Upper panel,
representative histograms of NKG2D expression on CD8+ T cells from tumour
infiltrate, surrounding tumour-free liver tissue and the livers of age-matched (AM)
controls (red) and isotype controls (grey). Lower panel: average median fluorescence
intensity (MFI). n ≥5. Data were pooled from 5 or more separate batches of DENinjected mice.
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Discussion	
  
Our findings here indicate that NKG2D helps to promote the progression of HCC, and in
its absence the tumour burden is significantly reduced (Figure 52) compared with that of
WT mice. This is an important finding, as it adds to a growing body of evidence [123, 139]
showing that NKG2D can be pro-inflammatory, most likely through activation of CD8+ T
cells. Next, I propose a possible mechanism through which NKG2D might exert this
function.
Flow cytometry revealed a trend towards an increase in CD45+ leukocytes in the
surrounding tissue and tumour infiltrate of WT and NKG2D-KO mice (Figure 58). This is
consistent with previous studies showing significant recruitment of immune cells in the
damaged tissue of HCC-bearing mice [245].
Further dissection of the tumour infiltrate and surrounding immune compartment
demonstrated a number of differences between the two genotypes. Notably, CD8+ T cells
are increased whilst macrophages, NK cells and NKT cells are reduced in the surrounding
tissue of WT mice compared to AM controls and NKG2D-KO mice. There is also a
reduction in NK and NKT cell percentages in the tumour infiltrate. This suggests that
NKG2D expression may promote the expansion or recruitment of the CD8+ T cell subset,
which may in turn lead to an increase in inflammation that ultimately, contributes to HCC
development.
This proposal is different from the classic role of cytotoxic cells as mediators of immune
surveillance and conflicts with a previous report showing an increase of HCC incidence in
the absence of T cells [245]. However, inflammation-induced cancer and immune
surveillance are not necessarily mutually exclusive [137]. We assessed the immune profile
in situ when tumours had fully developed and progressed to HCC, but not the early stages
of tumourigenesis, when the immune system is known to detect damage in neoplastic
lesions.

Hence, we cannot exclude the possibility that during tumour growth, CD8+

cytotoxic T cells eliminated the majority of cancer cells with up-regulated NKG2D ligands,
thereby initially delaying the development of HCC. However, the products of this cytotoxic
response may in turn drive HCC by promoting chronic inflammation. A proportion of
neoplastic cells will inevitably avoid immune surveillance, and due to the increased levels
of inflammation may develop into large tumours.
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In light of the findings presented here, Figure 70 and Figure 69 summarise two possible
mechanisms by which NKG2D and NKG2D-expressing cells could promote a proinflammatory environment. 	
  
Direct	
  Hepatocyte	
  Lysis	
  

Figure 69: NKG2D promotion of inflammation via direct cell lysis. NKG2D stimulates
lysis of ligand-expressing hepatocytes, causing the release of inflammatory cytokines
and damage associated molecular patterns (DAMPS) that stimulate myeloid cells.
Myeloid cells release cytokines and chemokines that promote hepatocyte proliferation
and inflammation.

Chronic liver inflammation involves a continuous cycle of hepatocyte death and
compensatory proliferation. While viruses and exposure to toxins can directly induce
apoptosis, hepatocyte death can also be induced by the immune system. The higher serum
levels of ALT, marker of liver damage, in WT mice compared with NKG2D KO mice
(Figure 55) suggest a role for NKG2D in promoting hepatocyte death [289].
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We hypothesized that this could be the result of NKG2D directly triggering a cytotoxic
response mediated by NK cells, NKT cells or cytotoxic CD8+ T cells, through the secretion
of toxic granules containing perforin and granzymes.
NKG2D has not been found to drive inflammation through cytotoxic attack of stromal cells:
however, in a mouse model of allergic pulmonary inflammation, the lack of NKG2D and
granzyme B similarly reduced the infiltration of inflammatory cells [139]. Granzyme B
belongs to a family of serine proteases released in conjunction with perforin by cytotoxic
immune cells to induce apoptosis. Additionally, perforin-deficient mice, in a mouse model
of bleomysin-induced pneumopathy, have less apoptotic lung parenchyma and a reduced
severity of disease [290]. Furthermore, granzyme M and perforin have been shown to
decrease survival and to cause the release of proinflammatory cytokines in acute LPS
treatment of mice [291].
Apoptosis is a more controlled form of cell death than necrosis, and is thought to induce
low levels of inflammatory response [292].

However, these reports suggest that the

induction of apoptosis by cytotoxic immune cells may initiate inflammation, possibly in
response to products released by apoptotic cells or mediators of the cytotoxic response,
such as granzyme, which may themselves trigger an immune response [293]. An increase
in the cytotoxic response against stressed hepatocytes could therefore help to promote
chronic inflammation, and the presence of NKG2D on cytotoxic immune cells could
increase their potency against stressed hepatocytes that have up-regulated ligand, ultimately
driving the increased inflammatory response reported here in WT mice.
NKG2D stimulation of peripheral blood and ovarian tumour-infiltrating T cells by sMICA
resulted in the suppression of proliferation and induction of cell cycle arrest in T cells not
expressing NKG2D [294]. This suggests a bystander effect of soluble MICA/NKG2D
interaction on local T cells, most likely via secretion of suppressive cytokines. Using a
subcutaneous implant model of liver carcinoma, Iannello et al. demonstrated a role of the
H-ras pathway commonly mutated in DEN-induced HCC [263] in recruiting NK cells to
the tumour via CCL2 expression [295]. While CD8+ T cell numbers are not defined in our
model these cells could be recruited by CCL2 and this could be the signal responsible for
the increase in the CD8+ T cell percentage observed in the presence of NKG2D (Figure 67).
However, CCL2-driven recruitment is somewhat at odds with the slight reduction in NK
cell percentage seen in Figure 64. The reduction in NK cell percentage may result from NK
cell death by apoptosis induced by negative feedback signalling post NKG2D engagement
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and NK cell activation [296]. Alternatively the reduction in NK cell percentage could be
associated with an increase in CD8+ T cells and not an alteration in absolute number.
The stable levels of NKG2D expression on NK cells or CD8+ T cells in both the tumour
infiltrate and surrounding liver tissue suggests that the receptor could be engaging its
ligands and promoting a cytotoxic response in this model (Figure 65 and Figure 68):
however, the presence of NKG2D ligands remains to be confirmed. It is therefore an
important next step to investigate ligand expression on tumour cells and hepatocytes in
surrounding tissue, as well as soluble ligand in serum. The importance of the interplay
between NKG2D and its soluble and membrane-bound ligands was recently demonstrated
by Deng et al. After implanting the B16 mouse melanoma cell line with or without the
ability to secrete soluble MULT (secMULT), they found that expression of the soluble
ligand resulted in improved efficiency of rejection, and when non secreting B16 were
injected with B16-secMULT they too were rejected more efficiently. When B16-MULT
cells, transfected to express MULT on their cell surface, were injected i.p they induced
down-regulation of NKG2D on intraperitoneal NK cells. This phenomenon was not
replicated upon rejection of B16-secMULT cells, when the NKG2D level on NK cells
remained similar to that of NK cells in untreated mice, which is higher even than that of
NK cells in mice injected with B16 untransfected cells. This maintenance of NKG2D
expression correlated with a higher proportion of NK cells secreting IFNγ in response to
activating receptor cross linking or incubation with Yac-1 tumour cells when compared to
NK cells from mice injected with B16 cells. This greater level of NK cell activity was
demonstrated to be due to the ability of soluble MULT to block the inhibitory effects of
Rae-1 expression on myeloid cells, which desensitized NK cells [233]. The mechanism by
which MULT in its soluble form prevents desensitization of NK cells by Rae-1 is likely to
involve physically preventing the RAE-1/NKG2D interaction, as MULT-1 is known to
have a higher affinity for NKG2D than RAE-1. Hence, it will be important to examine
MULT-1 and RAE-1 expression in our physiological cancer model. As shown in Figure 65
and Figure 68, NKG2D expression (mean fluorescence intensity) is not reduced on NK
cells or CD8+ T cells in the tumour infiltrate or surrounding liver tissue of our diseased
mice. This would be in line with the presence of soluble MULT.
A large bank of serum and tissue has been generated during this project, which can be
tested for soluble and membrane-bound ligand, respectively. Furthermore, tissue sections
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can be cut and stained immunohistochemically to facilitate identification of ligands in
conjunction with markers of cell death. Examination of the presence or lack of ligand
expression and the proximity of cytotoxic lymphocytes on these sections to dying
hepatocytes or tumour cells should enable further refinement of the models discussed here.
Production	
  of	
  Inflammatory	
  Cytokines	
  

Figure 70: Proposed model of NKG2D promotion of inflammation through cytokine
secretion. NKG2D-expressing cells secrete proinflammatory cytokines and
chemokines in response to NKG2D ligation. Inflammatory cytokines could then
promote hepatocyte death, stimulate macrophages and or promote tumour growth
directly.
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Alternatively, or in addition to the mechanism described above, NKG2D may promote
hepatocyte death and increase tumour burden through up-regulation of cytokine expression
by the cell on which it is expressed. In response to NKG2D triggering, NKG2D-expressing
lymphocytes may produce inflammatory cytokines such as IFNγ and TNFα [297, 298].
Both IFNγ and TNFα have been shown to be critical for in vivo clearance of tumour cells
by antigen-specific cytotoxic T cells [299-302]. However, as mentioned in the introduction
to this chapter, TNFα can also promote the expression of IL-6 and other inflammatory
cytokines, initiating an inflammatory cascade and hepatocyte proliferation [220].
There is a growing body of evidence that TNFα has both pro-tumourigenic and antitumourigenic functions [303]. TNFα KO mice have been shown to be less susceptible to
the development of skin cancer in models induced by DMBA alone or in conjunction with
TPA, and the TNFα KO mice showed a 75% reduction in the number of tumours they
developed compared to WT mice [304]. A study using InvEE mice that express
constitutively active MAP-kinase 1 under the involucrin promoter showed an increase in
chronic skin inflammation, epidermal hyperproliferation and the development of
papillomas post wounding. Ablation of both TNFα promoters in InvEE mice reduced the
incidence of papillomas post wounding by 80%. Papillomas from InvEE mice are
characterised by an increase in stromal CD4+ T cells, CD11b+ F480+ cells and mast cells
that are lost in the absence of TNFα receptors [305]. On the other hand, only the proportion
of CD8+ T cells was increased in the surrounding liver tissue of HCC-bearing mice in the
presence of NKG2D in our study (Figure 67). This suggests that TNFα is not the driver of
the difference in HCC burden observed between the presence and absence of NKG2D. The
apparent discrepancy between the two models could be due to differences in the
development of TNFα-driven inflammation in the liver immune environment compared to
that of the skin.
The ability of TNFα to both suppress and promote tumourigenesis is due its ability to
activate pro-apoptotic, pro-inflammatory and cell survival/proliferation pathways. TNFα
can signal via two receptors, TNFR1, which is ubiquitously expressed on all cell types that
have been examined, and TNFR2, whose expression appears to be limited to immune cells
[306]. Both receptors are capable of activating NF-κB via the adaptor protein TRAF2 [307],
but only TNFR1 can activate apoptosis via TRADD/FADD signalling. Thus, TNFα can be
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pro-apoptotic via the FADD-initiated caspase pathway or pro-survival via TRAF2mediated NF-κB signalling [308]. The impact of TNFα in any particular case appears to
depend on the mutation-driven characteristics of the target cell or on signals in the tumour
environment that favour either the pro- or anti-apoptotic and pro-inflammatory pathways
[306, 309].
A comparison of liver re-growth following partial hepatectomy (PH) in WT mice and
TNFR1 KO mice has demonstrated that an increase in DNA binding of the transcription
factors NF-κB, AP-1 and STAT3 failed to occur in TNFR1 KO mice. This lack of
transcriptional activation resulted in severely impaired DNA synthesis and thus a lack of
liver re-growth [220]. Separately, liver parenchymal cell-specific deletion of NEMO, a
critical activator of NF-κB, has been demonstrated to promote HCC [310]. Activation of
NF-κB in immune cells has a pro-tumourigenic effect [144], so a study of changes of TNFα
expression in the absence of NKG2D should also determine the expression levels of
effectors downstream of TNFα signalling, ideally at multiple time points during tumour
development. Signalling molecules downstream of TNFα whose expression levels could be
informative as to the function of TNFα in the promotion of HCC by NKG2D include
caspase 8, the mediator of cell extrinsically induced apoptosis and TRAF2, the mediator of
TNFα induced NF-κB signalling [306, 311]. Further downstream, EGF1 and its ligand
TGFα are up-regulated by TNFα to create a proliferative autocrine-signalling loop, as
found in in-vitro studies of pancreatic cancer cells, tubular cells and colonic myofibroblasts
[312-314].
Interestingly, TRAF2 KO mice have recently been shown to display reduced peripheral
CD8+ and NKT cell numbers. Lack of TRAF2 signalling reduces sensitivity to IL-15,
which reduces the proliferation of CD8+ T cells and NKT cells [315]. Thus, TNFα
signalling could create a positive feedback loop resulting in the increase in CD8+ T cells
observed in WT mice (Figure 67), though this would not explain the reduced NKT cell
numbers (Figure 66). Thus, TNFα could be a good candidate for an inflammatory cytokine
in the hypothetical model of tumour promotion in Figure 70.
Another pro-inflammatory cytokine secreted in response to NKG2D ligation is IFNγ. IFNγ
is critical for lymphocyte-mediated clearance of tumour cells [301, 316, 317]. However, it
can promote inflammation by classical activation of macrophages [283] and can recruit NK
cells to the liver [254]: therefore, it can potentially drive HCC. IFNγ secretion also induces
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cell cycle arrest and favours induction of apoptosis via STAT1 signalling in hepatocytes
[318, 319]. In addition, IFNγ is critical for liver damage in a CD4+ T cell-mediated model
of liver fulminant inflammation [320]. Thus, apoptosis and cell death, considered hallmarks
of chronic liver inflammation, could be driven by up-regulation of proinflammatory
cytokines, such as IFNγ and TNFα, as a consequence of NKG2D-NKG2D ligand
interaction.
Interestingly, CD8+ T cells have been shown to promote cutaneous carcinogenesis in the
7,12-dimethylbenz[a]anthracene (DMBA) and phorbol 12-myristate 13-acetate (PMA)induced model of cutaneous carcinoma. In this model, the mutagen DMBA is first applied,
followed by twice-weekly application of the inflammation-inducing PMA. Interestingly,
DMBA

and

PMA

dose-dependently

altered

the

secretion

profile

of

TCRαβ+CD8+CD44+CD62L− cells (T-pro), which promote the carcinogenesis. At high
dose (DMBA 400 mmol PMA 20 mmol) the T-pro cells showed up-regulation of NKG2D
and expressed the TH1 cytokines IFNγ and TNFα [321], whilst at low doses (DMBA 200
mmol PMA 5 mmol) the pro-inflammatory response was an IL-17-driven TH17-type
response [322]. In both cases, perforin was down-regulated in the infiltrating CD8+ T cells.
These findings are consistent with the proposed role of NKG2D in promoting
inflammation-associated cancer via CD8+ T cells. Interestingly in a mouse model of
pulmonary metastasis, using the B16 melanoma cell line, depletion of CD8+ T-cells prior
to B16 injection significantly reduced the number of metastasis. This effect was reduced by
immunization of the mice with a tumour specific antigen or if the CD8+ T cells lacked the
ability to secrete IL-10. This implies that this effect is due impart to IL-10 secretion by
CD8+ T cells that lack antigen specificity [323].
It should be possible to infer from tissue sections and transcriptional analysis of samples
whether NKG2D mediates direct cytotoxic lysis of aberrant liver cells or induces apoptosis
via the secretion of cytokines to create the observed phenotype. Follow-up studies would
also benefit greatly from in vivo imaging analyses. The use of MRI would allow the
development of tumours to be monitored more closely [324], making it possible to assess
whether NKG2D impacts the onset of tumour development or the growth rate at a later
stage. Furthermore, it would allow investigation of the progression of this disease at earlier
time points, which would offer a better understanding of the whole time course of disease
progression. Also, it would allow an endpoint to be chosen based on tumour burden rather
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than time. This would remove a source of variability in the present experiments, in which
tumours at different stages of progression were not distinguished. In vivo imaging at a
cellular level has already provided much insight into the behaviour of cytotoxic T cells, as
it can show whether an individual cell is releasing cytotoxic granules, directionally or non
directionally releasing cytokines, or killing via direct cell contact with a target cell [325].

Next	
  Steps	
  
The high standard deviation of many of the results reported here is considered to be due to
the characteristic heterogeneity of tumours induced by administration of DEN. Not all liver
cells accumulate the same mutations [257] and not all mice will acquire them at the same
time. In one sense this is an advantage, because it mimics human HCC, and supports the
biological significance of the data suggesting a role for NKG2D in promoting HCC. On the
other hand, the 15-month DEN-induced model of HCC development reported here is
poorly suited to the manipulation of the immune environment required to investigate the
mechanisms involved, because of the large number of mice required to produce statistically
significant results, and the long duration of the experiment. Therefore, further studies in a
short-term model of liver inflammation would be useful to confirm our proposed
mechanisms.
Short-term (24-72 h) treatments of adult mice with higher doses of DEN have enabled
elucidation of the function of IL-6 and IKKβ in HCC development [146] [144]. However,
as CD8+ T cell numbers are altered by the absence of NKG2D expression, and as memory
CD8+ T cells could play a role in the NKG2D-mediated promotion of HCC, this model
may not be suitable for our purpose; we need a model of sufficient duration to observe the
effects of a memory T cell response. The kinetics of the T cell response to the antigens
presented during hepatocyte damage and the mechanism by which NKG2D expression
impacts the CD8+ T cell response will dictate the choice of an appropriate short-term
model.
Lymphocytic choriomeningitis virus (LCMV) experiments have shown that, in response to
a viral antigen, CD8+ T cell proliferation was initiated between 1 and 2 days post infection,
peaking at 5–7 days post infection [326, 327]. The peak of the initial CD8+ T cell response
and subsequent time points will therefore be our main focus when investigating the putative
role of NKG2D co-stimulation of CD8+ T cells in promoting hepatocyte death and in
CD8+ T cell recruitment, inflammation and hepatocyte proliferation.
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A short-term model would have to be evaluated by flow cytometry to ascertain that the
immune response elicited is similar to that observed in the present study. If this is not
achieved with one dose of DEN, alternatives such as multiple doses of DEN alone or DEN
in combination with a more potent liver toxin such as phenobarbital [328] or Dgalactosamine (D-GalN) [329] or hepatic resection [324] may be required to rapidly mimic
the chronic liver inflammation that promotes HCC.
Knowledge of the cytokine expression profile of our HCC-bearing mice will be critical to
refine a short-term model, together with a detailed immunohistochemical examination of
the tumours and surrounding tissue in order to understand the localisation of the cell
populations assessed here by flow cytometry and the environment in which they are
functioning. Once mechanisms by which NKG2D promotes the tumour burden in DENinduced HCC have been identified, they can be confirmed through immune cell subset
depletion, cytokine/chemokine blockade experiments, cell transfer experiments, by
crossing our mice with other gene of interest-targeted mice, or a combination of these
approaches, as appropriate. Using such approaches, it should be possible to establish in
detail the pathway by which NKG2D promotes HCC, and also to understand the function
of cytotoxic lymphocytes in HCC and inflammation-driven cancer.
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Double	
  mutant	
  mouse	
  
We set out to characterise the immune cell repertoire of our novel mouse model, which
lacks expression of the two potent NK cell activating receptors NKG2D and NKp46. The
NK cell frequency in the DKO mouse was not significantly different from that of WT mice
(Figure 20). Furthermore, all NK cell receptors tested were expressed on NK cells from the
mutant mice (Figure 21, Figure 22, Figure 23, Figure 25, Figure 26, Figure 27 and Figure
28), and the cytotoxicity towards those target cell lines against which the response is not
dominated by NKp46 or NKG2D ligation was normal (Figure 37 and Figure 36).
Therefore, we consider that any phenotypes observed in disease models tested in double
mutant mice are a direct result of the absence of NKG2D and NKp46, rather than an NK
cell abnormality induced by their absence.

NKG2D	
  KO	
  phenotype	
  
Despite the apparent normality of the mutant mice, as described here and in previous
reports [88, 111], small but significant changes were observed in the NK cell population of
NKG2D-deficient mice. Compared with WT mice, there were statistically significant
differences in the percentages of NK cells expressing DNAM-1 (increased) and Ly49A,
Ly49G2 (decreased) (Figure 21), and there was a significant increase in the R3 population
of CD11b+ CD27- cells in the mice lacking expression of the NKG2D receptor (Figure 23).
This points to a subtle role for NKG2D in NK cell education and maturation. We obtained
evidence that this impact of NKG2D on education is NK cell intrinsic through the creation
of mixed chimeric mice in which WT and NKG2D KO NK cells reconstituted the same
WT host mouse. In addition, the expression changes of DNAM-1, Ly49A and Ly49G2
were maintained post poly I:C activation. However, the modest changes in NK maturation
profile were no longer seen in an inflammatory condition, and this indicates that the
environment can impact this phenotype.
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HCC	
  phenotype	
  
By investigating the development of HCC in mice lacking NKG2D we found for the first
time that NKG2D can promote cancer in an inflammatory environment. We observed a
higher burden of disease measured in terms of liver to body weight ratio and chemical
assay of liver damage (Figure 52 and Figure 55). In the WT, but not the NKG2D KO mice
we observed an increase in CD8+ T cells, suggesting that an excessive NKG2D-dependent
cytotoxic T cell response could play a role in the sustained inflammation characteristic of
this DEN-induced HCC model.

Concluding	
  remarks	
  
Our results indicate that NK cell activating receptors have a more complex role than simply
triggering cytotoxicity and cytokine expression as a response to aberrant cells. Specifically,
NKG2D may play a mild cell intrinsic role in NK cell education, shaping the NK cell
repertoire. NKG2D also has a modest impact on NK cell maturation at the steady state.
Further, in an inflammation-driven cancer model, NKG2D has a pro-tumourigenic action.
We consider that NKG2D may have either an anti-tumourigenic or pro-tumourigenic effect
depending upon a variety of coexisting factors and pathophysiological conditions.
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